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Back in the May 2021 issue, I reported on Google’s effort 
to replace third-party tracking cookies with a new alterna-
tive they call Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC). The 
company’s FLoC initiative replaces tracking cookies with 
an alternative technology that removes the power of 
third-party vendors while still sustaining, and perhaps 
enhancing, Google’s own ability to target ads for ad buyers. 
New developments have added new folds of interest to this 
story. Time will tell whether these events will actually make 
a difference to the browser industry, but they are cer-
tainly worthy of attention.

First of all, Google announced a delay in their planned de-
ployment of FLoC. Several major websites and ad vendors 
have denounced FLoC as a bad idea and a naked power 
grab by Google, and some commentators have speculated 
that the negative response is one of the reasons for the 
delay. It is unclear what they think one year would do to 
improve this negative response, unless Google is actually 
redesigning the system to appease its critics, which 
doesn’t sound like Google. The other reason for the delay 
is that the EU has launched an antitrust investigation into 
Google’s plan. The regulators’ argument is that Google 
is an ad vendor, and Google the ad vendor should not 
be able to use the market power of the Google Chrome 
browser to enhance its position and eliminate rivals. (If 
you think this sounds a lot like the antitrust claims 
against Microsoft back in the 1990s, you are correct.)

Google is quite capable of pulling the plug on projects 
they don’t think have a future – who remembers Google 
Latitude, Google Spaces, Google Wave? – but in this case, 
they just announced a delay, which means they still have 
an intention to proceed with it.

Meanwhile, as Google pauses and waits for the unfolding 
of its grand plan, Firefox is pressing ahead with its own, 
very different vision of cookie control. On August 10, 
Mozilla announced a new feature for Firefox 91 known as 
Enhanced Cookie Clearing. This new feature is part of a 
larger initiative called Total Cookie Protection, which was 
unveiled earlier this year. Total Cookie Protection confines 
all cookies from a single website into a separate cookie jar 
associated with the site. According to Mozilla, “In combi-
nation with the Supercookie Protections we announced 
[recently], Total Cookie Protection provides comprehen-
sive partitioning of cookies and other site data between 
websites in Firefox. Together these features prevent web-
sites from being able to ‘tag’ your browser, thereby elimi-
nating the most pervasive cross-site tracking technique.”

The new Enhanced Cookie Clearing option allows the user 
to zap everything in the cookie jar, clearing all cookies 

associated with a website all at once. It seems that track-
ers have started to store identifiers in increasingly obscure 
places to avoid cookie protections, including “Flash stor-
age, Etags, and HSTS flags.” Total Cookie Protection and 
Enhanced Cookie Clearing help to prevent these kinds of 
detection avoidance techniques that other cookie manage-
ment systems might miss.

In the Firefox solution, third-party cookies still exist, but 
they can only be accessed from the site where they were 
placed, so they can’t be used for tracking. On the other 
hand, the Google solution claims to eliminate third-party 
cookies, but it is far messier and more complicated than 
the Firefox method, and Google still gets to watch every-
thing you do – they just store the data differently.

It will be interesting to see how a year’s delay in Google’s 
grand vision will play out against the rapid advance of 
Mozilla’s grand vision. Keep in mind, also, that Apple has 
already blocked third-party cookies in the Safari browser 
and might be working on similar refinements to ensure a 
tighter seal. It is possible that, by the time the smoke 
clears from Google’s antitrust review, the industry might 
have already moved on, and Google might have missed 
its opportunity to dictate the future of cookie protection. 
That’s a big if, or course, because Google is still the big-
gest player in the eternal food 
fight for browser dominance, 
but we’ll see how the cookie 
crumbles.

COOKIE FIGHT

Joe Casad,  
Editor in Chief

Dear Reader,
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If your regular expressions are getting too complicated, 
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Mike Schilli shows how to instruct the Go compiler to 
detect and avoid race conditions.
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your Chromebook healthy after its expiration date.
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The Ranger file manager offers a wealth of commands – 
and less reliance on a mouse.
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the utilization level of hard disks.
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files to free up valuable disk space.
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level but raises copyleft licensing issues.
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This friendly Arch Linux distro focuses on usability and 
modern hardware, making it particularly appealing to 
gamers.

26 Tuxedo InfinityBook Pro 14 Gen6
We test a new entrant in the world of slim and 
lightweight Linux-powered laptops.

16 Linux from Scratch
If you really want to learn about Linux, build it from 
scratch.
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62 Custom Rasp Pi OS
A preconfigured Raspberry Pi operating system could cut 
the time required to burn and configure your OS images.
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Create a kiosk display from an old eReader to show data 
culled from Home Automation, Raspberry Pis, and 
Arduinos.
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different flavors of operating systems.
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preventing eye strain.
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more! 

88 Tutorial – Wekan
Manage your project’s workflow by tracking task 
ownership and progress.

16  Linux From 
Scratch  
Building an operating 
system is not like 
compiling a desktop app. 
You’ll need to create a 
complete development 
environment – and if you 
follow the steps carefully, 
you’ll emerge with a deeper 
understanding of Linux.
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Defective discs will be replaced.  
Please send an email to subs@linux-magazine.com.

Although this Linux Magazine disc has been tested and is to the 
best of our knowledge free of malicious software and defects, 
Linux Magazine cannot be held responsible and is not liable for 
any disruption, loss, or damage to data and computer systems 
related to the use of this disc. 

Linux Mint 20.2 Cinnamon Edition and Garuda Linux KDE Dr460nized Edition
Two Terrific Distros on a Double-Sided DVD!

Linux Mint 20.2 
Cinnamon Edition

64-bit
Linux Mint is one of the most popular Debian and Ubuntu 
derivatives. Cinnamon is Mint’s own desktop and one of 
the most innovative desktops for Linux. The 20.2 release 
is a Long Term Support (LTS) release, which will receive 
updates and bug fixes until 2025.

As often happens with LTS releases, 20.2 contains nu-
merous new or enhanced features. These include Bulky, 
a mass file renamer, plus an Android app that supple-
ments Warpinator, enabling easy file transfer to phones 
and tablets. Another useful addition is the ability of the 
file manager Nemo to search for content as well as file 
names. Many new features are found in the Update 
Manager, which now supports Spices updates (i.e., up-
dates for applets, desklets, themes, and extensions), as 
well as updates for universal Flatpak packages, which 
were previously accessed from Startup Applications. 
Just as usefully, the Update Manager also records how 
long each update has been available and suggests 
whether or not users might like a reminder to update. 
Still other options are to set conditions for when a notifi-
cation should display the first time and to dismiss a noti-
fication for two days. The overall result is easier control 
of updates and their notifications

Linux Mint’s Cinnamon edition is the perfect choice for 
users of all levels, with a constantly improving interface 
and a solid foundation in Debian. The 20.2 release should 
prove no exception.

Garuda Linux 
KDE Dr460nized Edition

64-bit
Based in India, Garuda Linux is a newer distribution 
based on Arch Linux by way of Manjaro. It’s designed 
to achieve several well-defined goals that together add 
up to a unique distribution.

To start with, one of Garuda’s goals is ease of use. To 
this end, it includes handpicked themes and its own line 
of graphical setting tools, including windows for GRUB 
options and network assistance. At the same time, an-
other emphasis is on performance, with Btrfs as the de-
fault filesystem, zstd for file compression, and the zram 
kernel modules, which create a ramdisk for increased 
speed. The emphasis on performance also includes 
Garuda’s own Timeshift, a utility that saves up to five 
system snapshots and is partly intended to reduce the 
problems that occasionally crop up with a rolling release. 
Still another goal is gaming, as shown by a gaming-opti-
mized kernel and the distro’s repository for games.

These goals add up to a distribution with something for 
everybody. Garuda does seem, however, best suited to 
mid-level users, similar to Manjaro without being a deriv-
ative. It is also a suitable starting point for anyone who 
wants a friendly introduction to the world of Arch Linux.

+
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  Elementary OS 6 Odin Now Available
Elementary OS has always been a Linux distribution that takes the user experience 
seriously. And with the latest release (version 6, aka Odin), they take that to a new 
level. Users will now be able to more easily select between light and dark themes 
and even choose 
the accent colors to 
make the UI even 
more personal. In 
fact, version 6 is 
the most customiz-
able release from the elementary designers and developers. This was made possi-
ble by a complete redesign and rewrite of the system stylesheet.

But this new release isn’t all about style – there’s plenty of substance. One of the 
many things the developers have done is leverage cutting-edge sandboxing technol-
ogy to better enforce privacy and security. This release also makes use of Portals, 
which allows you to control how applications interact with one another (and your 
data). Within the Settings app, you’ll find an Applications Permissions section, 
where you can control which apps have permissions for things such as the Home 
Folder, System Folders, Devices, Network, Bluetooth, Printing, Secure Shell Agent, 
and GPU Acceleration.

In addition, elementary OS 6 has gone all-in on Flatpak (a modern container 
format for application distribution). Many of the default elementary OS apps are 
now distributed as Flatpaks.

Finally, elementary OS enables multi-touch gestures out of the box, a feature 
that’s long overdue and very welcome.

Find out more about elementary OS 6 from the official blog (https://blog.elemen-
tary.io/elementary-os-6-odin-released/ ) and download (https://elementary.io/ ) your 
copy of one of the most user-friendly Linux distributions available.

  
Kubuntu Focus Team Announces  
High-Performance Focus XE

From the makers of the Focus M2 (one of the hottest KDE-specific laptops on the 
market), comes the new Focus XE. And although it’s focused on those looking for 
something small in form factor, it’s certainly big in performance.

Sporting 11th generation CPUs and high-speed audio/data ports, this machine 
isn’t an entry-level, budget-friendly laptop. The specs of the XE include a 4-core 
processor (Intel Core i7), up to 64GB of 3200 MHz RAM, up to 2TB NVMe storage, 
and Intel IRIS Xe Graphics. Other features include dual-band 5 GHz wireless, 
RJ-45 Gigabit Ethernet, Bluetooth dual version 5.2, and Thunderbolt v4. You’ll also 
find two USB-A 3.2 GEN1 ports, and one USB-C 3.2 GEN2 port. An illuminated 
keyboard with 4mm of travel, a generous trackpad, a 1.0 MP HD webcam, and a 
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49 Whr Li-ION battery with FlexiCharge Battery Optimization (available in the 
BIOS), are all housed in a composite aluminum and plastic chassis.

The base model XE will run you USD $1,195, so this isn’t a laptop that budget-
minded users are going to seek out. But if you’re looking for a sleek mobile 
workstation, that can be specced out to “beast mode” for $2,290 and enjoys the 
KDE desktop environment, the Focus XE might be just the machine for you.

Purchase your Focus XE from the Kfocus website (https://kfocus.org/).

  
Solus 4.3 Available for Download  
and Installation

Solus is the Linux distribution dedicated to the Budgie desktop. And this time 
around Budgie has received plenty of bug fixes and updates that add up to much-
improved performance and reliability. These changes to the desktop environment 
also include new themes, window customizations, improved notifications, screen 
tracking, and more.

But the big additions come by way of the Linux 5.13 kernel. By shipping with this 
new kernel, Solus introduces support for Apple’s M1 chipset, Intel’s Alder Lake S 
Graphics, AMD’s FreeSync/Adaptive-Sync, and a generic USB display driver. These 
additions mean Solus can run on even more hardware and will benefit from the 
performance gains offered by those chipsets and features.

If you opt to install Solus with the Gnome desktop, you’ll be treated to version 
40.2, which offers several new additions, such as tap-drag-release, horizontal 
workflow, improved gesture support for trackpads, and better keyboard shortcuts. 
Mutter (the window manager for Gnome) has also received numerous improve-
ments, such as support for clipping (during background drawing) as well as scroll 
button locking. The Gnome developers have also resolved several X11 issues, 
such as unwanted position changes and window resizing during moving.

For those who opt to go the KDE route, you’ll find the beautiful Plasma 5.22.2, 
which adds plenty of enhancements to the experience.

To get your copy of Solus 4.3, head over to the official download page (https://get-
sol.us/download/).

  
Steam Deck Linux-Powered Gaming System  
Set to Take Over the Handheld World

More than just a hand-held gaming system, the Steam Deck is a Linux-powered 
system with a KDE interface that can be docked and used as a regular PC. Steam 
Deck uses Proton as a compatibility layer to play Windows games on Linux, but 
users are free to replace it.

The device specs include an AMD 4-core Zen 2 CPU, an 8-core RDNA 2 graphics 
unit, 16 GB of memory, a 7-inch 1280x800-resolution touchscreen. As far as game 
control, Steam Deck includes several trackpads, thumbsticks, buttons, and trig-
gers. A 40Wh battery is said to allow anywhere from two to eight hours of use. 
The device is charged via a single USB-C port that dou-
bles as the means to connect the Steam 
Deck to external monitors and docks.

Steam Deck has three price points, 
based on different storage options: A 
base level of 64GB eMMC using 
PCIe Gen 2, a second-tier model 
with 256GB NVMe SSD using PCIe 
Gen 3, and a 512GB “high-speed” NVMe 
SDD that also uses PCIe Gen 3. The costs of the 
units (respectively) are $400, $530, and $650.

Valve plans on shipping the units in the US, Canada, EU, and the UK in December 
2021. Reserve yours on the official Steam Deck site (https://www.steamdeck.com/en/).

Paw Prints • Jon “maddog” Hall
The Virus Rears its Ugly Head...
After months of machines being turned off, 
software licenses (with their expiration dates 
never “dormant”) are up for renewal.

ADMIN HPC
http://www.admin-magazine.com/HPC/

Prolog and Epilog Scripts
• Jeff Layton
HPC systems can benefit from administrator-
defined prolog and epilog scripts.

ADMIN Online
http://www.admin-magazine.com/

Forensic Analysis with Autopsy and Sleuth Kit
• Matthias Wübbeling
Forensic admins can use the Autopsy digital 
forensics platform to perform an initial analy-
sis of a failed system, looking for traces of an 
attempted attack.

IT Automation with SaltStack
• Robin Wittler and Tobias Jahnke
SaltStack is a fast and reliable modular 
toolbox written in Python that contains 
ready-made modules for many configuration 
management purposes.

HTTP/1.1 vs. HTTP/2 and HTTP/3
• Sandro Lucifora
HTTP/2 introduced multiplexing, resulting in 
superior bandwidth utilization over HTTP/1.1, 
and HTTP/3 solves the problem of transmis-
sion delays from packet loss by replacing TCP 
with QUIC.
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Paragon NTFS Driver On Track For Upcoming  
Linux Kernel

Paragon submitted a read/write NTFS driver for the Linux kernel back in August 
2020. At that time, the patch was refused because it was more than 27,000 
lines of code. Since then, the company has submitted the patch in smaller 
chunks, which made it possible for the kernel maintainers to go through the 
code. This led to Linus responding (on lore.kernel.org – https://lore.kernel.org/
lkml/afd62ae457034c3fbc4f2d38408d359d@paragon-software.com/ ) to say, “If 
the new NTFS code has acks from people - and it sounds like it did get them – 
and Paragon is expected to be the maintainer of it, then I think Paragon should 
just make a git pull request for it.” 

Paragon made it clear they would be maintaining the implementation, so it now 
looks as if the patch will make it into either 5.14 or 5.15.

This driver includes support for both normal and compressed files, supports 
journal replaying and full journaling support over JBD, and will be supported (via 
Paragon) once it’s merged into the kernel. The patch does not, however, include 
all of the Paragon utilities. Regarding that, Paragon hints that there may still be a 
commercial version that will include everything. 

The only caveat to this is that there are already more advanced filesystems 
available on the market. But with so many businesses still depending on NTFS, 
this patch should be a welcome addition to a lot of admins and companies.

  
LemonDuck Cryptomining Malware is  
Targeting Linux Systems

LemonDuck is a targeted attack that originally focused on vulnerabilities found in 
Microsoft’s Exchange server to enable crypto mining on the compromised sys-
tem. To make this attack even more vicious, 
Lem onDuck removes other attackers from a 
compromised device to get rid of compet-
ing malware. This attack originally fo-
cused on China but has since begun tar-
geting other countries (such as the US, 
Russia, Germany, the UK, India, Korea, 
Canada, France, and Vietnam). 

LemonDuck initially set its sights on 
Windows servers but has since ex-
panded to Linux systems as well. On 
top of this, LemonDuck has expanded 
beyond crypto mining and can do things like send phishing 
emails, install backdoors, disable security controls, and steal 
credentials.

LemonDuck can spread via phishing emails, USB thumb drives, brute force attacks, 
and security exploits. 

Microsoft’s 365 Defender Threat Intelligence Team (https://www.microsoft.
com/security/blog/2021/07/22/when-coin-miners-evolve-part-1-exposing-lemon-
duck-and-lemoncat-modern-mining-malware-infrastructure/ ) had this to say 
about LemonDuck: “LemonDuck, an actively updated and robust malware that’s 
primarily known for its botnet and cryptocurrency mining objectives, followed 
the same trajectory when it adopted more sophisticated behavior and escalated 
its operations.”

Make sure you are following these CVEs to keep up on what’s happening with 
this vulnerability: CVE-2017-0144 (EternalBlue), CVE-2017-8464 (LNK RCE), CVE-
2019-0708 (BlueKeep), CVE-2020-0796 (SMBGhost), CVE-2021-26855 (Proxy-
Logon), CVE-2021-26857 (ProxyLogon), CVE-2021-26858 (ProxyLogon), CVE-2021-
27065 (ProxyLogon).
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The discussion ended up ranging 
over a wider terrain, with other filesys-
tem maintainers asking about any spe-
cial cases regarding their particular 
filesystems.

In general though, it seems that file-
systems do have a pride-of-place, where 
maintainers can feel free to send their 
patches directly to Linus, as opposed to 
other drivers that should go through 
subsystem maintainers. The exception 
being filesystems that touch VFS code 
that affect other filesystems, in which 
case Al wants the code to go through his 
own tree first, to make sure there are no 
bad interactions before the maintainer 
sends in their final pull request.

An interesting thing for me is that this 
patch submission pipeline is not any-
thing like a formal structure – most of 
the kernel development process is 
something that continues to evolve on 
its own over time, in response to the 
needs of the code itself. For example, 
Linus’s rationale that, because there 
were relatively few filesystems, they 
could bypass the rigmarole that other 
drivers needed to go through. As these 
processes evolve, developers and even 
maintainers can find themselves slightly 
left behind, as Hans did. Then, as when 
Hans asked about it, the new current 
state of affairs can be clarified by peo-
ple such as Linus and Al.

Even more interesting to me is that the 
clarification is itself a part of the evolu-
tion of the various processes. When 
someone such as Linus or Al needs to 
break out of their own ongoing work to 
answer a question like that posed by 
Hans, it could be the first time that they 
consider what would be best, relative to 
the current overall moment of develop-
ment. And then their answer becomes 
the official position, where no such posi-
tion existed for others or for themselves 
before the question was asked.

Status of NTFS
In the course of filesystem discussion, 
Rafal Milecki posted some marketing 
speak in favor of his company, Paragon 
Software, and then asked the best way to 

“So for individual drivers, we have sub-
system maintainers, but for individual 
filesystems we generally don’t.

“(When something then touches the 
*common* vfs code, that’s a different 
thing – but [for] something like this 
vboxsf thing this pull request looks nor-
mal to me).

“Even with a maintainer sending me 
pull requests I do obviously prefer to see 
indications that other people have acked/ 
tested/ reviewed the patches.”

So Linus was happy to take this and 
future pull requests directly from Hans. 
But this was not the end of the story.

Al Viro, the Virtual Filesystem (VFS) 
maintainer, elaborated on Linus’s state-
ment that VFS-related patches were a 
different case. Al said, “there’s one case 
when I want it to go through vfs.git, and 
that’s when there’s an interference be-
tween something going on in vfs.git and 
the work done in filesystem. Other than 
that, I’m perfectly fine with [the] main-
tainer sending pull request[s] directly to 
Linus (provided that I hadn’t spotted 
something obviously wrong in the series, 
of course, but that’s not ‘I want it to go 
through vfs.git’ – that’s ‘I don’t want it 
in mainline until such and such bug is 
resolved’).”

Al then clarified, adding, “Example: If 
there’s a series changing calling conven-
tions for some method brewing in vfs.git 
and changes to [the] filesystem’s instance 
of that method in the filesystem tree. 
Then I’d rather it coordinated before ei-
ther gets merged. It might be an invariant 
branch in either tree pulled by both, it 
might be a straight pull into vfs.git and 
sorting the things out there – depends 
upon the situation.”

Randy Dunlap asked Al how develop-
ers should submit documentation 
changes for filesystems, and Al replied, 
“I’d been under [the] impression that 
kernel-doc stuff in general goes through 
akpm [Andrew Morton], TBH. I don’t re-
member ever having a problem with 
your patches of that sort; I can grab that 
kind of stuff, but if there’s an existing 
pipeline for that I’d just as well leave it 
there…”

Zack’s Kernel News

Chronicler Zack Brown reports 
on the latest news, views, 
dilemmas, and developments 
within the Linux kernel 
community. By Zack Brown

The Patch Submission 
Process
Hans de Goede kicked off an interesting 
knowledge dump when he submitted a 
patch directly to Linus Torvalds for 
VBoxSF, the kernel’s filesystem driver for 
Oracle’s VirtualBox device.

Hans was frustrated by the lack of use-
ful responses on the linux-fsdevel mail-
ing list, especially because he was the 
VBoxSF maintainer and wanted to go 
through proper channels to keep his 
project up-to-date in the kernel. As a last 
resort, he sent the patch to Linus, hoping 
this might generate some movement.

However, Linus replied with the fol-
lowing useful explanation:

“The filesystem maintainer sending 
their patches to me as a pull request is 
actually the norm rather than the excep-
tion when it comes to filesystems.

“It’s a bit different for drivers, but 
that’s because while we have multiple 
filesystems, we have multiple _thousand_ 
drivers, so on the driver side I really don’t 
want individual driver maintainers to all 
send me their individual pull requests – 
that just wouldn’t scale.
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submit their filesystem, NTFS3, intended 
as an improvement over the Linux ker-
nel’s existing NTFS driver.

When Christoph Hellwig and Greg 
Kroah-Hartman asked why the code 
hadn’t been posted for review in the re-
cent past, Rafal blamed others, saying it 
was for “unknown reasons” and that 
there had been a lack of feedback from 
the community. Matthew Wilcox took 
extreme umbrage at that, pointing out 
that he had personally given feedback 
on Paragon’s NTFS code, and adding 
that Paragon had done a very good job 
of responding to that feedback.

Not the best start for Rafal, but defi-
nitely not unheard of for people working 
on corporate contributions to the kernel, 
and absolutely recoverable. The underly-
ing problem is that corporations tend to 
demand absolute tunnel vision and adu-
lation from their employees, which can 
just look silly from the outside. But it’s 
not silly! People need to make a living, 
even if it means acting pathologically. 
This aspect of corporate culture may also 
be one reason why the GNU General 
Public License is so needed in the world.

Anyway, Rafal corrected himself, 
saying that he’d only meant there had 
been a lack of feedback on the current 
patchset, and that he definitely appre-
ciated the work people had done on 
the project.

Neal Gompa replied to Rafal, saying 
that he was highly in favor of Paragon’s 
NTFS3 code getting into the kernel. Neal 
had tested the current patchset, as well 
as earlier iterations, and felt the code 
was definitely good enough to include in 
the kernel.

Neal added:
“I know that compared to all you awe-

some folks, I’m just a lowly user, but it’s 
been frustrating to see nothing happen 
for months with something that has a se-
riously high impact for a lot of people.

“It’s a shame, because the ntfs3 driver is 
miles better than the current ntfs one, and 
is a solid replacement for the unmain-
tained ntfs-3g FUSE implementation.”

Leonidas P. Papadakos also said in the 
same vein, “I have to stress that this ntfs 
driver (fs/ ntfs3, which would probably 
replace fs/ ntfs, right?) is an important 
feature, from a user perspective. It would 
mean having good support for a cross-
platform filesystem suitable for hard 
drives.” He added, “Paragon has been 

very good about supporting this driver 
with 26 patchsets, and in my mind it 
would be suitable for staging. I’ve seen 
the discussion slow down since May, 
and I’ve been excited to see this merged. 
This driver is already in a much better 
feature state than the old ntfs driver 
from 2001.”

At this point Linus Torvalds replied to 
Leonidas, saying:

“If the new ntfs code has acks from 
people – and it sounds like it did get 
them – and Paragon is expected to be the 
maintainer of it, then I think Paragon 
should just make a git pull request for it.

“That’s assuming that it continues to 
be all in just fs/ ntfs3/  (plus fs/ Kconfig, 
fs/ Makefile and MAINTAINERS entries 
and whatever documentation) and there 
are no other system-wide changes. Which 
I don’t think it had.

“We simply don’t have anybody to fun-
nel new filesystems – the fsdevel mailing 
list is good for comments and get feed-
back, but at some point somebody just 
needs to actually submit it, and that’s 
not what fsdevel ends up doing.

“The argument that “it’s already in a 
much better state than the old ntfs 
driver” may not be a very strong techni-
cal argument (not because of any Para-
gon problems – just because the old ntfs 
driver is not great), but it _is_ a fairly 
strong argument for merging the new one 
from Paragon.

“And I don’t think there has been any 
huge _complaints_ about the code, and I 
don’t think there’s been any sign that 
being outside the kernel helps.”

Konstantin Komarov from Paragon re-
plied to Linus confirming that Paragon 
would be the official maintainer of the 
NTFS3 code. As a roadmap, he also indi-
cated that NTFS3 planned to take over 
the fs/ntfs directory in the source tree, 
once it had proven itself better than the 
existing driver. He said a pull request 
was imminent.

Theodore Ts’o, however, had his 
doubts – although he forgot something, 
which I’ll come to in a moment. He re-
plied to Linus’s email, saying he couldn’t 
agree that NTFS3 was better than the old 
driver and adding that Konstantin had 
not responded to questions about testing 
and quality assurance for the NTFS code.

He went on to say, “over the weekend, 
I decided to take efforts into my own 
hands, and made the relatively simple 

changes to fstests needed to add support 
for ntfs and ntfs3 file systems. The re-
sults show that the number [of] fstests 
failures in ntfs3 is 23% *more* than 
ntfs. This includes a potential deadlock 
bug, and generic/ 475 reliably livelock-
ing. Ntfs3 is also currently not container 
compatible, because it’s not properly 
handling user namespaces.”

Theodore continued:
“Historically, the file system commu-

nity at large have pushed for a fairly high 
bar before a file system is merged into the 
kernel, because there was a concern that 
once a file system got dumped into fs/  if 
the maintainers weren’t going to commit 
to continuous improvement of their file 
system – the only leverage we might have 
is what effectively amounts to “hazing” 
to make sure that the prospective main-
tainers would actually be serious about 
continuing to work on the file system.

“One argument for why this should be 
the case is that unlike a dodgy driver that 
“just” causes the kernel to crash, if data 
ends up getting corrupted, simply reboot-
ing won’t recover the user’s data. And 
once a file system is added to mainline, 
it’s a lot harder to remove it if it turns out 
to be buggy as all h*ck.

“It’s not clear this has been an effective 
strategy. And there are other ways we 
could handle an abandonware file sys-
tem – we could liberally festoon its Kcon-
fig with warnings and printk “DANGER 
WILL ROBINSON” messages when some-
one attempts to use a dodgy file system 
in mainline. But I think whatever ratio-
nale we give for accepting – or holding 
off – on ntfs3, we should also think 
about how we should be handling re-
quests from other file systems such as 
bcachefs, reiserfs4, tux3, etc.”

Matthew was dumbfounded by Theo-
dore’s test results – not the results for 
NTFS3, but the results for the existing 
in-kernel NTFS code. He said, “I don’t 
understand how so many ntfs-classic xf-
stests pass.” He asked, “Are the tests re-
ally passing, or just claiming to pass?”

And this is what Theodore had forgot-
ten. He said that, to be honest, “I had 
forgotten that we had an in-kernel ntfs 
implementation. Whenever I’ve ever 
needed to access ntfs files, I’ve always 
used the ntfs-3g FUSE package.”

So he had tested the new NTFS3 code 
against a user package rather than the 
existing NTFS implementation. To this, 
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and ‘generic/ 013’ test cases failing, 
working on it now. Other tests either 
pass or being skipped (due to missing 
features e.g. reflink).”

Theodore thanked Kari for that mail-
ing list reference and also added:

“Back in August 2020 Konstantin had 
promised that they would be publishing 
their own fsck and mkfs tools. Personally, 
I consider having a strong set of file sys-
tem utilities to be as important, if not 
more important, than the kernel code. 
Perhaps there are licensing issues which 
is why he hasn’t been able to make his 
code available?

“One thing which I wonder about is 
whether there is anyone other than Kon-
stantin which is working on ntfs3? I’m 
less concerned about specific problems 
about the *code* – I’ll let folks like 
Christoph, Dave, and Al weigh in on 
that front.

“I’m more concerned about the long 
term sustainability and maintainabil-
ity of the effort. Programming is a team 
sport, and this is especially true in the 
file system. If you look at the successful 
file systems, there are multiple develop-
ers involved, and ideally, those develop-
ers work for a variety of different com-
panies. This way, if a particular file 
system developer gets hit by a bus, laid 
low with COVD-19, or gets laid off by 
their company due to changing busi-
ness strategies, or just decides to accept 
a higher paying job elsewhere, the file 
system can continue to be adequately 
supported upstream.

“If Konstantin really is the only devel-
oper working on ntfs3, that may very 
well explain why generic/ 013 failures 
have been unaddressed in over a year. 
Which is why I tend to be much more 
concerned about development commu-
nity and development processes than just 
the quality and maturity of the code. If 
you have a good community and develop-
ment processes, the code quality will fol-
low. If you don’t, that tends to be a recipe 
for eventual failure.

“There are a large number of people on 
the cc line, include from folks like Red 
Hat, SuSE, etc. It would be *great* to 
hear that they are also working on ntfs3, 
and it’s not just a one engineer show. 
(Also, given the deadlock problems, lack 
of container compatibility, etc., are the 
Linux distros actually planning on ship-
ping ntfs3 to their customers? Are they 

Linus replied, “Well, that’s the one we 
are comparing to, so forgetting it is a bit 
of an oversight.”

Linus added that the FUSE implemen-
tation “does indeed work reasonably 
well.” But it was miles behind the 
NTFS3 code in terms of speed, “and 
that’s kind of the point of ntfs3,” Linus 
concluded.

Theodore agreed, but he was still very 
dubious about taking NTFS3 into the 
kernel in its current form. He said, “if 
you run fstress in parallel ntfs3 will lock 
up the system hard, and it has at least 
one lockdep deadlock complaint. It’s not 
up to me, but personally, I’d feel better if 
*someone* at Paragon Software re-
sponded to Darrick and my queries 
about their quality assurance, and/ or 
made commitments that they would at 
least *try* to fix the problems that about 
5 minutes of testing using fstests turned 
up trivially.”

Darrick J. Wong got behind Theodore 
on this point, saying:

“<cough> Yes, my aim was to gauge 
their interest in actively QAing the driv-
er’s current problems so that it doesn’t 
become one of the shabby Linux filesys-
tem drivers, like <cough> ntfs.

“Note I didn’t even ask for a particular 
percentage of passing tests, because I al-
ready know that non-Unix filesystems 
fail the tests that look for the more Unix-
specific behaviors.

“I really only wanted them to tell /us/  
what the baseline is. IMHO the silence 
from them is a lot more telling. Both ge-
neric/ 013 and generic/ 475 are basic ‘try 
to create files and read and write data 
to them’ exercisers; failing those is a 
red flag.”

Kari Argillander also remarked, “so 
many [have] asked and Konstantin has 
not responded recently. Hopefully he 
will soon. Of course is it little bit worry-
ing that example generic/ 013 still fails 
after almost a year has passed and Kon-
stantin said he is working on it. And it 
seems that [there are] more tests fails 
than [at the] beginning of review pro-
cess.” But Kari also pointed out that 
Konstantin had not been absolutely si-
lent on the issue of testing and QA – 
Kari dug up an August 2020 mailing list 
quote from Konstantin, where Konstan-
tin had said, “xfstests are being one of 
our standard test suites among others. 
Currently we have the ‘generic/ 339’ 

going to help make ntfs3 suitable for cus-
tomers with access to their help desks?)”

Konstantin replied to the whole ques-
tion of testing and QA, saying:

“The main thing to outline is that: we 
have the number of autotests executed for 
ntfs3 code. More specifically, we are 
using TeamCity as our CI tool, which is 
handling autotests. Those are being exe-
cuted against each commit to the ntfs3 
codebase.

“Autotests are divided into the “pro-
motion” levels, which are quite stan-
dard: L0, L1, L2. Those levels have the 
division from the shortest “smoke” (L0) 
to the longest set (L2). This we need to 
cover the ntfs3 functionality with tests 
under [a] given amount of time (feed-
back loop for L0 is minutes, while for L2 
is up to 24hrs).

“As for suites we are using – it is the 
mix of open/ well known suites: xfst-
ests, ltp, pjd suite, fsx, dirstress, fstor-
ture – those are of known utilities/ 
suites [--] [a]nd [a] number of internal 
autotests which were developed for cov-
ering various parts of fs specs, regres-
sion autotests which are introduced to 
the infrastructure after bugfixes and 
autotests written to test the driver oper-
ation on various data sets.

“This approach is settled in Paragon for 
years, and ntfs3, from the first line of code 
written, is being developed this way.”

Darrick replied that this was very 
helpful and compared Paragon’s inter-
nal testing with his own testing sys-
tem, offering technical feedback to 
Konstantin. The discussion ended at 
this point, and it still seems unclear 
whether NTFS3 will go into the kernel 
or not. Theodore’s maintainership is-
sues have a solid history in kernel de-
velopment, and it’s possible Linus will 
take heed of that – or he may feel that 
NTFS3 is a clear improvement over 
NTFS regardless of future work and 
decide they might as well replace it 
right now.  nnn

The Linux kernel mailing list comprises 
the core of Linux development activities. 
Traffic volumes are immense, often 
reaching 10,000 messages in a week, and 
keeping up to date with the entire scope 
of development is a virtually impossible 
task for one person. One of the few brave 
souls to take on this task is Zack Brown.

Author





including an environment for portability purposes, the Filesys-
tem Hierarchy Standard FHS 3.0 [8], and the Linux Standard 
Base LSB 5.0 [9]. The Linux Standard Base defines four stan-
dards for core, desktop, runtime languages and imaging, that 
are hotly debated. LFS can implement them only partially due 
to its minimal software equipment.

If you follow the instructions, you will end up with a mini-
mal Linux system that includes an Ext4 filesystem, Grub 2.04, 
Kernel 5.10.17, Bash 5.1, GCC 10.2, Perl 5.32.1, Python 3.9.2, 
and Vim 8.2. (This article uses LFS v10.1 from March 2021.) 
You have the choice between LFS with SysVinit [10] and LFS 
with Systemd and D-Bus [11]. I’ll cover the Systemd variant, 
which includes DHCP and NTP clients, as well as other bits 
and pieces that are not included in the SysVinit variant of LFS, 
although BLFS offers some additional SysVinit options.

The build takes a good deal of time: Using the test VM de-
scribed in this article with KVM on a machine with Core i7 
10th Gen and NVMe SSD, the build takes several hours even 
with the tests turned off.

Cross-Compilating
To minimize the influence of the build host’s operating sys-
tem, you need to make sure that the LFS system is indepen-
dent of it. Chapters 5 and 6 help you create the software tools 
you’ll need to build Linux from Scratch. You then deploy 
these tools in an isolated chroot environment only for the 
purpose of building LFS.

The build process is based on the principle of cross-compil-
ing: A cross-compiler is typically used to compile code for 
other system architectures. On your build machine, a cross-
comiler is theoretically not necessary because you are most 
likely building on x86_64 for x86_64. However, you will want 
LFS to be free of inlinked software from the build host, which a 
cross-compiler guarantees.

The LFS documentation assumes you have three hosts, each 
with a different architecture. Host A has a compiler for its own 
architecture. The host is slow and its capacity is limited. Host B 
does not have a compiler initially, but it is fast and well 
equipped. It will be producing the software for Host C. Host C, 
with yet another architecture, also has no compiler and is small 
and slow.

L inux from Scratch (LFS) [1] and Beyond Linux from 
Scratch (BLFS) [2] are online tutorials that provide 
step-by-step instructions for how to compile and assem-
ble your own Linux system from freely available sources. 

The abbreviation LFS refers to both the documentation and 
the resulting Linux system.

If you’ve been around Linux long enough, you have probably 
come across the need to compile software – either from a 
homegrown application or possibly from source code available 
at an open source project website. You might think that compil-
ing an operating system is similar, and in some ways it is, but 
building a complete operating system is vastly more compli-
cated than compiling your average desktop application.

Keep in mind that the modern distro you are using to build 
that desktop app already has a complete toolchain that has 
been tested and approved for compatibility. Imagine that this 
build environment doesn’t exist yet and you have to create it. 
That includes a compiler and also important libraries such as 
glibc and libstdc++. The Linux from Scratch instructions 
(sometimes call the book) contain 11 chapters that are divided 
into five major parts. The authors break the process of building 
a Linux system into three stages (Figure 1):
• configure a build host (Part II, Chapters 2 to 4)
• build a cross toolchain and temporarily required tools (Part 

III, Chapters 5 to 7)
• create the actual LFS system (Part IV, Chapters 8 to 11).
Gerard Beekmans, the author of LFS, started working with Linux 
in 1998. After using various distributions, he realized that he 
could not find a “one size fits all” solution, and he would need 
to build his own system. When he started compiling, he quickly 
discovered that he had unleashed an onslaught of compile-time 
errors and circular dependencies. The experience he gained, 
which he shared with the Linux community, met with such 
widespread interest that the LFS project was born.

LFS is one of several distribution kits that focus on letting the 
user build their own system. Many of these projects specialize 
in the embedded area, including BitBake from the Yocto project 
[3]. Other options include Linux Target Image Builder [4], 
OpenWrt [5], and Scratchbox [6].

LFS makes an effort to follow common standards, including 
POSIX.1-2008 [7], which defines an operating system interface, 

If you really want to learn about Linux, build it from scratch.

By Markus Frei

Master Recipe

Building Linux from Scratch
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This scenario requires two cross compilers: Cross-Com-
piler A and Cross-Compiler B. On Host A, the compiler 
builds Cross-Compiler A, which in turn builds Cross-Com-
piler B. Cross-Compiler B is used on Host B to build Com-
piler C and all programs for Host C. However, they cannot 
be tested on Host B. Therefore, Compiler C rebuilds and 
tests itself on Host C.

For LFS to succeed with cross-compiling on the same host, 
you need to gently adjust the well-known vendor triplet 
x86_64‑pc‑linux‑gnu (which always contains four components 
today) in LFS_TGT to fool the compiler into thinking it has dif-
ferent architectures. Then, on the build host, the compiler 
build host first builds the cross-compiler build host, which in 
turn builds the compiler for LFS. In the LFS chroot on the 

build host, the compiler LFS then re-
builds and tests itself and is then ready 
for deployment.

For LFS, you need to use the cross-
compiler to compile not only the C com-
piler but also the glibc and libstdc++ li-
braries. The problem is that, to be built, 
the C compiler relies internally on libgcc, 
which in turn has to be linked against 
glibc – which doesn’t exist yet.

To work around these circular depen-
dencies, first build a minimal version of 
the cross-compiler build host that is just 
about good enough to compile a full-
fledged glibc, as well as a minimally 
functional libstdc++. The libstdc++ li-
brary will be built again later in the 
chroot environment, this time com-
pletely. Further details are given in the 
LFS documentation.

Hardware
The LFS build process will not work un-
less your build host is working perfectly. 
The tutorial in this article assumes an 
unused virtual machine based on a fully 
patched, current CentOS 8.3 minimal in-
stall with BIOS boot. If you’re using a 
different Linux variant, you might need 
to modify some of the steps, but the pro-
cess is similar.

The C compiler GCC benefits from a 
fast core. The documentation discusses a 
multi-thread build distributed over sev-Figure 1: The three parts of the LFS build process.
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In this setup, /boot does not need its own partition but con-
tains the kernel plus the boot loader configuration as an ordi-
nary directory. You only need a separate partition if you want 
to support multiboot with other distributions, or if the boot 
loader can no longer access the root file system. Lack of access 
to the filesystem can happen as a result of missing drivers, disk 
encryption, software RAID, or LVM.

Loading Packages and Patches
Chapter 3 of the LFS documentation defines LFS with its later 
feature set. In addition to the build tools, you need to down-
load the desired sources for a choice of software packages that 
define the system. The makers of LFS have taken the trouble to 
make a preselection, resolve their version dependencies, and 
list them in a text file that you can download and conveniently 
pass into Wget (Listing 2).

The LFS developers provide a number of patches that fix 
bugs or adapt the packages to the future target system. In addi-
tion, they explain all the options of the configure calls. An Md-
5sum checksum list, which is also provided, helps to check the 
checksums of the almost 90 packages that are downloaded.

Concluding Work
In LFS chapter 4, the root user creates the directory structures 
required for the build $LFS/{bin,etc,lib,lib64,sbin,tools,usr,
var}, as well as the lfs user as owner of the build directories. 
Then it is a matter of becoming the lfs user and emptying and 
optimizing the shell environment for this account.

Since the new environment is a non-login shell, it needs a 
.bashrc file to extend and customize the shell environment – for 
example, to set environment variables such as $LFS, LC_ALL, or PATH. 
The $LFS/tools/ directory will contain the cross-compiler later on.

The next step is to restart the build host to make sure there 
are no problems and that it works. At this point at the latest, it 
is advisable to create a VM snapshot.

Compiling the Cross Toolchain
In chapter 5 of the LFS manual, you remain logged in as the 

lfs user, for whom the real work now 
begins: building the cross-compiler 
and its tools (Listing 3). The cross-
compiler and its tools are temporarily 
stored in $LFS/tools/; you can already 
install the libraries where they will 
need to be in the future.

The workflows for building the soft-
ware packages almost always remain the 
same until the end. You change to the 
sources/ directory, where you unpack 
the source files using tar xf. Then 
change to the new directory created in 
the process, where you create a build/ 
directory, if necessary.

Now the package can be compiled and 
installed. Then delete the source code 
directory again. You can do this in a first 
run for the linker and assembler, the 
cross-compiler, the Linux API headers, 
glibc, and libstdc++.

eral cores, but this configuration is not recommended in prac-
tice because of occasional race conditions.

For the build server, two cores, 2GB RAM, an SSD-based hy-
pervisor, and an Intel e1000 NIC are all you need. For mass 
storage, you need a 10GB disk (VirtIO, /dev/vda/) for the sys-
tem and a 20GB disk (SATA or SCSI, /dev/sda/) for LFS.

Avoid VirtIO for the LFS disk and network card because the 
instructions in the LFS manual do not compile VirtIO support 
into the kernel. LFS is happy with a virtual SATA or SCSI disk 
that it identifies as /dev/sda/ and a classic Intel e1000 network 
card with 1 Gbps. The disk name is important when it comes 
to making LFS bootable. The name of the network card (such 
as enp1s0) matters if you want to use Predictable Network In-
terface Names [12].

Getting Started
After CentOS is installed, you need to set up the packages re-
quired for the first build processes. You can retrieve the re-
quired makeinfo from the texinfo package in the PowerTools re-
pository, starting with CentOS 8.3. The packages required for 
the build are quickly installed (Listing 1).

You then need to check the versions installed by CentOS 
with the help of a small script: LFS v10.0 requires a GCC 
version of 6.2 or higher and a GNU Make version of 4.0 or 
higher, which an earlier Linux distribution such as CentOS 7 
will not give you.

If everything is fine so far, split the second disk of the build 
host into the partitions /, swap and /home, create the Ext4 file-
system, and define the $LFS environment variable, which is es-
sential for all subsequent shell calls and resolves the root 
mount point. The variable must therefore work under all cir-
cumstances. You will want to complete the locale settings in 
CentOS 8 and mount the second disk.

Make the /dev/sda/ disk bootable via BIOS/ MBR and add 
various partitions. To give Grub’s own core.img enough space, 
the first partition for / with a size of 10GB starts at 1MB. After 
that, create a /swap of 2GB, leaving the rest of the disk reserved 
for /home.

$ dnf ‑y install yum‑utils

$ yum config‑manager ‑‑set‑enabled powertools

 dnf ‑y install bison byacc bzip2 gcc‑c++ patch perl python3 tar texinfo wget

Listing 1: Installing the Required Packages

$ wget http://lfs.linux‑sysadmin.com/lfs/downloads/stable‑systemd/wget‑list

$ wget ‑‑input‑file=wget‑list ‑‑continue ‑‑directory‑prefix=$LFS/sources

Listing 2: Downloading a Software Set

$ echo 'int main(){}' > dummy.c

$ $LFS_TGT‑gcc dummy.c

### Shows the information from the segment headers

### of the file, if any

$ readelf ‑l a.out | grep '/ld‑linux'

### Should return something like:

### [Requesting program interpreter: /lib64/ld‑linux‑x86‑64.so.2]

Listing 3: Testing the Cross-Compiled GCC
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Building Temporarily Required Tools
Still working as lfs, proceed to compile Bash, Grep, and the na-
tive LFS-GCC, among others, with the cross toolchain that you 
created in LFS chapter 6. You can install the applications on the 
rudimentary LFS filesystem, but they cannot yet be used; you 
will still need the host system for certain tasks. At least the li-
braries installed in LFS are already used for linking. However, 
the applications will only really be used in the chroot environ-
ment in the next section.

For temporary tasks, you will need to compile a macro pro-
cessor, a linker and an assembler, the native GCC compiler, a 
TUI (Text-based User Interface) library, as well as Bash, in the 
second run. In addition, a number of tools are created, includ-
ing Awk, Chmod, Cp, Dd, Diff, File, Grep, Gzip, Make, Patch, 
Sed, Tar, and Xz.

Additional Temporary Tools
Up to this point, the user lfs has been the owner of the LFS file 
system; in chapter 7 of the LFS documentation, the owner 
changes to root. You then create the console and null devices 
on the disk, as the kernel expects these devices at boot time.

Resolving the circular dependencies means that, working as 
the root user for the first time, you can now switch to a chroot 
environment that almost completely locks out the build host’s 
operating system for further tasks. The exception is the run-
ning kernel: For the chroot environment to work, communica-
tion with the kernel is configured via the Virtual Kernel File 
System (VFS).

VFSs are file systems (such as tmpfs/) that do not take up 
any disk space and are located entirely in main memory. Nor-
mally, the system mounts devices below /dev as virtual file sys-
tems, using Udev to create them when detected or on first ac-
cesses during the boot process. At the moment, Udev is still 
missing, so you will need to create the required devices manu-
ally and mount them via bind-mount. The pitfall is that, when 
you restart the LFS build host later, you need to re-run the 
mount commands for the virtual devices before continuing.

The first time you change to the chroot environment, an 
unusual Bash warning appears – /etc/passwd is missing. 
Now for the final directory structure, including some cor-
rectly set permissions plus some log files. The directory struc-
ture follows the Filesystem Hierarchy Standard (FHS) and cre-
ates, among other things, the /boot, /home, /mnt, /opt,and /srv 
directories, while leaving out things you don’t need, such as 
/usr/local/games.

The standard users and groups are still missing. Because 
there are no standardized specifications, LFS follows Udev and 
other distributions. You then compile and install software to 
test other programs (using a temporarily created tester ac-
count). In addition, you are still missing some building blocks 
of the toolchain. Start by creating Libstdc++ (second run), a 
package for internationalization and locale support, a parser 
generator, and the Perl and Python programming languages. 
This is followed by tools for info pages and smaller utilities, 
such as Blkid, Dmesg, and others.

The toolchain you just completed now runs independently of 
the build host. At the end of the chapter, the LFS documenta-
tion deals with striping, backups, and restores, but I will not go 
into these topics in detail.

Installing Basic Software
The next chapter of the LFS documentation first gives an in-
troduction to the topic of package management. It turns out, 
however, that the project does not use a package manager; 
the whole point of LFS is to learn to build things, so a package 
manager would simply not sit well with the orientation of LFS.

Some hard work follows. In chapter 8, for example, you use 
configure, make, and make install to add a whole bunch of ap-
plications to the disk, as well as some important libraries. In 
addition to Bash, the tools include text processors such as 
Awk, Grep, and Sed, as well as packers and archive programs 
such as Bzip, Gzip, Tar, and Xz. In addition, you will add GCC, 
the boot loader Grub, Man and Mandb, OpenSSL, Perl and Py-
thon, Vim, and Udev.

Compiling the GCC is by far the most time-consuming task in 
the entire project. This step takes almost half of the total com-
pilation time by running the test suites. You will see masses of 
FAILED messages, but you don’t need to worry about them as 
long as a grep on the log files generated by the test suite gives 
you the expected results. You can also safely ignore warnings 
about C syntax that appear during the compile process.

The unit tests carry out numerous variations on the make 
check or make test command, partly as the tester user (via su 
tester ‑c). If you skip these unit tests, you save a lot of time, 
but you also risk missing one or two problems in the build 
process.

After all this work, it’s time to clean up. Remove libraries 
and tools that are no longer needed, as well as the temporary 
user, tester. If the LFS you created will not be used for program-
ming and you do not need debugging functionality, you can 
save 2GB space by cleaning up the debugging symbols (which 
the code section takes into account).

Finally, leave the chroot environment and re-enter it immedi-
ately afterwards with bash path hashing [13] switched on.

Configuring the System
Chapter 9 is about configuring the network stack. If so desired, 
you can disable predictable network interface device names, 
which I will do (Listing 4). This means that LFS detects the 
first NIC in the system as the classic eth0. DHCP gives you an 
IP address; then you move on to configure name resolution and 
assign a hostname.

Minor configuration work on the system clock, the Linux 
console, and the settings for the system locales complete the 
system. If you are in doubt about the appropriate locales, check 
the files /usr/share/keymaps and /usr/share/consolefonts.

Making the System Bootable
It is now time to make LFS bootable. Chapter 10 starts by creat-
ing an /etc/fstab file that points to the LFS partitions, sda1 (sys-
tem) and sda2 (swap). Now build and install the Linux kernel. 
Because later extensions, such as in BLFS, always require recon-
figuration of the kernel, do not delete the source code after the 
build. Grub-install puts the boot loader on the disc; you can 
then configure it with Grub-mkconfig.

# ln ‑s /dev/null /etc/systemd/network/99‑default.link

Listing 4: Using Classic Interface Names
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shooting tips.) If you selected the LFS disk as the primary 
boot medium in the build VM, your LFS will be up and run-
ning after a short time.

As you wade through the details of the process described 
in this article, you will quickly see that building Linux from 
Scratch takes a lot of time, energy, and attention. The team 
around the LFS project leader, Gerard Beekmans, has several 
answers to the question of whether this effort is worthwhile.

The LFS project will provide you with hands-on practice 
with building your own distribution. You’ll learn about all 
the necessary components and how they interact with each 
other. You’ll also learn about the build process itself. If you 
want to, you can use LFS as a starting point for your own 
development contributions.

At the end of the process, LFS provides you with an up-to-
date, working, and very 
compact Linux system that 
includes not much more 
than the kernel and some 
tools. Building a distribu-
tion yourself helps you 
stay extremely flexible. 
LFS gives you the shell of 
a house that you can cus-
tomize to suit your own 
taste, from one-room 
apartment to luxury villa. 
LFS can be completely au-
dited if required, and, per-
haps even more impor-
tantly, you have complete 
control over all security 
patches. Last but not least: 
LFS is simply cool.

To dampen expectations 
a bit: LFS is not especially 
convenient for a produc-
tion environment. An SSH 
daemon is missing, as are 
Sudo, Wget, and Parted. 
LVM is not available to 
manage the file system, 

Using make defconfig in the code section, LFS configures 
the kernel without interaction and with meaningful default 
values. If necessary, you can change these settings and use 
the text-based kernel configuration variant via make menucon‑
fig to manually set the myriad parameters of the kernel. Im-
portant: The makers of Systemd strongly recommend the use 
of IPv6. You will want to switch the kernel features from 
Listing 4 on or off to match the network settings.

Conclusion and Reboot
You have now completely installed LFS and can immortalize 
your name in two files, /etc/lsb‑release and /etc/os‑re‑
lease. Logout from the chroot, set a root password, and un-
mount $LFS – nothing else stands in the way of a reboot. (If 
you run into any problems, see Table 1 for some trouble-

General setup ‑‑>

  [ ] Auditing Support [CONFIG_AUDIT]

  [*] Control Group support [CONFIG_CGROUPS]

  [ ] Enable deprecated sysfs features to support old userspace tools [CONFIG_SYSFS_DEPRECATED]

  [*] Configure standard kernel features (expert users) [CONFIG_EXPERT] ‑‑‑>

    [*] open by fhandle syscalls [CONFIG_FHANDLE]

  Processor type and features  ‑‑‑>

    [*] Enable seccomp to safely compute untrusted bytecode [CONFIG_SECCOMP]

  Firmware Drivers  ‑‑‑>

    [*] Export DMI identification via sysfs to userspace [CONFIG_DMIID]

  Networking support  ‑‑‑>

    Networking options  ‑‑‑>

      <*> The IPv6 protocol [CONFIG_IPV6]

  Device Drivers  ‑‑‑>

    Generic Driver Options  ‑‑‑>

      [ ] Support for uevent helper [CONFIG_UEVENT_HELPER]

      [*] Maintain a devtmpfs filesystem to mount at /dev [CONFIG_DEVTMPFS]

  Firmware Loader ‑‑‑>

    [ ] Enable the firmware sysfs fallback mechanism [CONFIG_FW_LOADER_USER_HELPER]

  File systems  ‑‑‑>

    [*] Inotify support for userspace [CONFIG_INOTIFY_USER]

    Pseudo filesystems  ‑‑‑>

      [*] Tmpfs POSIX Access Control Lists [CONFIG_TMPFS_POSIX_ACL]

Listing 5: Important Kernel Features

Symptom Cause Remedy
Build action reports libtool: warning: remember 
to run ‘libtool ‑‑finish /usr/ lib’ (File‑5.39)

Caused by prefix parameters. Don’t run anything and ignore the 
message.

The system has no more ptys. Ask your system 
administrator to create more.

You may have rebooted the build host 
after step 7.3 and forgotten to remount 
the device nodes before the Chroot.

Complete code sections 7.3 and 7.4 again.

LFS simply freezes after the boot and outputs 
a Grub message.

The LFS disk was set up with BIOS/ GPT. Swap /boot out onto a separate partition.

When booting in LFS, the following message 
occurs in Grub error: hd1 cannot get C/ H/ S 
values.

This often happens if you create the  
/boot/grub/grub.cfg manually.

If you specify the LFS disk, the second 
disk in the system, as the first boot 
medium, the file must have a set 
root=(hd0,1) entry. As the second boot 
medium this is set root=(hd1,1).

Kernel Panic – not syncing: VFS: Unable to 
mount root fs on unknown‑block(0,0)

It looks like there are some drivers 
missing for the medium you are using.

If you are using VirtIO disks, add the 
drivers or move to SATA disks.

Table 1: Tips for Troubleshooting
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and the network stack is anything but complete. BLFS helps 
you implement those features as advanced topics.

Be aware of the fact that you will need to keep your LFS 
system up-to-date by downloading and compiling security 
updates on a regular basis. For this, the Linux from Scratch 
documentation discusses a process for simplifying the 
package management process and defining a package user 
[15]. A package manager is not used in the entire LFS proj-
ect, although it is possible to extend LFS by adding a man-
ager such as Pacman or GNU Stow [14]. Your self-built 
Linux distribution also lacks features such as an active 
user community, QA-tested packages including errata, an 
extensive mirror network, contactable developers, and con-
veniences such as a wiki, IRC chat, mailing lists, forums, 
bug trackers, or an FAQ.

With LFS, Linux knowledge is not taught but assumed, so 
you’ll need some background in Linux to get started. But if 
you’re ready to roll up your sleeves and dive in, Linux from 
Scratch will help you build a deeper understanding of the 
Linux kernel and open source software.  nnn

[1]  Linux From Scratch: http://  www.  linuxfromscratch.  org/  lfs

[2]  Beyond Linux From Scratch:  
http://  www.  linuxfromscratch.  org/  blfs

[3]  Yocto Project: https://  www.  yoctoproject.  org

[4]  Linux Target Image Builder: http://  ltib.  org

[5]  OpenWrt: https://  openwrt.  org

[6]  Scratchbox: http://  www.  scratchbox.  org

[7]  Posix: http://  pubs.  opengroup.  org/  onlinepubs/  9699919799/

[8]  File System Hierarchy Standard:  
http://  refspecs.  linuxfoundation.  org/  FHS_3.  0/  fhs/  index.  html

[9]  Linux Standard Base:  
https://  refspecs.  linuxfoundation.  org/  lsb.  shtml

[10]  LFS with SysVinit:  
http://  www.  linuxfromscratch.  org/  lfs/  view/  stable

[11]  LFS with Systemd:  
http://  www.  linuxfromscratch.  org/  lfs/  view/  stable‑systemd

[12]  Predictable Network Interface Names:  
https://  www.  freedesktop.  org/  wiki/  Software/  systemd/ 
 PredictableNetworkInterfaceNames/

[13]  Bash Path Hashing:  
https://  www.  computerhope.  com/  unix/  bash/  hash.  htm

[14]  GNU Stow: https://  www.  gnu.  org/  software/  stow

[15]  Package-User approach: http://  www.  linuxfromscratch.  org/ 
 hints/  downloads/  files/  more_control_and_pkg_man.  txt
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years later, he experimented briefly 
with Remix OS and tried to install Kali 
Linux. However, when he managed to 
install Kali, he says, “I couldn’t figure 
out anything. So my hunt for a friendly 
beginning distro began and I installed 
Linux Mint. But due to its outdated look 
and outdated software, I got rid of it. I 

T raditionally, Garuda is a giant 
bird or bird-like being who ap-
pears in several Asian mytholo-
gies and is a cultural and na-

tional symbol in several countries. By 
contrast, Garuda Linux [1], from India, 
is a relatively new Linux distribution 
with an emphasis on efficiency, ease of 

use, aesthetics, and gaming, as well as a 
growing name for originality among dis-
tributions. Recently, Shrinivas Kumbhar, 
the lead founder, agreed to talk about 
the distribution and where it is going.

Kumbhar was introduced to free soft-
ware in junior college when he attended 
a seminar on ethical hacking. A few 

A little distro with big ambitions

 Garuda Linux
This friendly Arch Linux distro focuses on usability and modern hardware, making it particularly 
appealing to keen gamers. By Bruce Byfield

Figure 1: The look of Garuda’s Dr460nized spin has been described as “cyberpunky.” Le
ad
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installed Ubuntu and the same thing 
happened, and so my distro hopping 
journey began.” Interested in gaming, 
he tried SparkyLinux but was disap-
pointed in its reliance on Debian and 
Openbox. In the end, Kumbhar settled 
on Manjaro and discovered its Arch 
User Repository, as well as KDE Plasma. 
His first effort at a distro was a Manjaro 
spin he named manjarowish. When he 
decided to use Arch Linux’s repositories 
directly, he also renamed the project 
Garuda, “and ported some awesome 
tools from Manjaro and various other 
distros like MX Linux.”

Today, Garuda is a loose organization 
of enthusiasts who share a common core 
of code while developing their own spins 
and own aesthetics. For example, the 
Dr460nized spin features a blurred, dark 
desktop wallpaper very different from 
the staid default look in most distribu-
tions (Figure 1). Currently, nine spins 
are listed on the website, varying from 
traditional desktops such as Gnome, 
Xfce, and KDE Plasma to lightweight in-
terfaces such as IceWM and tiled desk-
tops such as bspwm and Qtile. The spins 
also run the range from Garuda Sway, a 
Wayland version designed for beginners, 
to Garuda Linux Barebones, which is de-
signed for advanced users. Kumbhar ex-
plains, “While every maintainer is free to 
implement ideas as he wishes, our 

shared code is discussed within the team 
(and sometimes in the community as 
well to gauge interest) and implemented 
if an overall good solution has been 
found. The mixture of younger people 
with partly crazy ideas combined with 
an overall very experienced selection of 
long-time Linux users is what shapes 
Garuda’s appearance and codebase. That 
being said, we are still in the process of 
getting everyone involved with the team. 
We trust each other with decisions, but 
there is always something new to learn, 
which is really great.”

For the most part, Garuda’s target 
audience is specific: people with some 
Linux experience who want an easy in-
troduction to Arch Linux. In addition, 
Kumbhar adds, “the system is also tai-
lored to people who want to game a 
lot. We have a wide range of emulators 
and games already available in our 
repo, which makes it really easy to get 
started quickly (Figure 2). However, 
Garuda is also perfectly fine for use as 
a workstation. Also, people who want 
to switch from Windows might find 
Garuda a good choice if they are inter-
ested in learning how the system 
works. Most of the basic system main-
tenance tasks are present in our GUI 
applications, which takes away some 
of the fears of having to do everything 
yourself.” According to Kumbhar, the 
distro’s site averages 100,000 visitors 
per month and has had 40,000 down-
loads as of July 2021.

Design Philosophy
Asked about Garuda’s design philoso-
phy, Kumbhar replies, “we want a beau-
tiful and fast system which focuses on 
performance and responsiveness. Ga-
ruda is mainly focused on modern hard-
ware, the reason being is that we want to 
break the conception that Linux is only 
used to repurpose old hardware. That is 
not the approach we take. We want 
bleeding-edge features, so we make 
changes constantly and try many things. 
Due to our rolling releases, we make 
changes very often, and months old is 
very ancient in our thinking.”

Figure 2: Garuda has extensive support for gaming, although it is 
equally suited for use as a workstation.

Figure 3: Garuda features the popular Calamares installer.

Distro Walk – Garuda Linux
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occurred. This feature can often save 
people in case they play around with the 
system and perform some system-break-
ing modifications, making Garuda a per-
fect fit for people who want to tinker 
with things in order to learn the ins and 
outs of Linux.”

Looking Ahead
According to Kumbhar, Garuda’s main 
emphasis “is to make the whole distribu-
tion very user-friendly. That’s why we 
will continue to implement ideas as we 
notice what people have issues with.” 
Recently, for example, Garuda added to 
its system maintenance tools the ability 
to update keyrings in the background 
while applying hotfixes before an up-
date. In the near future, the distribution 
also plans to provide the x86_64_v3 mi-
croarchitecture [6] to provide support for 
some classes of Intel/ AMD CPU proces-
sor support – just as soon as Arch re-
leases its support. “Last but not least,” 
Kumbhar adds, “there are plans to com-
bine our different Garuda applications 
into one to have a central place for con-
veniently administering the system.”

At first glance, Garuda might seem to 
be moving in too many directions at once. 
Yet, for the most part, its efforts seem to 
work. By combining ease of use with 
technical innovation, Garuda provides the 
best of both. With all its ambition, Ga-
ruda is a model of what a derivative 
should be, keeping in sync with develop-
ments within Arch while striking off in 
specialist directions of its own.  nnn

As an example of how Garuda has 
evolved, Kumbhar notes that the original 
plan was to have a system with every-
thing included. However, feedback en-
couraged the creation of lite and ulti-
mate editions. After another round of 
feedback, Garuda removed the ultimate 
editions and created a Setup Assistant 
tool instead. “Our current goal,” Kumb-
har adds, “is to reduce the system main-
tenance that our user has to do in Ga-
ruda due to it being a rolling release.”

Notable Features
Garuda’s selection of features illustrates 
the distribution’s priorities. Like many 
Arch derivatives like Manjaro, Garuda 
uses the independently developed Cala-
mares installer [2] to take the pain out 
of installation (Figure 3). In addition, 
though, Garuda has an initial setup tool 
that shows a list of available applica-
tions in a dozen different categories – 
something I have never seen in any 
other distro. This initial setup tool is ac-
companied by an unusually thorough 
set of system management tools, includ-
ing ones for boot options, network 
management assistance, and GRUB boot 
options, which taken together make 

system management from the desktop a 
practical possibility (Figure 4).

Less obvious to the casual eye are Ga-
ruda’s technical tweaks. For example, it 
installs by default Arch’s linux-zen [3], a 
custom kernel that enhances perfor-
mance with a custom I/ O scheduler and 
a general focus on low-latency perfor-
mance. The distro also uses the zram [4] 
kernel module, which boosts perfor-
mance by creating a compressed swap 
space in RAM, and nohang [5], a daemon 
that kills lagging or unresponsive appli-
cations when memory is low. Even more 
importantly, Garuda uses the Btrfs file-
system, taking full advantage of its abil-
ity to take system snapshots by display-
ing them at the GRUB boot menu via an 
application dubbed Timeshift. Timeshift 
would be a desirable feature in any dis-
tribution, but as Kumbhar explains, 
Timeshift “is integral in making Garuda 
safe to use with its rolling release model. 
As Btrfs is a CoW (Copy-on-Write) file-
system, we get instant system restore 
points which are created automatically 
before every system update. If there is 
any issue which can’t be resolved, the 
system can then be easily and instantly 
rolled back to the state before the update 

Figure 4: Garuda features an unusually thorough collection of 
administrative tools.

[1]  Garuda Linux: https://  garudalinux.  org/

[2]  Calamares installer:  
https://  calamares.  io/

[3]  linux-zen: https://  security.  archlinux. 
 org/  package/  linux‑zen

[4]  zram:  
https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  Zram

[5]  nohang:  
https://  github.  com/  hakavlad/  nohang

[6]  x86_64_v3 microarchitecture:  
https://  www.  phoronix.  com/  scan.  php? 
 page=news_item&  px=GCC‑  11‑x86‑64‑ 
 Feature‑  Levels

Info
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port, USB-A port, SD card reader, and 
combined headphone/ microphone jack, 
and the right-hand side houses the 
power jack, HDMI, another USB-A port, 
and a Thunderbolt 3 port. We’re happy 
to see a decent selection of ports on a 
slim-line model, obviating the need for a 
bag of dongles in most use cases.

Seven cross-head screws keep the under-
side cover in place – removing these screws 
provides access to the replaceable RAM, 
storage (SSD), and WiFi card (Figure 2).

Screen, Keyboard, and 
Trackpad
You have two display choices available 
when configuring the machine: a 2K IPS 
non-glare 60Hz screen at 1920x1200p 
with 350 cd/ m2 brightness and 1500:1 
contrast, and a 3K Omnia Display non-
glare 90Hz at 2880x1800p with 400 cd/ 
m2 (and the same contrast) for an extra 
EUR100 (~$117). We went with the lat-
ter for our review unit, and it’s a superb 
screen with excellent viewing angles 

B ack in November 2020 [1], 
Linux Magazine tested the In-
finityBook S 14 v5 from Tuxedo, 
a German laptop vendor that 

has been in the Linux business for more 
than 15 years. Despite a couple of minor 
gripes with the trackpad and power 
management, we were largely happy 
with the machine: It was light, slim, and 
had excellent battery life (14 hours on 
medium brightness, playing videos).

Now Tuxedo has a new laptop on 
offer, the InfinityBook Pro 14 Gen6 [2]. 
Tuxedo advertises the InfinityBook Pro 
as an “ultra portable business note-
book,” with particular marketing efforts 
focused on its display, magnesium-alloy 
chassis, and glass touchpad. The laptop 
is available in various configurations 
starting at EUR1160 (~$1,360), although 
the base price does not include a WiFi 
card. Our review unit checked in at 
EUR1349 (~$1,582), featuring the 
screen, chip, RAM, and storage specifi-
cations shown in Table 1.

Inside the box, you’ll find the lap-
top along with a USB-C to RJ45 (Eth-
ernet) adaptor, a WebFAI USB stick to 
restore the operating system (see “The 
Software Side” box), the power adaptor, 
and a tiny packet of Intel stickers (thank-
fully not glued onto the laptop by de-
fault). There’s also a 40-page user guide 
and even a Tuxedo-branded paper note-
pad and pen as well.

Tuxedo laptops come standard with an 
EU two-year warranty, which can be ex-
tended at extra cost to three years for 
EUR149 (~$175), four years for EUR249 
(~$292), and five years for EUR349 
(~$409).

Design, Dimensions, and 
Ports
We were impressed by the InfinityBook 
S 14’s weight and size, but the Infinity-
Book Pro goes even further: It’s slightly 
reduced in every dimension (1.5cm 
deep at its thinnest point) and weighs 
just a smidgen over 1kg (2.3 lb). This 
reduction in weight comes with a com-
promise, though, with the keyboard 
and screen exhibiting slightly more flex 
when pressed hard compared to the 
earlier model. We didn’t see this as a 
big problem, though; the overall build 
quality is solid and way better than the 
cheap plastic laptops you find at PC 
stores.

One interesting customization option is 
the image on the back of the display. By 
default, the image is a low-profile dark 
Tuxedo logo, but you can customize it to 
your liking for an extra EUR59 (~$69) 
when placing the order (Figure 1).

On the left-hand side of the laptop, 
you will find a Kensington lock, USB-C 

A new slim-line laptop

 The Next 
 Generation
We test a new entrant in the world of slim and lightweight 
Linux-powered laptops. By Mike Saunders

CPU Intel Core i5-1135G7 (quad-core @ 2.4 GHz)

Graphics Intel Iris Xe Graphics G7 (80EUs)

RAM 16GB 3200MHz CL22 Samsung

Screen 14” Omnia Display (3K, 16:10, 90Hz)

Webcam 1.0 megapixel

Storage 500GB Samsung 980 SSD (NVMe PCIe 3.0)

Networking Intel WiFi 6 AX200 and Bluetooth 5.1

Ports 2x USB-A 3.2 Gen1, 1x USB-C 3.2 Gen2, 1x Thunderbolt 4 (PCIe Gen3 4 
Lanes)/ USB-C (DisplayPort 1.4a), 1x HDMI 2.0, 1x SD card reader, 1x 
combined headphone + microphone jack, 1x Kensington lock

Size 31x21.2x1.5-1.9 cm

Weight 1.05kg (2.31 lbs)

Price EUR1349 (~$1,582)

Table 1: Specs at a Glance
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and only a very thin bezel wrapped 
around it (Figure 3). Side-by-side with a 
MacBook Air from late 2020, the Infini-
tyBook Pro is slightly dimmer at the 
max setting but more than good enough 
for working outside.

Above the screen is a basic webcam that 
the lsusb command identifies as a Chicony 
Electronics Ltd HD. We found the webcam 
to be quite poor with lots of graininess 
even under adequate lighting conditions. 
While acceptable for short video chats, 
you would not want to use the webcam 
for giving or recording presentations.

The InfinityBook Pro’s chiclet key-
board (Figure 4) is responsive and 
quiet, with two levels of backlighting, 
decent travel, and a dedicated Tux key 
rather than a sticker over the usual 
Windows key. Our only grumble is the 
arrangement of the cursor keys: The 
keys are in a full block with the left and 
right keys at the full height of the com-
bined up and down keys. Some people 

prefer this, but we 
miss the ability to im-
mediately recognize 
the left/ right keys 
with our fingertips 
when placing them in 
that area of the key-
board – without hav-
ing to actually look.

A very spacious 
glass trackpad sits be-
neath the keyboard, 
reaching from the left 
Alt key to the right Ctrl 
key. Due to the track-
pad’s “diving board” 
style, it’s much easier 
to click at the bottom 
than the top. The click 
sound is slightly louder 
than we’d like but not 
enough to be annoying 
when there’s other 
background noise. One interesting addi-
tion is a white dot in the top-left corner 
(Figure 4): Double-tap this dot to dis-
able the trackpad while typing. This is a 
nice touch, especially for coders, al-
though we found that the trackpad’s 
palm detection was good enough to ig-
nore unintended inputs when tapping 
away at the keys.

Performance and Battery
Our review unit shipped with a quad-
core Intel i5 chip running at 2.4GHz and 

16GB of RAM, but the machine can be 
configured with an i7 (1165G7) proces-
sor and up to 64GB of RAM – the latter 
adds EUR305 (~$357) to the base price. 
In testing, we found the i5 to be plenty 
capable of daily tasks, ramping up to 
4.2GHz where necessary.

The InfinityBook Pro’s fan is silent 
when the laptop is idling, but as soon 
as CPU activity ramps up it kicks in 
quietly. It’s barely noticeable when 
watching 60fps 1080p YouTube videos, 
but as we kept adding more CPU-

Tuxedo offers a few operating system 
options, available when ordering and 
configuring the machine. The default 
choice is TUXEDO_OS (which is essen-
tially Ubuntu with the Budgie desktop 
and some other customizations), but 
Ubuntu and Kubuntu are also options. 
You can also order the laptop with no 
Linux distribution preinstalled. After 
setting up the distro of your choice, 
you then need to download and run 
tuxedo.sh to get some laptop-specific 
extras and settings.

Another option during the ordering 
process is complete drive encryption, 
as well as the possibility to have Win-
dows preinstalled inside a VirtualBox 
virtual machine (VM) for EUR99 (~$116, 
Home Edition) or EUR159 (~$186, Pro 
Edition). In addition, you can disable 
various features (or hinderances, as 
some might see them) at the BIOS 
level, such as the Intel Management 
Engine and webcam.

Our review unit shipped with Kubuntu 
20.04, which largely ran very smoothly 
without the annoying power manage-
ment glitches we experienced when test-
ing the InfinityBook S (such as a flashing 
screen on suspend and resume). The 
keyboard backlight setting still isn’t 
stored between closing and opening 
the lid, though – a minor annoyance.

The Software Side

Figure 1: For an extra fee, you can place your 
own logo on the back of the display.

Figure 2: Under the hood: Pop the back off the laptop to upgrade the 
RAM, SSD storage, and WiFi card.

Tuxedo InfinityBook Pro 14 Gen6
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hours (with the laptop turned off). Because 
the charging light is built in to the power 
button on the keyboard, you can’t see 
when the battery has been charged with 
the lid closed-- you need to open the lid.

Conclusion
On the plus side, the InfinityBook Pro is 
light, slim, upgradable (RAM and storage), 
well built, and has a superb display and 
large, responsive trackpad. Its Linux sup-
port is very good, and battery life is okay, 
if not stellar. Negatives are the bad web-
cam, fan noise under high CPU loads, and 
cursor key layout. However if those things 
won’t affect you or how you work, this is a 
great all-round workhorse that crams an 
impressive amount into its 1kg body.  nnn

bound tasks it turned into a louder, 
higher-pitched noise. In most use 
cases, the fan is not especially distract-
ing, but having spent time with vari-
ous other slim laptops – such as the 
fanless M1 MacBook Air – we’d like to 
see more of a push towards reducing 
fan noise. However, this is limited by 
the available CPUs, of course.

Although the laptop has vents under the 
hinge on both sides, only the left one is 
used to expel hot air from the fan. The air 
intake area is the grill on the underside of 
the laptop, so there’s a potential risk of 
overheating if you use it on a bed or other 
non-flat surface. Having the air intake and 
output areas located entirely inside the 
hinge area would be a better solution.

In terms of battery life, Tuxedo claims 
that this model’s 53Wh Li-Ion battery 
can achieve “max 12 hours when idle” 
and “max 8 hours for office use.” In test-
ing, we found this to be somewhat opti-
mistic: We left the laptop idling with me-
dium screen brightness and the battery 
lasted seven hours. In a real-world set-
ting with more demanding tasks (watch-
ing videos, installing software, doing 
some research on the web, and writing 

this very review), we got 4 hours and 50 
minutes out of one charge.

To get the battery back up to 100 percent, 
the supplied charger needs just under two 

Figure 3: Hate large bezels on laptops? The InfinityBook Pro’s screen 
reaches almost to the edge of the case.

Figure 4: You can configure the machine with many different keyboard 
layouts. The white dot on the trackpad (top-left) lets you disable the 
trackpad when typing.

[1]  “Tuxedo InfinityBook S 14 v5” by Mike 
Saunders, Linux Magazine, issue 240, 
November 2020, pp. 20-21

[2]  Tuxedo InfinityBook Pro 14 Gen6: 
https://  www.  tuxedocomputers.  com/ 
 en/  Linux‑Hardware/  Linux‑Notebooks/ 
 10‑14‑inch/  TUXEDO‑  InfinityBook‑ 
 Pro‑14‑  Gen6.  tuxedo
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exactly one pattern. Others offer mini-
mum precision, where the regex finds a 
set of patterns with a similar structure. 
In this article, I test several regex genera-
tors to determine how well they work 
(see also the “Nonfunctional” box).

Olaf Neumann’s Regex 
Generator
Regex Generator [12], which is imple-
mented in Kotlin and JavaScript, lets you 
create regular expressions via Olaf Neu-
mann’s website. The website offers sev-
eral input boxes. First, you enter the text 

A 
regular expression (regex) [1] is 
a sequence of characters that de-
scribes a search pattern. You can 
use a regex to save time search-

ing and replacing in texts, such as strings 
in programming languages, database 
query results, or normal documents. Re-
gexes also can help you effectively use 
utilities, such as grep [2], xmlgrep [3], 
and ugrep [4].

Ultimately, a regex’s usefulness de-
pends on the pattern you select. Formu-
lating a regex that delivers precise results 
is no easy task (see the “DIY Regular Ex-
pressions” box). To save time, a regex 
generator can automate this step for you 
by taking a text/ character string and de-
riving a suitable regular expression.

Regex generators work with varying 
degrees of precision. Some regex genera-

tors offer maxi-
mum precision, 
where the regular 
expression finds 

Tools for generating regular expressions

 Pattern Seekers
As regular expressions grow in complexity, regex generators can make the job easier by 
computing the patterns for you. By Frank Hofmann

Figure 1: Regular expressions offer a relatively easy 
approach to validating the structure of a Visa card 
number.

While formulating a regular expression can take some time, 
especially for newcomers, it is worth the effort if you want 
faster results. Regular-Expressions.info [5], Regex DB [6], and 
Mastering Regular Expressions [7] all clearly explain strategies 
for creating regexes and provide a huge number of examples 
to show how useful regexes can be.

For instance, you can use a regular expression to test whether 
a credit card number entered on a website form is in the cor-
rect format. Figure 1 shows a regular expression for numbers 
on Visa credit cards: the number 4 followed by any three dig-
its, then a separator (nothing, a space, or a hyphen), followed 
by up to three blocks of any four digits, which can again be fol-
lowed by a separator. This regular expression does not vali-
date the card, but it reliably filters out incomplete numbers 
and identifies typing errors.

The RegEx101 wiki [8] also has a good reputation for testing 
your regular expressions. Not only does RegEx101 support dif-
ferent regex dialects, but it also shows you which patterns 
match and provides an explanation. Figure 2 shows a 
RegEx101 test for dates, where the individual components 
(day, month, and year) are given as decimal values separated 
by hyphens.

DIY Regular Expressions
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string for which you are searching. As an 
example, I used a typical log entry con-
sisting of a date and a message, both 
separated by a space.

From your entered text in box 1, the 
software derives the individual compo-
nents, which it highlights in different col-
ors (shown in box 2). You then select the 
relevant component by clicking on the re-
spective color or component. The compo-
nent is then colored gray. Regex Genera-
tor then generates the appropriate regular 
expression from your selection and dis-
plays it in box 3 (Figure 3).

You can then select the programming 
language where you will use the regular 
expression. Currently, you can choose 
between several languages, including 
PHP, Ruby, and JavaScript (Figure 4).

In terms of precision, Regex Generator 
provides moderate accuracy. The date 
matches any data, but the text only matches 
the error message Login attempt failed in 
upper and lowercase thanks to the /i pa-
rameter at the end of the regular expression. 
Consequently, Regex Generator is adequate 
if you just want to search for failed logins 
for arbitrary dates, for example.

rgxg
ReGular eXpression Generator (rgxg) 
[13] generates regexes from the com-
mand line (Figure 5). You can find rgxg 
in the Debian, Ubuntu, and Linux Mint 
repositories and install it using familiar 
on-board tools. For better output read-
ability, you should use rgxg in a terminal 
window with a dark background.

In practice, rgxg expects a call with dif-
ferent subcommands (see Table 1).

In addition, rgxg offers a whole range 
of parameters to further refine the gen-
erated expressions (see Table 2).

Figure 2: RegEx101 checking date input.

During testing, I came across two proj-
ects, txt2re [9] and grex [10], which 
each offered a good approach in theory 
but ultimately did not generate usable 
results.

The private website txt2re, developed 
by Mark James Ennis, works similarly 
to Regex Generator. Ennis’s dislike of 
regular expressions led him to try to 
automate the process as much as 
possible. Unfortunately, txt2re cur-
rently only works with the default text 
string 20:Apr:2016 This is an Exam‑
ple!, making the tool only useful for 
demonstration purposes. It remains 
unclear whether the limited function-
ality is due to the web browser or the 
JavaScript used.

Grex v1.2 is based on Mozilla’s Rust 
programming language and the JavaS-
cript-based regexgen [11] tool. While 
grex is currently available for down-
load from its GitHub project page, my 
attempt to compile grex from the 
sources on Debian 11 failed.

Nonfunctional

Figure 3: After entering the desired text string and selecting the 
components in Neumann’s online Regex Generator, the appropriate 
regular expression is returned.

Subcommand Description Example Generated Expression

alternation Generates an expression to match 
each of the stated patterns

rgxg alternation January 
February

(January|February)

cidr Generates an expression to match 
all addresses in a CIDR block (IPv4)

rgxg cidr 192.168.1.0/24 192\.168\.1\.(25[0‑5]|2[0‑4]
[0‑9]|1[0‑9]{2}|[1‑9]?[0‑9])

escape Escapes a string rgxg escape '(1+2)*3' \(1\+2\)\*3

range Generates an expression to match 
the stated range 

rgxg range 5 10 (10|[5‑9])

Table 1: rgxg Subcommands

IN-DEPTH
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lar expressions in the desired dialect 
(Figure 7).

Txt2regex requires precision. As you use 
txt2regex, you will learn to specify the pat-
tern sequence precisely. Txt2regex pro-
vides an overview of how you need to 
specify the regular expression in the re-
spective tool for it to recognize the pattern. 
This is a big help because various imple-
mentations and dialects are found in ev-
eryday Linux: regular expressions, ex-
tended regular expressions, and Perl-Com-
patible Regular Expressions (PCRE).

Like rgxg, txt2regex formulates regu-
lar expressions with maximum preci-

In terms of accuracy, rgxg offers maxi-
mum precision thanks to the parameters 
that let you generate a regular expression 
that exactly matches the given pattern.

txt2regex
Another command-line option, txt2regex 
[14] is a shell script with keyboard-based 
menu control. Like rgxg, you will find 
txt 2regex in the repositories of most re-
cent distributions, such as Debian or Fe-
dora. On macOS, you can use Fink [15] 
for the install.

Due to the user interface’s color 
scheme, you will want to use txt2regex 
in a terminal with a dark background. 
Alternatively, use the ‑‑nocolor parame-

ter to switch off the color or ‑‑whitebg to 
switch to a suitable display for a light 
background. When txt2regex is running, 
typing an asterisk will toggle the display.

Txt2regex offers a helping hand when 
generating regular expressions by asking 
questions about the characters, includ-
ing how many characters follow each 
other. Based on the input, txt2regex as-
sembles the expression for various tools, 
such as awk, find, grep, PHP, and Post-
greSQL.

You can access a complete list of dia-
lects by typing a forward slash. You then 
select the corresponding letter from the 
list (Figure 6) to 
generate the regu-

Figure 4: After selecting the desired programming language, Regex Generator displays a regular expression 
(shown here as a PHP function).

Figure 6: Txt2regex supports a large number of dia-
lects for regular expressions.

Figure 5: Regular expressions generated by the rgxg 
command-line program.

Parameter Description Example Generated Expression
range ‑N No outer brackets rgxg range ‑N 5 10 10|[5‑9]

range ‑z Only numbers with leading zeros rgxg range ‑z 0 31 (3[01]|[0‑2][0‑9])

range ‑z ‑m Only figures with a certain number of leading zeros rgxg range ‑z ‑m 4 0 31 (003[01]|00[0‑2][0‑9])

Table 2: rgxg Parameters
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sion by using parameters to adapt the 
expression to your specified pattern.

RegexGenerator
In looking for libraries that work simi-
larly to the other tools discussed in this 
article, my research turned up limited 
results. For Python, I found RegexGen-
erator [16] and its associated regex-gen-
erator-lib [17].

Listing 1 shows a short script for Reg-
exGenerator, which determines a regular 
expression for the string 415‑5553‑7676. 
You can then save and run the regular ex-
pression as rg.py (Listing 2). The gener-
ated regex shown in Listing 2 does the 
trick: a pattern consisting of three digits, 

followed by a minus sign, four digits, another minus sign, and 
another four digits.

However, this generated regex lacks precision. Not only does 
it match the above string, but it also matches other strings, 
such as 123‑4567‑8901 or foo‑123‑5553‑7676‑bar. According to 

Figure 7: Txt2regex generates patterns for the selected dialects. This is 
an intermediate step in querying for the desired string.

Regex Generators

IN-DEPTH

from RegexGenerator import RegexGenerator

myRegexGenerator = RegexGenerator("415‑5553‑7676")

print(myRegexGenerator.get_regex())

Listing 1: RegexGenerator Script

$ python3 rg.py

\d{3}[‑]\d{4}[‑]\d{4}

Listing 2: rg.py



searches that returned more matches 
than desired. In particular, these tools 
may include results that don’t actually 
match the search patterns, resulting in 
false positives and some fuzziness.

Regular expressions are complex, 
inherently mapping a fragment and 
pattern differently. The performance 
of these tools does deserve credit 
given the complexity of the tasks. For 
these generators to be more useful in 
the future, increased precision would 
be desirable.  nnn

this regular expression, the digits can be 
arbitrary and the pattern can include 
other characters because the regex does 
not use delimiters such as \b for word 
boundary, ^ for beginning of line, and $ 
for end of line.

Instead, A regex of ^415\‑5553\‑7676$ 
would be more precise and easier to read, 
resulting in the three digits 415 followed 
by a minus sign, three times the number 
5 followed by a 3, another minus sign, 
and then two times the sequence of digits 
76 including characters for the beginning 
of the line (^) and the end of the line ($).

rex
If you use the rex tool from Python’s 
Test-Driven Data Analysis (tdda) pack-
age [18], there is a very neat, practical 
use case. The example shown in List-
ing 3 determines the regular expression 
for naming image files. All of the file 
names start with the three letters DSC, 
followed by five numbers, a period, 
and the three letters .JPG.

The regular expression is correct, as 
far as it goes; it also includes two addi-
tional delimiters, ^ for beginning of line 
and $ for end of line. The regex excludes 
false positives as long as the pattern con-
sists of the three uppercase letters DSC 
followed by any five sections and the 
strings .JPG. However, a more precise 
regular expression would be 
DSC067((4[35])|(5[14]))\.JPG.

Again, the results returned by rex 
from the tdda library end up in the 
middle of the pack in terms of preci-
sion. While rex successfully matches 
the DSC and JPG portions of the pattern, 
it can produce a false positive for the 
digits in the sequence.

RegExTractor
To demonstrate the capabilities of Reg-
ExTractor [19], another Python regex 

extractor, I used random German license 
plates. Listing 4 first outputs the license 
plates followed by the regular expression 
that matches all license plates.

However, the regular expression that 
RegExTractor outputs is not correct. In 
particular, the last partial pattern of 
[0‑9][0‑9A‑Z]{1,4} allows any digit fol-
lowed by a combination of one to four 
capital letters and digits.

A more accurate solution would be 
the subexpression [0‑9]{1,4}E+ for one 
to four digits, followed only by the capi-
tal letter E for elec-
tric cars. In testing, 
this problem oc-
curred repeatedly. Con-
sequently, I cannot rec-
ommend RegExTractor.

Conclusions
Deriving regular ex-
pressions based on ex-
isting text fragments 
and patterns helps 
to analyze and rec-
ognize similarities 
in more complex pat-
terns. The tools I tested 
work well but not al-
ways without error. 
Some tools generated 
regular expressions that 
were more generic than 
they actually should be 
based on the text frag-
ments, resulting in 
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$ ls images/*.JPG

DSC06743.JPG

DSC06745.JPG

DSC06751.JPG

DSC06754.JPG

$ ls images/*.JPG | python3 tdda/rexpy/rexpy.py

^DSC\d{5}\.JPG$

Listing 3: rex from tdda

$ python main.py

Kennzeichen:

A‑BC 1234

CB‑LN 5246E

FR‑CG 1554

TUT‑R 712

AA‑LN 5E

The regex for this:

[A‑Z][A‑Z]{0,2}\‑[A‑Z][A‑Z]?\ [0‑9][0‑9A‑Z]{1,4}

Listing 4: Running RegExTractor
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ure 1 makes it clear 
from the compiled program’s out-
put  that chaos reigns, and the gorou-
tines write their messages to the out-
put as a wildly confusing mess.

I f programmers are not careful, pro-
gram parts that are running in par-
allel will constantly get in each oth-
er’s way, whether as processes, 

threads, or goroutines. If you leave the 
order in which system components read 
or modify data to chance, you are adding 
time bombs to your code. They will blow 
up sooner or later, leaving you with run-
time errors that are difficult to trouble-
shoot. But how do you avoid them?

The common assumption that com-
ponents will run in the same order that 
a program calls them is a fallacy – one eas-
ily refuted with an example such as in List-
ing 1. But coincidence can also be a factor. 
It is quite possible for something to work 
once but then crash after a small, and 
often unrelated, change to the code. The 
load on the system you are using can also 
play a role: Something may work flaw-
lessly in slack times but fall apart unex-
pectedly under a heavy load.

The fact that unsynchronized gorou-
tines do not run in the order in which 
they are defined, even if the program 
starts them one after the other, is 
nicely illustrated by Listing 1 [1] and 
the output in the upper part of Fig-
ure 1. Although the for loop starts gor-
outine 0 first, followed by 1, then 2, 
and so on, as defined by the index 
numbers in i, the upper part of Fig-

Track down race conditions 
with Go

 Rat  
 Race
If program parts running in parallel keep 
interfering with each other, you may have a 
race condition. Mike Schilli shows how to 
instruct the Go compiler to detect these conditions and how 
to avoid them in the first place. By Mike Schilli

Mike Schilli works as a 
software engineer in the 
San Francisco Bay area, 
California. Each month 
in his column, which has 
been running since 1997, 
he researches practical applications of 
various programming languages. If you 
email him at mschilli@perlmeister.  com, 
he will gladly answer any questions.

Author

01  package main

02  import (

03    „fmt“

04  )

05  

06  func main() {

07    done := make(chan bool)

08    n := 10

09  

10    for i := 0; i < n; i++ {

11      go func(id int) {

12        fmt.Printf(„goroutine %d\n“, 

id)

13        done <‑ true

14      }(i)

15    }

16  

17    for i := 0; i < n; i++ {

18      <‑done

19    }

20  }

Listing 1: orderfail.go

Figure 1: Unsynchronized 
goroutines run in an idiosyncratic 
order. Le
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now do not all start quasi-simultane-
ously but wait for each other – but only 
as long as the individual goroutine needs 
to trigger the next one in the channel. 
What happens afterwards within the in-
dividual goroutines (commented in 
line 22 with the placeholder DO WORK), is 
again a quasi-simultaneous affair.

There Can Only Be One 
Winner
The disastrous consequences that race 
conditions can cause in an application 
are illustrated by an airline’s booking 
program in Listing 3. It detects in line 13 
that there is still one seat available on 
the plane in the variable seats, which is 
shared by two different goroutines. It 
then outputs a success message to the 
user and sets the number of remaining 
seats to zero.

However, there are two parallel gorou-
tines fighting over the booking in the for 
loop starting in line 10. While one re-
joices and prints the success message, 
the second goroutine also tests the vari-
able seats, which is still set to 1, and 
proceeds to book the seat as well. The 
result is an overbooked plane and angry 

passengers.
The output at the top of 

Figure 2 shows that List-
ing 3 does indeed allow re-
peated double-bookings – 
exacerbated by the length of 
the microsleep instruction at 
line 12, simulating the ac-
tual booking process. This is 
not what a customer, or an 
airline, wants.

The root of the problem is 
obvious: Two concurrent 
program threads share the 
variable seats during the 
time that elapses between 
the check seats > 0 in 
line 13 and the variable 
being reset by seats = 0 in 
line 15. If the second gorou-
tine is performing a check 
while the first is booking the 
seat, the second goroutine 
erroneously thinks it has a 
free seat because seats is 
still set to 1. A booking error 
is inevitable.

The problem can be 
solved by either perform-
ing the check and setting 

Each of the 10 go func()s created in 
the for loop passes the current loop 
index as a parameter to the respective 
goroutine, completely according to the 
textbook, so that they do not all share 
the same variable. Also, to stop the pro-
gram from terminating immediately after 
the for loop ends – instead of making it 
wait until all the goroutines have com-
pleted their work – each goroutine sends 
a message to the done channel at the end 
of its working life. The final for loop 
starting in line 17 collects the messages 
from there and does not terminate until 
the last goroutine has said goodbye.

One by One
But if you really want goroutine 0 to 
start first, then goroutine 1, and so on, 
you need to use a synchronization 
mechanism, such as channels or mutex 

constructs, to make sure that the Go 
runtime maintains the desired order, de-
fying the natural chaos.

Listing 2 demonstrates this with an 
array of 10 channels. The goroutines all 
start blocking, shortly after they are 
called, and wait until a message arrives 
on the channel assigned to them. This 
unblocks the read statement from the 
channel array starters in line 17, and 
the goroutine moves on to printing its 
“Running” message. At first, none of the 
channels will have a message, but 
line 27 after the for loop then starts a 
chain of events by writing a value to the 
first channel.

This releases the goroutine with the id 
of 0, because the block in its read state-
ment in line 17 is now lifted. The routine 
then outputs its message and, to keep 
things ticking along, writes to the chan-
nel with the id+1 (i.e., 1). This in turn 
triggers goroutine 1, which in turn trig-
gers goroutine 2. This merry dance con-
tinues in a controlled manner until gor-
outine 9 initiates the completion of the 
program.

This approach naturally reduces the 
concurrency of all goroutines, which 

01  package main

02  import (

03    „fmt“

04  )

05  

06  func main() {

07    done := make(chan bool)

08    n := 10

09  

10    starters := make([](chan bool), 
n)

11    for i := 0; i < n; i++ {

12      starters[i] = make(chan bool)

13    }

14  

15    for i := 0; i < n; i++ {

16      go func(id int) {

17        <‑starters[id]

18        fmt.Printf(„Running %d\n“, 
id)

19        if id < n‑1 {

20          starters[id+1] <‑ true

21        }

22        // [... DO WORK ...]

23        done <‑ true

24      }(i)

25    }

26  

27    starters[0] <‑ true

28  

29    for i := 0; i < n; i++ {

30      <‑done

31    }

32  }

Listing 2: orderok.go

01  package main

02  import (

03    „fmt“

04    „time“

05  )

06  

07  func main() {

08    seats := 1

09  

10    for i := 0; i < 2; i++ {

11      go func(id int) {

12        time.Sleep(100 * time.Millisecond)

13        if seats > 0 {

14          fmt.Printf(„%d booked!\n“, id)

15          seats = 0

16        } else {

17          fmt.Printf(„%d missed out.\n“, id)

18        }

19      }(i)

20    }

21  

22    time.Sleep(1 * time.Second)

23    fmt.Println(„“)

24  }

Listing 3: airline.go
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you compile the source code with the 
‑race option. If two goroutines then 
race for a variable, the Go runtime de-
tects this in the moment and outputs a 
corresponding error message (Figure 3). 
However, this requires the program to 
enter the subrange that triggers the 
problem during the test run. This makes 
it important for the test suite to cover 
the code as completely as possible.

Classic Computer Science
The classical method for slowing down 
racers relies on what are known as 
mutex (mutually exclusive) constructs. 
Go’s sync package provides mutex ele-
ments that use Lock() to create a road-
block for subsequent goroutines and 
clear it again with Unlock() after the crit-
ical region has been navigated.

Listing 5 shows the implementation 
of the book() airplane-seat booking 
function; the call to the function in 
Line 16 is surrounded by a pair of mu-
texes. Before the call, line 15 uses 
mutex.Lock() to block the section for 
subsequent goroutines. After the job is 
done, line 17 uses mutex.Unlock() to lift 
the block again.

For the sake of clarity, the book() func-
tion now encapsulates the posting pro-
cess starting in line 25. As its input, it 
expects the ID of the goroutine and a 
pointer to the seats variable, whose 
value it adjusts accordingly in case of a 
successful booking.

the variable in a single atomic state-
ment or by declaring the program area 
containing both statements to be a crit-
ical section that locks out other gorou-
tines as long as one goroutine is work-
ing in it.

Listing 4 shows a possible solution to 
the problem using a buffered booking 
channel with a depth of 1, as created by 
the make statement in line 9. Thanks to 
the buffer, one goroutine can write a 
value into the channel without it imme-
diately blocking [2]. But if the next gor-
outine tries to send a value into the 
channel, it blocks until someone else 
has extracted the buffered value, and 
this happens at the end of the critical 
section in line 21.

With this safeguard in place, only one 
goroutine traverses the critical section 
at any given time, and it doesn’t matter 
how long it takes to check or set the 
seats variable, because no one can in-
terfere in the meantime. The lower part 
of Figure 2 then also shows that only 
one goroutine at a time makes the 
booking, while the other goroutine re-
ports that there are no more seats avail-

able – to the disappointment of 
the passenger who wants to 
book. But that’s how things 
have to be.

Reporting Speeders
During development, Go helps 
you detect race conditions – if 

Figure 2: Without synchroniza-
tion, two goroutines happily book 
the same seat.

01  package main

02  import (

03    „fmt“

04    „time“

05  )

06  

07  func main() {

08    seats := 1

09    booking := make(chan bool, 1)

10  

11    for i := 0; i < 2; i++ {

12      go func(id int) {

13        time.Sleep(100 * time.Millisecond)

14        booking <‑ true

15        if seats > 0 {

16          fmt.Printf(„%d booked!\n“, id)

17          seats = 0

18        } else {

19          fmt.Printf(„%d missed out.\n“, id)

20        }

21        <‑booking

22      }(i)

23    }

24  

25    time.Sleep(1 * time.Second)

26    fmt.Println(„“)

27  }

Listing 4: airline‑ok.go

Figure 3: The program, built with the ‑race option in place, 
detects race conditions at runtime.
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Height‑Adjustable Barrier
One alternative to the mutex construct is 
provided by the sync.WaitGroup con-
struct, also from the sync package of the 
Go core library. Its Add() function sets up 
a block with an adjustable height. A sub-
sequent Wait() waits for the block to be 
lifted, which a call to the Done() function 
is happy to do.

The smart thing here is that multiple 
program parts can set up any number of 
blocks through subsequent calls to Add(). 
You then need the same number of calls to 
Done() before Wait() grants passage again.

The code in Listing 6 waits for this to 
happen before starting the critical sec-
tion with a prophylactic Wait() state-
ment in line 15, but the code continues 

immediately because there are no blocks 
in the way in the initial state. Line 16 
then calls Add(1) to add a barrier just be-
fore booking. Afterwards, book() in 
line 17 can calmly make the booking, 
before line 18 uses Done() to take down 
the barrier again.

Conclusions
As always in Go, there are several possi-
ble solutions to the challenges of control-
ling racing goroutines – after all, these are 
well-known programming problems.

If two related instructions such as 
checking and placing a shared vari-
able cannot be done atomically, you 
need to use a synchronization tool to 
temporarily block the critical time 

window between the instructions – to 
keep out any program threads at-
tempting to rush in.

And always remember to clear the 
block later on, even if the booking fails 
for some reason. Otherwise, you have 
built a permanent lock into your pro-
gram, which might consume resources 
or block access to some resources en-
tirely. Test every case to make sure!  nnn

01  package main

02  import (

03    „fmt“

04    „sync“

05    „time“

06  )

07  

08  func main() {

09    seats := 1

10    mutex := &sync.Mutex{}

11  

12    for i := 0; i < 2; i++ {

13      go func(id int) {

14        time.Sleep(100 * time.Millisecond)

15        mutex.Lock()

16        book(id, &seats)

17        mutex.Unlock()

18      }(i)

19    }

20  

21    time.Sleep(1 * time.Second)

22    fmt.Println(„“)

23  }

24  

25  func book(id int, seats *int) {

26    if *seats > 0 {

27      fmt.Printf(„%d booked!\n“, id)

28      *seats = 0

29    } else {

30      fmt.Printf(„%d missed out.\n“, id)

31    }

32  }

Listing 5: airline‑mutex.go
01  package main

02  import (

03    „fmt“

04    „sync“

05    „time“

06  )

07  

08  func main() {

09    seats := 1

10    wg := &sync.WaitGroup{}

11  

12    for i := 0; i < 2; i++ {

13      go func(id int) {

14        time.Sleep(100 * time.Millisecond)

15        wg.Wait()

16        wg.Add(1)

17        book(id, &seats)

18        wg.Done()

19      }(i)

20    }

21  

22    time.Sleep(1 * time.Second)

23    fmt.Println(„“)

24  }

25  

26  func book(id int, seats *int) {

27    if *seats > 0 {

28      fmt.Printf(„%d booked!\n“, id)

29      *seats = 0

30    } else {

31      fmt.Printf(„%d missed out.\n“, id)

32    }

33  }

Listing 6: airline‑wg.go

[1]  Go: “Programming Snapshot – Gol-
ang” by Mike Schilli, Linux Magazine 
issue 250, September  2021, p. 54-60

[2]  Listings for this article:  
ftp://  ftp.  linux‑magazine.  com/  pub/ 
 listings/  linux‑magazine.  com/  251/
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does not define a single hardware sys-
tem. Instead, Google contracts with 
several different hardware vendors to 
produce Chromebooks, including Sam-
sung, HP, Toshiba, Asus, Dell, and 
many others. Google must maintain 
separate ISO images for each hardware 
system. Every Chromebook has a pub-
lished expiration date, known as the 
Auto Update Expiration (AUE) date, 
which defines the last date when the 
operating system will receive an up-
date. In theory, you could continue to 
operate the Chromebook after the AUE, 
but the system will be insecure, and 
the fact that Chromebooks are so heav-
ily reliant on the Internet makes it even 
more dangerous to operate the system 
without security updates.

I bought my little Acer Chromebook 
C710 at a Walmart in 2014, and it has 
been a special companion ever since: 
under shady trees in California, on the 
icy Westfjords of Iceland, or in a tiny 
Prague hotel room the size of a double 
bed. Today, my Chromebook acts as a 
kind of media station that plays videos 
from YouTube, as well as from media 

E very computer user is familiar 
with the scenario. Your favorite 
piece of hardware tells you “End 
of Support – sorry, this device is 

no longer supported” (Figure 1) or 
“This device will no longer receive 
software updates,” followed by the 
laconic advice to “Please consider 

upgrading.”
No software is 

supported forever. 
The continual task 
of coding updates 
and bug fixes 
takes time and en-
ergy, and after 
some predeter-
mined support in-
terval, the vendor 
just stops provid-
ing patches for old 
versions in order 
to focus on later 
systems.

With Chrome 
OS and Chrome-
book computers, 
the task of pro-
viding support is 
even more com-
plicated. The 
term Chromebook 

Breathe life back into your old Chromebook with GalliumOS

 Heavy Metal
A tailor-made image like GalliumOS “Bismuth” will keep your Chromebook healthy after its 
expiration date. By DeeAnn Little and Markus Feilner
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Figure 1: Is this the end of my beloved Chromebook? 
Or could this be the time to turn to Linux?
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libraries and various portals on a 40-
inch HD-ready TV (Figure 2). Hard 
disk space or battery life are no longer 
important. (See Table 1 for Acer C710 
hardware specs.)

When I got the message that the sys-
tem had reached its AUE and would no 
longer be supported, I resolved to find 
another solution that would keep my 
Chromebook alive. All this took me quite 
quickly to GalliumOS [1], which is spe-
cially tailored for Chromebook users and 
offers images for all processor families 
(Listing 1). Installation is simple and 
makes no special demands. A recovery 
image of Chrome OS is available in case 
you need to revert to the previous sys-
tem at any time.

GalliumOS is based on Xubuntu and 
uses Xfce as its desktop, which sits 
well with the aged Acer Chromebook 
and its meager hardware resources. 
GalliumOS for Chromebooks in version 
3.x goes by the name of “Bismuth” – 
like chromium and gallium, bismuth is 
a metal in the periodic table. Version 
3.1, which I use in this article, is a 
maintenance update.

Depends on the Hardware
The steps for installing GalliumOS on a 
Chromebook depend heavily on the 
hardware. In the simplest case, 
Chromebooks behave like full-fledged 
PCs and let you boot from a USB stick. 
In that case, you could install Galliu-
mOS or any other Linux variant in 
much the same way you would install 
Linux on any computer. However, 
some models (like my trusty Acer, for 
example) require a firmware update. 
Check out the GalliumOS hardware 
compatibility list [2] to determine if 
your Chromebook will need a firmware 
update.

A sticker on the underside of your 
Chromebook should provide system 
hardware details. You can also enter the 
local URL chrome://  system or check the 
menu Settings | About Chrome OS | 
Google Chrome OS.

Look for the model number and 
hardware ID, which you can use to 
find your device in the GalliumOS 
hardware compatibility list. Dual boot, 
virtual machine (VM), or complete re-
placement are possible options, but 
every option might not be available for 
every device.

Figure 2: Thanks to the Ubuntu-based GalliumOS and an external screen, 
the Acer C710 – bottom left in the picture – provides useful service as a 
media station and is also happy to play DRM-protected content.

CPU 1.1GHz Intel Celeron 847 (dual-core)

RAM 2GB DDR3 SDRAM

Hard disk SSD (16GB)

Display 1366x768, HDMI, VGA

Webcam 1 megapixel

Network Broadcom BCM57785 (Gigabit Ethernet), Qualcomm Atheros AR9462 
(802.11 a/ b/ g/ n), Foxconn T77H348.02 (Bluetooth)

Miscellaneous 3 USB 2.0, SD card reader

Price New: ~$200 (2013)  
Used: ~$50 to $120 (2021)

Table 1: Acer C710 Hardware

../

TORRENTS/                            22‑Dec‑2019 22:17           ‑

CHECKSUMS‑galliumos‑3.1.gpg          22‑Dec‑2019 22:00        3364

galliumos‑3.1‑apollolake.iso         22‑Dec‑2019 20:16  1231513600

galliumos‑3.1‑baytrail.iso           22‑Dec‑2019 20:16  1231521792

galliumos‑3.1‑braswell.iso           22‑Dec‑2019 20:16  1231521792

galliumos‑3.1‑broadwell.iso          22‑Dec‑2019 20:16  1231513600

galliumos‑3.1‑haswell.iso            22‑Dec‑2019 20:16  1231523840

galliumos‑3.1‑kabylake.iso           22‑Dec‑2019 20:16  1231513600

galliumos‑3.1‑samus.iso              22‑Dec‑2019 20:16  1231697920

galliumos‑3.1‑sandyivy.iso           22‑Dec‑2019 20:16  1231513600

galliumos‑3.1‑skylake.iso            22‑Dec‑2019 20:16  1231521792

galliumos‑generic‑coreimage‑3.1.tgz  16‑Dec‑2019 03:29  1160948557

Listing 1: GalliumOS Images by CPU Type

$  dd if=/home/dlittle/Downloads/galliumos‑3.1‑sandyivy.iso of=/dev/sdb1 

status=progress

Listing 2: Onto the USB Stick

IN-DEPTH
Save Your Expired Chromebook
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ISO and Recovery Image
The first thing to do is to download the appropriate ISO file 
from the Gallium FTP directory [3] and drop it onto a USB 
stick, either using dd (Listing 2) or an alternative disk tool 
such as the SUSE Studio Imagewriter, Ubuntu’s Startup Disk 
Creator, or a Windows tool like Rufus [4].

The second step is to create a backup and a recovery image. 
Back up any important files by moving them to a USB stick or 
to the cloud. Several methods are available for creating a re-

covery disk. Linux users can take the 
long route via a shell script provided by 
Google; however, it is better to install 
the browser Recovery Extension and fol-
low the steps. Both methods have their 
advantages; however, keep in mind that 
the Chrome OS browser extension is 
only available if the Chromebook is still 
fully functional (Figure 3).

Firmware Update
The steps for replacing the firmware can 
vary depending on the hardware. On 
some systems (such as the small Acer), 
changing the firmware even requires 
bridging a write-protect jumper. If you 
don’t have a suitable cover for the 
jumper, you can use aluminum foil and 
tweezers. I found a YouTube video with 
the necessary steps for my system [5]. 
Be sure you read the instructions for 
the firmware and device – any wrong 
procedure can brick your cherished 
hardware. Detailed documentation de-
scribes both the recovery [6] and de-
veloper modes [7].

The tools you need are a Phillips 
screwdriver, tweezers, and a strip of 
aluminum foil (about 3 centimeters 
long and 1 centimeter wide) (Figure 4). 
First, switch off the Chromebook and 
disconnect it from the mains. Then you 
have to remove the battery (the Acer 
Chromebook has a small lever for this) 
and unlock the cover at the bottom 
(only one screw) and pull it out. Usu-
ally, the screw is located under the 
sticker for the long-expired warranty 
(“Warranty void if seal broken.”) The 
jumper is found under a plastic cover 
(Figure 5).

Now roll up the aluminum foil and 
compress it to the size of a grain of rice; 
you can press it into the jumper with 

Figure 3: The Chrome Book Recovery Utility creates 
the recovery system for emergencies.

Figure 4: The required aluminum rice grain compared to the size of a 
euro cent coin.

Figure 5: The open underside of the Acer C710 with the plastic cover 
over the jumper (bottom left center in the picture).

$  curl ‑LO mrchromebox.tech/firmware‑util.sh

$  sudo install ‑Dt /usr/local/bin ‑m 755 firmware‑util.sh

$ sudo firmware‑util.sh

Listing 3: Launching the Firmware Utility
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the help of the tweezers, where it 
bridges the contacts and thus lifts the 
firmware’s write protection (Figure 6). 
This is fine for installing the new oper-
ating system, but certainly not as a per-
manent solution. Now you can reas-
semble the Chromebook, plug in the 
battery, connect the power supply, and 
start recovery mode.

Recovery and Developer 
Mode
The keyboard shortcut Esc+F3+Power 
boots the Chromebook’s recovery system; 
when you get there, pressing Ctrl+D – not 
displayed on the screen – boots into Devel-
oper mode. In the graphical login manager, 
log in as a guest and start a Chrome Shell 
(Crosh) with Ctrl+Alt+T. In a second 
browser tab, go to the MrChromebox [8] 
website, which provides the Chrome OS 
Device Firmware Utility Script (Listing 3), 
which can be downloaded using curl at 
the Crosh terminal (Listing 3, first line). 

Figure 6: The jumper has already been fitted with an aluminum “rice 
grain” for bridging.

#!/bin/bash

#

# This script offers provides the ability to update the

# Legacy Boot payload, set boot options, and install

# a custom coreboot firmware for supported

# Chrome OS devices

#

# Created by Mr.Chromebox <mrchromebox@gmail.com>

#

# May be freely distributed and modified as needed,

# as long as proper attribution is given.

#

#where the stuff is

sc ript_url="https://raw.githubusercontent.com/MrChromebox/

scripts/master/"

#ensure output of system tools in en‑us for parsing

export LC_ALL=C

#set working dir]\

if cat /etc/lsb‑release | grep "Chrom" > /dev/null 2>&1; then

  # needed for ChromeOS/ChromiumOS v82+

  mkdir ‑p /usr/local/bin

  cd /usr/local/bin

else

  cd /tmp

fi

#get support scripts

echo ‑e "\nDownloading supporting files..."

rm ‑rf firmware.sh >/dev/null 2>&1

rm ‑rf functions.sh

 >/dev/null 2>&1

rm ‑rf sources.sh >/dev/null 2>&1

curl ‑sLO ${script_url}firmware.sh

rc0=$?

curl ‑sLO ${script_url}functions.sh

rc1=$?

curl ‑sLO ${script_url}sources.sh

rc2=$?

if [[ $rc0 ‑ne 0 || $rc1 ‑ne 0 || $rc2 ‑ne 0 ]]; then

  ec ho ‑e "Error downloading one or more required files; 

cannot continue"

  exit 1

fi

source ./sources.sh

source ./firmware.sh

source ./functions.sh

#set working dir

cd /tmp

#do setup stuff

prelim_setup

[[ $? ‑ne 0 ]] && exit 1

#show menu

menu_fwupdate

Listing 4: firmware-util.sh
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Anyone who decides to install Galli-
umOS on the hard disk will quickly 
find themselves at home in Ubuntu’s 
default installer, Ubiquity. From then 
on, the Chromebook behaves like any 
other PC or laptop system. The advan-
tage is that the Linux image is already 
adapted to the existing hardware, 
much like with Apple. Now, at last, as-
suming everything worked out, the 
aluminum rice grain has to be re-
moved. From now on, the Chromebook 
will boot willingly from USB.

Xfce Desktop with HDMI 
Output
The Xfce desktop on GalliumOS (Fig-
ure 8) has everything a modern desktop 
needs. The layout and many settings are 
well tailored to the small display and 
low-powered hardware of the Acer.

Having said this, the start menu al-
ready has a surprising number of en-
tries, for example, a separate menu 
item for GalliumOSUpdate – a link to a 
root shell that executes apt ‑qq update 
(Figure 9). The ‑qq parameter ensures 
that all output except error messages is 
suppressed.

Enough Power
The Chromebook’s performance feels 
the same under GalliumOS, even if the 
fans now sound a little louder, especially 
during videos. However, lm‑sensors 
quickly shows that there is no reason for 
concern. The (still first) battery lasts for 
around two hours, so not quite as long 
as with Chrome OS.

Then proceed to install and launch (sec-
ond and third line).

The largely self-explanatory utility 
script (Listing 4) installs either a UEFI 
update or a stock recovery image for 
Chrome OS. Some dead devices can 
also be persuaded to cooperate again 
by pressing C (Clear UEFI NVRAM) 
(Figure 7). Again, caution is advised; 
only start the firmware update if you 
have the correct hardware specs as 
identified by the script. If the alumi-
num rice grain is still in the right place, 
the script shows the note Fw WP: Dis‑
abled in the fifth line of the hardware 
information. Then it should run with-

out any problems, including booting 
from the USB stick.

Testing and Installing 
Gallium
At this point, the paths with and without 
tinfoil meet up again; now the USB stick 
with GalliumOS, created earlier on, is 
used for booting. As with all modern 
Linuxes, you can see how things will 
work using a live system before an in-
stallation on the hard disk gives you the 
hard facts. This includes accessing the 
hard disk previously used by Chrome 
OS, although recovery mode has perma-
nently deleted it for security reasons.

Figure 7: The Chrome OS Device Firmware Utility Script finds and 
installs the matching firmware image.

Figure 8: GalliumOS comes with the lean Xfce desktop by default, a 
perfect choice for the ancient hardware of the Acer C710.

[1]  GalliumOS: https://  galliumos.  org/

[2]  Hardware compatibility and firmware: 
https://  wiki.  galliumos.  org/  Hardware_
Compatibility

[3]  GalliumOS download:  
https://  galliumos.  org/  download

[4]  Rufus: https://  rufus.  ie

[5]  Disabling Acer C710 Write Protect 
jumper: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xDCMjM2-oGo

[6]  Recovery mode: https://  support.  google. 
 com/  chromebook/  answer/  1080595

[7]  Developer mode: https://  chromium. 
 googlesource.  com/  chromiumos/  docs/ 
 +/  HEAD/  developer_mode.  md

[8]  MrChromebox:  
https://  mrchromebox.  tech/  #  fwscript

Info
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Touchpad, audio, webcam, WiFi, and 
Ethernet work without further interven-
tion, as does my LG TV connected via 
HDMI with 720p resolution. The TV is 
about the same age as the Chromebook 
and a perfect match. YouTube, Amazon 

Prime, and Jitsi Meet work without any 
problems; only videoconferencing causes 
frequent lag. (The processor or I/ O sys-
tems are probably struggling with the 
data demands of videoconferencing.)

It looks like these life-extending 

measures have paid off. A USB mouse 
and a USB keyboard complete the 
setup. The ensemble has been running 
smoothly for several weeks, delivering 
music, videos, TV, or movies to the of-
fice every day. Take that, Google!  nnn

Figure 9: GalliumOSUpdate shows its Ubuntu/ Debian roots when the 
updater runs sudo apt ‑qq update.

DeeAnn Little from Cali-
fornia has been living in 
Regensburg, Germany, 
since 2016. She has 
worked in the open-
source environment for 
more than 25 years on hardware, devel-
opment, research, and documentation.

Markus Feilner, technology and network 
policy editor at Mailbox.org, has been in-
volved with Linux since 1994 and was 

deputy editor-in-chief of 
Linux Magazin and iX. 
His company, Feilner IT, 
specializes in documen-
tation and OSI layers 8, 
9, and 10.

The Authors
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It creates the directory ~/.config/
ranger/rc.conf with the configuration 
files in Table 1 (shown in Figure 1).

The configuration files also function 
as documentation on how to customize; 
although, unless you have a knowledge 
of Python, these files may be of limited 
use. A few notes are given in the 
GitHub repository [2].

Upon startup, ranger first references 
the global configuration in /etc/
ranger/rc.conf by default and then 

L inux has all the necessary com-
mands for manipulating files, ev-
erything from ls and cp to rm and 
mv. However, file managers have 

the advantage of centralizing all the 
commands and requiring less knowl-
edge in all except the most advanced 
circumstances. In fact, file managers 
remain so useful that Midnight 
Commander (mc) continues to be 
used at the command line 27 years 
after it was first released. A more re-
cent command-line file manager is 
ranger [1], which uses many Vim key-
bindings and is written in Python, 
which allows for the easy creation of 
custom scripts.

Ranger is available in many distribu-
tions, and the latest version can be 
downloaded from GitHub [1]. It re-
quires Python 3 and includes a long 
list of suggested packages for full func-
tionality, such as w3m for graphics dis-
play, poppler‑utils for PDF display, and 
python‑pygments for code highlighting. 

A modern file manager for the command line

 Ranger
Ranger offers a wealth of commands – many with alternatives – 
and less reliance on a mouse. By Bruce Byfield

Bruce Byfield is a computer journalist and 
a freelance writer and editor specializing 
in free and open source software. In 
addition to his writing projects, he also 
teaches live and e-learning courses. In his 
spare time, Bruce writes about Northwest 
coast art (http://  brucebyfield.  wordpress. 
 com). He is also co-founder of Prentice 
Pieces, a blog about writing and fantasy at 
https://prenticepieces.com/.

Author

Figure 1: Ranger distinguishes carefully between global and personal 
config files, suggesting you bypass the global copy and edit the 
personal copy.

rifle.conf Configuration for rifle, the ranger file launcher

commands.py Defines the default ranger console commands

commands_full.py Reference file for custom commands

rc.conf The main configuration file

scope.sh Defines how to handle preview files

Table 1: Ranger Configuration Files
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~/.config/ranger/rc.conf. To avoid po-
tential conflicts, you should add to the 
top of rc.conf the line RANGER_LOAD_DE‑
FAULT_RC =FALSE so that ranger bypasses 
the global configuration, and make all 

your edits in ~/.config/ranger (Figure 2). 
While making this change, you might 
also scan the local rc.conf for other cus-
tomizations, such as whether ranger dis-
plays hidden files or if deletions require 

confirmation. The other files can be ig-
nored unless you want to customize.

Basic Navigation
If ranger is started as a bare command, it 
displays your home directory. However, 
you can also follow the command with a 
space-separated list of directories and files. 
A few options are available, but most are 
unnecessary, especially if you add a list of 
directories. For many, the only useful op-
tion may be ‑‑show‑only‑dirs. Each direc-
tory or file specified is opened in a tab in 
the order in which it is listed in the com-
mand. The number of directories or files 
open is listed in the upper right corner. To 
switch to another tab, press Tab or gt to 
move to the next tab, or Shift+Tab or gT 
to move to the previous tab. The keybind-
ing gc will close the current tab, and 
Ctrl+N or gn opens a new tab. In addi-
tion, you may want to enter the command:

:set show hidden true

or add it to ~/.config/ranger/rc.conf to 
show hidden files as the permanent de-
fault.

Each tab has three panes (Figure 3). The 
left-hand pane shows the top level directo-
ries, and the middle one the second level 
subdirectories. The right-hand pane shows 
the third-level subdirectories and files, 
with statistics at the bottom. Types of files 
are color-coded – for instance, PDF files 
are white, JPEGs orange, and FLAC files 
pink. Basic navigation is with arrow keys, 

Up arrow, Page Up Up a page

Ctrl+U Up half page

Down arrow Go down

Ctrl+F, Page Down Down a page

Ctrl+D Go down half page

Left arrow Go left

Right arrow Go right

Home Move to top

End Move to bottom

cd Change the working directory to a specific directory

gh Change the working directory to your home

gm Change the working directory to /media
gM Change the working directory to /mnt
gu Change the working directory to /usr
H Back in history

L Forward in history

q Quit

Table 2: Basic ranger Navigation

Figure 2: The basic configuration file for ranger.
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To rename or move a selection, press 
wa. For renaming multiple files or direc-
tories, you can also use the :bulkrename 
command.

Viewing and Searching
Although ranger is a command-line ap-
plication, it can open other applica-
tions to view formats that include PDF, 
OpenDocument (LibreOffice), BitTor-
rent, HTML, and SVG. The supported 
formats and how they are handled are 
listed in the scope.sh configuration file. 
You can use the examples in scope.sh 
to add support for other formats. If a 
file is properly configured in scope.sh, 
all you need to do is select the file and 
press the Enter key. Some files display 
in the right-hand pane (Figure 5), and 
others open in an application in a new 
window. If a file opens in the right-
hand pane, but you would like to view 
it in its native application, you can use 

with more complex commands assigned to 
other keys and key combinations (see 
Table 2). Default key assignments are 
based on Vim or mc, making ranger easy 
for experienced command line users to 
learn. An online summary of basic naviga-
tion displays when you press the g key.

Copying, Moving, and 
Deleting
To access basic file management, press y 
for a list of copy and paste commands 

and d for move or delete commands 
(Figure 4). Note that, like Vim, ranger 
uses the term “yank” instead of paste. 
Besides the basic commands, the lists 
also contain advanced options for the 
basic keystrokes (Table 3). Alternatively, 
you can press r with a file selected or 
the s key and use the standard shell 
commands instead.

For actions involving more than one 
file, you can use copy or cut modes. 
Pressing a adds a selected file to the 

multiple files, 
while r removes 
the selected file. 
When you are fin-
ished creating a 
list of files, you 
can proceed with 
the operation by 
pressing t to tog-
gle to the copy or 
cut mode.

Figure 4: Ranger includes built-in cheat sheets for easy use.

yy Copy

yp Paste (yank)

yd Paste directory (yank)

dd Cut

dD Delete (yank)

ya, da Add selection to a list of files

yr, dr Remove selection from a list of files

yt, dt Toggle list of files on or off

Table 3: Basic File Manipulation

Figure 5: Ranger views text files in the main window and opens other applications for viewing other file formats.
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the :travel command. Should a file 
type not be supported, you can open a 
command line and run the rifle com-
mand, which supports a wide variety 
of formats.

At times, you may just want to view 
file attributes with :linemode. The com-
mand can be completed by filename, 
permissions, fileinfo, mtime (last time 
modified), or sizemtime (the size and 
time of the last modification). You can 
modify these completions by using them 
with :meta.

The :travel command can also be 
used to quickly find directories. Just 
enter the name of the directory at the 
end of the command. Another alterna-
tive is to create a bookmark for a se-
lected directory by pressing m and as-
signing a letter or number. A list of ex-

isting bookmarks displays as a crib, 
and you can create the bookmark by 
pressing m a second time. To jump to a 
bookmark, press ` followed by the 
bookmark’s letter or number.

Within directories, you can use / or f 
to find a file. If the file is not found, 
you can search for it in the next file by 
pressing n, or in the previous directory 
by pressing N. Visual searches can be 
enhanced with :filter REGEX to reduce 
the number of files displayed. You can 
also sort by file size with os or arrange 
sub-directories by size with du.

One Last Feature
For those who prefer the command 
line, ranger has many advantages over 
mc. It has an exhaustive set of com-
mands, many of which have more than 

one alternative, and integrates well 
with a desktop environment to view 
files, in addition to providing conve-
nient cheat sheets that are built into 
the interface. Also, customization is 
mostly a matter of adapting samples in 
the default configuration files. All of 
these are on top of an often unsung ad-
vantage of both mc and Vim: Ranger 
keeps your hands firmly on the key-
board, reducing the repetitive stress of 
using a mouse. For that reason alone, 
some users might consider replacing 
Nautilus or Dolphin with ranger.  nnn

[1]  ranger: https://  ranger.  github.  io/

[2]  Custom commands:  
https://  github.  com/  ranger/  ranger/  wiki/ 
 Custom‑Commands
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gdu

Currently the most popular, gdu can be 
found in the archives of Debian, 
Devuan, Manjaro, PureOS, and Rasp-
berry Pi OS. You will also find packages 
for 32- and 64-bit Linux, ARM, and 
many BSD variants on gdu’s website. 
Arch Linux users will find gdu in the 
Arch User Repository (AUR).

If you use Snap, you can install gdu 
with the command-line call from the 
first line of Listing 2; the project’s 
GitHub page reveals the further steps. If 
your distribution does not have gdu, the 
tool can also be installed quickly at the 
command line (lines 2 to 4).

First launching with gdu ‑h lists the 
startup parameters. gdu ‑d shows you all 
the mounted partitions with their sizes 
and the used and free space (Figure 1). 
The ‑i parameter excludes directories, and 
you can view the history log with gdu ‑l.

Normally, gdu runs in interactive 
mode, which can be switched off for use 
in scripts with ‑n. If you prefer mono-

chrome, ‑c disables 
the colored display. To 
navigate, you use the 
arrow keys in gdu, just 
like in ncdu. Pressing 
Enter or the right 
arrow key lets you 

H ard disks have three states: 
empty, dead, and full. You 
can reach a full disk faster 
than expected due to care-

lessly hoarded data, much like in a 
kitchen junk drawer. Error messages 
logged once a millisecond, such as 
.xsession‑errors, can also quickly fill 
up a logfile causing even large hard 
disks to overflow overnight.

If your disk is filling up, you first 
need to identify the cause, specifically 
which directories or files are hogging 
the most space. Plasma and Gnome 
have graphical tools such as Filelight, 
GdMap, or Baobab, which display the 
utilization level. However, these tools 
are very slow, making them unsuitable 
for network servers or full hard disks, 
because a graphical user interface will 
often fail to launch if the disk utiliza-
tion level exceeds 95 percent.

Instead, you need a terminal-based solu-
tion. Linux on-board tools, such as du or df 
can show disk utilization, but they are not 
necessarily renowned for their clarity. For 
example, you can use the du command in 
Listing 1 to display the 20 largest directo-
ries in home but in a pretty awkward way. 
Another option is ncdu [1], an Ncurses-
based tool available in the archives of all 
major distributions, which I covered in an 
earlier issue [2]. While ncdu does a fantas-
tic job, it lacks speed during indexing.

If you are looking for speed, three lesser-
known tools can do the job: gdu [3], 
godu [4], and duf [5]. These three tools 
replace the ncdu tool completely or par-
tially and also do their job at lightning 
speed. All three owe their speed to the 
Go programming language in which they 
are written (ncdu is written in C). All 
three tools are optimized for SSD use, 
which also makes full use of parallel pro-

cessing. According to the gdu 
developer, the performance 
gain is lower with HDDs but 
still noticeable.

Three modern tools, gdu, godu, and duf, make the task of checking the utilization level of hard disks 
easier thanks to fast execution speed and a good graphical implementation. By Ferdinand Thommes
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$ du ‑a /home/ | sort ‑n ‑r | head ‑n 20

Listing 1: Checking with Du

01  $ sudo snap install gdu‑disk‑usage‑analyzer

02  $ curl ‑L https://github.com/dundee/gdu/releases/latest/download/gdu_linux_amd64.tgz | tar xz

03  $ chmod +x gdu_linux_amd64

04  $ sudo mv gdu_linux_amd64 /usr/bin/gdu

Listing 2: Installing gdu

Fast tools for checking disk utilization

 Disk Usage
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change to the selected directory, while 
the left arrow key moves you up one di-
rectory level again. Pressing Q returns to 
the terminal.

If you press ?, gdu lists the available 
options (Figure 2). Table 1 shows more 
keyboard shortcuts. If you call gdu with-
out parameters, it shows the contents of 
the current working directory. By speci-
fying a path, you can steer gdu precisely 

to a location in the filesystem without 
being in that directory (Figure 3).

The only destructive parameter, D, de-
letes the selected file or directory. As an 
alternative to the arrow keys, use K to 
move up and J to move down. L 
moves you to the selected directory.

Overall, gdu leans heavily on ncdu in 
both appearance and operation, though 
ncdu has more options. The biggest differ-

ence, however, is in speed. ncdu took 7.4 
seconds to scan a home directory with 
around 280GB of content on an NVMe 
disk in the test, while gdu completed the 
same task within milliseconds – so quickly 
that the duration could not be measured 
with a stopwatch. It would be interesting 
to compare the two tools on an HDD, but 
there was no HDD available for the test.

godu
Pursuing the same goal, godu takes a 
slightly different approach. The differ-
ence lies in the representation: godu uses 
Miller columns [6] to allow for more 
flexible visualization (Figure 4). The col-
umns let you open multiple hierarchy 
levels at the same time and provide a 
better overview of where you are in the 
directory tree.

The easiest way to install godu on your 
machine is to download the appropriate 
archive containing the binary [7], which 
you then unzip and move to ~/.local/
bin/. If this directory does not already 
exist, create it, and add it to the path by 
adding the command in Listing 3 to 
~/.bashrc. A subsequent source ~/.
bashrc activates the change. If you want 
all users to use godu, store it in /usr/
local/bin/. Other installation methods 
include Homebrew or a Golang environ-
ment. However, the latter can be tricky 
for nonexpert users.

Figure 1: The gdu ‑d command gives you an overview of the mounted 
disks and the partition usage.

Figure 2: Pressing ? displays a help window.

Figure 3: After specifying the path, gdu shows you the contents for a 
specific directory.

Key Function
Up arrow Move up in the output

Down arrow Move down in the output

Right arrow Change to selected 
directory

Left arrow Move one directory level 
up

Enter Change to selected 
directory

A Change actual size/ 
occupied space

C Sort by number of 
contents

D Delete selected file
J Move down in the output
K Move up in the output
L Change to selected 

directory
N Sort by file name
Q Quit gdu
R Recompute selected 

element
S Sort by file size

Table 1: gdu Keyboard Shortcuts
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the home directory, which you need to 
create for this purpose. This can also 
speed up content scanning, especially if 
you exclude directories with a large 
number of small files.

Navigation in godu also relies on the 
arrow keys. Up to three levels can be 
opened side by side. If you move further 
down the directory tree, the level shown 
on the left disappears and makes room for 
a new one on the right (Figure 5). Pressing 
the space bar lets you select several direc-
tories or files for deletion or moving.

To delete or move the selected entries, 
exit godu by pressing Q and use

godu ‑print0 | xargs ‑0 COMMAND

where COMMAND is the appropriate com-
mand for the desired action. For example, 
to move previously selected entries, use 
the command shown in line 1 of Listing 
4. To simplify the process, you can create 
an appropriate alias in .bashrc (line 2).

godu provides a better overview by 
outputting all previously selected ob-
jects for checking in the standard out-
put after exiting. It is worth looking 
through this list carefully before you let 
xargs loose on it.

duf
The third tool, duf, stands for Disk 
Usage/ Free. It differs from gdu and godu 

Typing godu ‑h reveals that godu pro-
vides only one parameter apart from the 
help and the version information: godu 
‑l lets you exclude files if they are below 
a specified size. For example,

godu ‑l 100 /

scans the entire file tree but only consid-
ers files larger than 100MB. gdu lacks this 
convenient option. If you do not specify 

anything else, godu 
uses 10MB as the 
limit for ‑l.

If you want to 
exclude certain di-
rectories from the 
display, enter 
them in the 
.goduignore file in 

Figure 4: To accommodate as much content as possible in the terminal, 
godu uses Miller columns to display the content.

export PATH="/home/$USER/.local/bin:$PATH"

Listing 3: Supplementing the Path

01  $ godu ‑print0 | xargs ‑0 ‑I _ mv _ <I>Ziel<I>

02  $ alias gmv="godu ‑print0 | xargs ‑0 ‑I _ mv _ "

Listing 4: Moving Selected Entries

Figure 5: If you click on a directory in the right column above, it opens to the right, while godu hides the left 
column to make the necessary space.
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both in terms of operation and how it 
displays the results. duf is available for 
Alpine, NixOS, and Void Linux in their 

respective repositories; on Arch Linux, 
you will find duf in the AUR. The devel-
oper also offers a variety of binaries on 
GitHub [8] for various Linux and BSD 
distributions, macOS, Windows, and 
ARM. duf also runs on Android. To try 
this, enter the command

pkg install duf

in Android’s Termux app.
At first glance, entering duf without 

any further parameters results in impres-
sive output. Of the three tools, duf offers 
the clearest and most detailed view of 
the mounted devices, distinguishing be-
tween local and network devices. As a 
third category, duf displays directories 
mounted in memory via tmpfs. The ‑all 
parameter expands the display again to 
include mounted FUSE devices, as well 
as the pseudo filesystems under /proc 
and /sys (Figure 6).

Entering duf ‑h shows more than a 
dozen other ways to shape the output. 
duf ‑hide AREA lets you hide individual 
areas, while duf ‑only AREA only shows 
certain areas. The default dark display 
can be changed to a light theme with duf 
‑theme light.

You do not navigate with duf; you just 
define the mount point view via the op-
tions at startup. The output is sorted 
using the ‑‑sort and ‑‑output parame-
ters, to which you can assign keywords 
that you will find in the help if needed. 
For example, duf ‑‑sort size sorts the 

mount points by 
size, while duf 
‑‑output mount‑
point simply lists 
the mount points 
without any other 
information.

duf ‑json gives 
you output that 
can be further pro-
cessed with other 
applications (Fig-
ure 7). However, 
data manipulation 
is left to gdu and 
godu; duf does not 
offer an interac-
tive mode.

Conclusions
Even if you al-
ready use ncdu, 

gdu is well worth a look. godu is as fast 
as gdu and offers a broader overview. 
godu will be your favorite if you want to 
exclude directories and files or only 
read files above a certain size. In addi-
tion, godu lets you delete previously se-
lected objects.

If you only want to see all mounted de-
vices and their sizes, duf offers the best 
overview. In all other aspects, however, 
its competitors impress with greater flexi-
bility. Having said this, all three candi-
dates offer more than the standard tools 
du and df in one respect or another.  nnn

Figure 6: duf provides the best overview of all mounted filesystems and shows virtual 
filesystems in addition to local partitions and network devices.

Figure 7: The duf ‑json command 
prepares the requested data in 
JSON format allowing for 
downstream processing with 
other tools.

[1]  ncdu: https://  dev.  yorhel.  nl/  ncdu

[2]  “Weighing in with ncdu” by Ferdinand 
Thommes, Linux Magazine, issue 214, 
September 2018:  
https://  www.  linux‑magazine.  com/ 
 Issues/  2018/  214/  Ncdu

[3]  gdu: https://  github.  com/  dundee/  gdu

[4]  godu:  
https://  github.  com/  viktomas/  godu

[5]  duf: https://  github.  com/  muesli/  duf

[6]  Miller columns: https://  en.  wikipedia. 
 org/  wiki/  Miller_columns

[7]  godu download: https://  github.  com/ 
 viktomas/  godu/  releases/  latest

[8]  duf download: https://  github.  com/ 
 muesli/  duf/  releases
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by four characters, this indentation will 
be applied the next time you press the 
Enter key.

The second parameter intelligently 
tries to guess what you are programming 
and continues indentations just like au-
toindent, but it automatically terminates 
them at the end of a loop construction or 
if-then-else block. smartindent is opti-
mized for C programming but also works 
quite well with many other (scripting) 
languages, such as Python. Figure 1 
shows a very short program in Python 
with syntax highlighting and “smart” in-
dentations.

If the indentations steal too many 
characters, which can quickly happen in 
deeply nested loops, you can shorten 
them. To indent only three characters 
deep, add set shiftwidth=3 to your 
.vimrc file.

These customizations are built into 
Vim, but they are not typically active 
by default. The editor also offers the 
possibility of including plugins that 
retrofit many useful functions, such as 
a language-specific spellchecker and 
much more.  nnn

T he Vim text editor accompanies 
every sys admin throughout their 
entire professional life, just like 
the classic corny joke about it: 

“I’ve been using Vim for 15 years – but 
mainly because I have no idea how to 
quit it.” It takes a few years for some ad-
mins to grudgingly resign themselves to 
the text editor. Others claim to really like 
Vim, but that could be Stockholm syn-
drome. Either way, the basics have to be 
drilled in because Vim is one of the con-
stants you can and must rely on with any 
Linux system.

Beyond the basics, Vim offers a few 
functions that enhance the user experi-
ence. There are two ways to customize 
the editor: globally or per user. The 
global settings are located in the /etc/
vim/vimrc file; each user can also create 
a file named .vimrc in their home direc-

tory. Settings made there overwrite and 
supplement the global settings. Many dis-
tributions do not specify global settings 
from the outset (i.e., /etc/vim/vimrc is 
empty), knowing that adjustments are al-
ways a matter of taste.

Let’s look at the most important custom-
izations that can be made as a user in 
.vimrc. The most popular of these relates 
to syntax highlighting. When program-
ming, Vim displays certain elements such 
as variables, mathematical characters, 
loop entry and exit points, comments, and 
much more in different colors. The syntax 
on line in .vimrc enables highlighting.

My personal favorite function: If I 
move the cursor to a closing bracket, 
Vim highlights the corresponding open-
ing bracket – if it’s the wrong bracket, I 
must have forgotten one somewhere. 
You can enable the function by adding 
set showmatch to your .vimrc file.

Two other entries useful for program-
ming are shown in Listing 1. The first 
tells Vim to automatically continue in-
dentations. If you have indented a line 

The sys admin’s daily grind: Customizing Vim

Vim Primping
Working with the infamous Vim is part of every sys admin’s daily work. Charly spices up the 
veteran editor with personal settings for syntax highlighting and indentations. By Charly Kühnast

Charly Kühnast manages 
Unix systems in a data 
center in the Lower Rhine 
region of Germany. His 
responsibilities include 
ensuring the security and 
availability of firewalls 
and the DMZ.

Author

Figure 1: Smart indentations with Vim.

set autoindent

set smartindent

Listing 1: Useful Functions

nnn
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• Broken Files: Finds files with an in-
valid extension or that are corrupted

Czkawka, which gets its name from the 
Polish word for hiccup, is available in 
a GUI variant and as a command-line 
tool. The GUI variant is based on the 
GTK libraries.

T oday’s operating systems typi-
cally consist of well over 
100,000 files, and more files are 
quickly added during daily 

work. Many of these added files are 
temporary files or logfiles. Over time, 
you might also accumulate duplicate 
files, configuration files for deleted 
programs, and the remnants of broken 
files. Resourceful programmers have 
developed tools to remove these un-
needed files quickly and efficiently. 
One cleanup tool that is gaining atten-
tion with Linux users is Czkawka [1]. 
According to the project developers, 
Czkawka will help you discover and 
delete:
• Duplicate Files: Finds duplicates based 

on file name, size, hash, and a hash of 
just first 1MB of a file

• Empty Folders: Finds empty folders 
with the help of an advanced 
algorithm

• Big Files: Finds the biggest files in 
given location

• Empty Files: Looks for empty files 
across the drive

• Temporary Files: Finds temporary files
• Similar Images: Finds images that are 

not exactly the same (different resolu-
tion, watermarks)

• Zeroed Files: Finds files that are filled 
with zeros (usually corrupted)

• Same Music: Searches for music with 
the same artist, album, etc.

• Invalid Symlinks – Shows symbolic 
links that point to nonexistent files/ 
directories

Remove unnecessary 
files with Czkawka

 File Diet
Czkawka helps find and remove duplicate and obsolete files to free up valuable disk space. By Erik Bärwaldt

Figure 1: The interface of Czkawka seems a bit confusing at first sight, 
but the GUI does not pose an obstacle, even for newcomers. Le
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Installation
At this writing, Czkawka is only avail-
able in the repositories of OpenMandriva 
Cooker; for all other distributions, you 
need to install manually. A Snap package 
allows for quick integration into distribu-
tions that support Snap; Czkawka is also 
available as a Flathub package and an 
AppImage.

On the project’s GitHub page, you will 
also find two generic packages, the 
source code, a Docker image, and instal-
lation instructions for various distribu-
tions. The project also maintains an un-
official PPA for Ubuntu and Debian-
based distributions [2].

Interface
When you first start Czkawka, a some-
what confusing program window 
opens. The complexity of the GUI is 
your first indication of the large feature 
set and massive number of options 
(Figure 1).

The parameters are organized in tabs. 
After the launch, you’ll see the Included 
Directories box at the top of the dialog. 
Select the directories you want to clean 
up. You can add more folders by press-
ing the Add button.

By default, the software lists the cur-
rent directory of the logged-in user. To 
the right, you can define whether the 

tool searches for files in the specified di-
rectories recursively (i.e., including files 
found in subdirectories within the direc-
tory tree). Manual Add lets you specify a 
path for a directory without the detour 
via the file manager.

Click the Excluded Directories tab to 
define directories you want to exclude 
from search and delete operations. The 
exclusion list already contains numerous 
system folders. You can manage this list 
with the buttons to the left.

The Excluded Items tab lets you spec-
ify criteria for excluding files that you 
want the program to ignore. Entries are 
mostly recursive; asterisks serve as 
placeholders.

In the Allowed Extensions tab, enter 
file extensions that you want to include 
in the search. Separate multiple exten-
sions by commas. In addition, the soft-
ware lets you define entire file types, 
such as IMAGE or VIDEO, using an inte-
grated macro.

Further down, you can enter addi-
tional criteria. Czkawka presents several 
tabs with options in a vertical arrange-
ment on the left margin. For example, 
you can search for duplicates by clicking 
Duplicate files on the left. Set the mini-
mum size of the duplicates and the 
check method. You can choose to list 
matching files by hash values, file 

names, or file size. However, the pro-
gram only lets you select one option; the 
combination of Size and Name, for ex-
ample, does not work.

The application searches the speci-
fied folders after you click Search in 
the lower-left corner. Note that if you 
enter the root directory (Figure 2), the 
software will search the entire partition 
and the check could take a long time, 
depending on the speed of the disk.

In the list of duplicates, you will see 
the file size and path. The tool also 
gives the disk space occupied by the 
duplicate versions. At the bottom of the 
window, you can see a table with warn-
ings that the program logs. For example, 
if you enable all folders to search for 
duplicates, but you are operating under 
user privileges, the log will tell you that 
the tool cannot open system directories. 
To hide and show the log, click the 
hamburger menu at the bottom right of 
the program window.

Use the buttons below the table to de-
termine what the software does with the 
files that match the criteria. Select an 
entry to open a context menu with dif-
ferent options.

You can delete the items by pressing 
Delete (Figure 3). It is also possible to 
save the results from the table as a text 
file using the Save button.

General
To access general configuration settings, 
click on the button with a symbolized 
caliper at the top-right of the program 
window. You can now define how the 
software handles changed options, 

Figure 2: The software displays any duplicates it finds grouped vertically.

Figure 3: Czkawka offers very 
detailed selection functions.
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application-specific data, Czkawka 
takes duplicates and temporary con-
tent, which can consist of multimedia 
data and emptied logfiles. Czkawka is 
also useful for deleting oversized files 
such as ISO images.  nnn

whether it moves the files to be deleted 
to the recycle bin instead of deleting 
them directly, and whether it displays 
reduced images of the contents of 
image files.

Other Options
Czkawka also lets you delete Empty Direc-
tories, Big Files, Empty Files, and Tempo-
rary Files. You can even search multimedia 
content to find matches. In the Similar Im-
ages tab, search for image files. You’ll need 
to specify the minimum size and also de-
termine the degree of matching.

Once the entries appear in the table, 
click an entry to view the data. A visual 
preview of image file data helps to en-
sure that the files listed as duplicates ac-
tually match (Figure 4).

Another unique feature of Czkawka is 
the Music Duplicates tab, which detects 
duplicate audio files. In this dialog, you 
can also specify a minimum size. Addi-
tional criteria define metadata, such as 
the title, artist, or album title, which the 
tool takes into account during the search.

Additional parameters let you include 
files that no longer contain data, invalid 
symbolic links, and corrupt files in the 
list. The Zeroed Files option primarily 
means logfiles emptied by the system, 
which therefore return a file size of zero 
bytes when queried.

The Zeroed Files option, like the In-
valid Symlinks and Broken Files options, 
offers no further setting. Pressing Search 

starts the search directly. For invalid 
symbolic links, as well as for corrupt 
files, the table gives the error sources, so 
you can decide whether you want to de-
lete the files. In all categories, select the 
datasets you want to remove, and then 
click the Delete button.

Conclusions
Czkawka gives users a universal tool 
for removing old data files. The soft-
ware takes an approach that is different 
from tools such as BleachBit. Instead of 

[1]  Czkawka:  
https://  github.  com/  qarmin/  czkawka

[2]  Installation guides:  
https://  github.  com/  qarmin/  czkawka/ 
 blob/  master/  instructions/  Installation.  md

Info

Figure 4: Czkawka offers a preview for graphical files.
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gine, and insist that “the vast majority of 
the code that it suggests is uniquely gen-
erated and has never been seen before. 
We found that about 0.1% of the time, 
the suggestion may contain some snip-
pets that are verbatim from the training 
set. Many of these cases happen when 
you don’t provide sufficient context (in 
particular, when editing an empty file), I n a world where most people carry 

a cell phone, autocomplete might 
seem too widely used to cause con-
tention. However, Copilot [1], a 

new code autocompletion service for 
Visual Studio Code (Figure 1), is al-
ready raising licensing issues, especially 
for copyleft licenses such as the differ-
ent versions of the GNU General Public 
License (GPL) that are the backbone of 
free software.

Code assistants are not new. How-
ever, Copilot claims to be in a class of 
its own. Developed by GitHub, Copilot 
is built on Codex, the new AI system 
created by OpenAI, and trained with all 
the public code on GitHub in dozens of 
programming languages. With this 
backing, Copilot includes the potential 
to reduce the time coders take to write 
or find examples or to learn a new pro-
gramming language. It also makes pos-
sible innovative features such as the 
conversion of code descriptions in com-
ments to code, autofill for repetitive 
code, suggestions for code tests, and 
lists of alternatives, taking autocomple-
tion to entirely new levels.

However, along with these comple-
tions comes new licensing problems. Co-
pilot’s developers quibble that it is a 
code synthesizer [2], not a search en-

The latest challenge 
to copyleft

 Copilot
GitHub’s Copilot takes code autocompletion to a new level but 
raises copyleft licensing issues. By Bruce Byfield

Figure 1: Copilot is autocompleter for code that raises challenges for 
copyleft licenses. Ph
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or when there is a common, perhaps 
even universal, solution to the problem. 
We are building an origin tracker to help 
detect the rare instances of code that is 
repeated from the training set, to help 
you make good real-time decisions.” In 
other words, exact copying is rare, usu-
ally the user’s fault, and should be de-
tectable in the future.

Meanwhile, and perhaps even after 
an origin tracker is included, the possi-
bility remains for unintentional copy-
right violations. For example, public 
domain code may still have copyright 
restrictions. If you borrow public do-
main code with restrictions, have you 
violated copyright?

The potential for violations is even 
stronger with copyleft, which is likely to 
be common in the code used for training. 
How much code, if any, can be copied 
from an application released under a ver-
sion of the GPL? Does borrowing via Co-
pilot make your code a derivative of GPL 
code that must therefore also be released 
under the same license? If so, then under 
the terms of the GPL, must you include 
copyright notices and disclaimers?

GitHub’s assumption seems to be 
that using code suggested by Copilot is 
not a violation of copyleft licenses, be-
cause it is based on the training data 
en masse, not the work of any individ-
ual. However, that position causes its 
own problems. If GitHub is correct, Co-
pilot becomes a means to sneak co-
pyleft code into proprietary programs, 
making copyleft licenses ineffectual. 
This will result in challenges from in-
stitutions such as the Linux Founda-
tion or the Software Freedom Law Cen-
ter, which might drag on for years, no 
doubt accompanied by conspiracy the-
orists reminding everybody that 
GitHub is owned by Microsoft. Which-
ever way you look at it, Copilot seems 
to be a recipe for chaos.

Hunting for a Solution
Julia Reda, a former German politician 
who advocates copyright reform and is 
currently a member of the Berkman 
Klein Center for Internet & Society at 
Harvard, has blogged in detail about 
these alternative viewpoints [3]. Her po-
sition is not at all what many free soft-
ware supporters would like to see. 
Rather, she warns that applying copy-
right to Copilot’s position would be im-
practical and self-defeating.

To start with, Reda maintains that 
copyright infringement does not apply to 
small snippets of code. Rather, she main-
tains that copyright violation only applies 
when the “excerpt used is in turn original 
and unique enough to reach the threshold 
of originality.” Otherwise, accusations of 
copyright violations would be made con-
stantly over trivial or unavoidable bor-
rowings. Most borrowing through Copi-
lot, she maintains, is likely to be too lim-
ited to reach this threshold – similar to 
how short quotations in the media aren't 
copyright violations of novels.

Reda goes on to argue that while con-
sidering Copilot’s suggestions as deriva-
tive works, which would place them 
under the original copyleft licenses, 
might be satisfying to free software ad-
vocates, this position would create its 
own problems. In particular, it would 
mean that all AI-generated material 
would also be subject to copyright. Al-
though her suggestion that a music label 
might train “an AI with its music cata-
logue to automatically generate every 
tune imaginable” seems far-fetched, it 
would amount to an extension of copy-
right – the exact opposite of what most 
copyleft advocates would desire. As she 
points out, companies at the World Intel-
lectual Property Organization (WIPO) 
are already lobbying to apply copyright 
to AI-generated works, a change that 
would most benefit major corporations 

such as Microsoft. In other words, in 
winning the Copilot battle, free software 
could lose the war.

However, Reda also rejects GitHub’s 
position. Code, she points out, is not the 
anonymous work of machines, but of in-
dividual coders. According to her, “Copy-
right law has only ever applied to intellec-
tual creations – where there is no creator, 
there is no work. This means that ma-
chine-generated code like that of GitHub 
Copilot is not a work under copyright law 
at all, so it is not a derivative work either. 
The output of a machine simply does not 
qualify for copyright protection – it is in 
the public domain. That is good news for 
the open movement and not something 
that needs fixing.”

The trouble with this position is that 
Copilot would remain a means for by-
passing the provisions of the GPL. In ad-
dition many free software supporters 
would not find Reda’s solution – to leave 
things as they are – acceptable, espe-
cially those who fear the hand of Micro-
soft behind Copilot. For this reason, the 
issues raised are unlikely to have a quick 
solution, particularly at a time when the 
Free Software Foundation is divided and 
attempting to reorganize. Will the corpo-
rations of the Linux Foundation move to 
protect their investment in free software 
instead? So far, the only thing that is 
clear is that the problem will not disap-
pear easily or quickly.  nnn

[1]  Copilot: https://  copilot.  github.  com/

[2]  GitHub Copilot: https://  copilot.  github. 
 com/  #  faq‑who‑owns‑the‑code‑  github‑ 
 copilot‑helps‑me‑write

[3]  “GitHub Copilot is not infringing your 

copyright” by Julia Reda:  
https://  juliareda.  eu/  2021/  07/ 
 github‑copilot‑is‑not‑infringing‑  your‑ 
 copyright/
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and run sudo raspi‑config to configure 
WiFi, locale, keyboard, and time zone 
and to enable SSH, I2C, a camera, and 
whatever else you need for I/ O. Next, 
you update the OS with sudo apt update, 
sudo apt upgrade, and reboot before fi-
nally logging back in and installing all 

T o get a Raspberry Pi up and 
running, you need to down-
load the latest operating sys-
tem (OS) release image, burn 

it to an SD card, slide the card into the 
Pi, and power it up. After the Pi boots, 
you log in with the default credentials 

MakerSpace
Create a custom Raspberry Pi OS image

Tailor Made
A few simple steps let you create a preconfigured Raspberry 
Pi operating system that lets you cut the time required to 
burn and configure your OS images. By Michael G. Spohn

Figure 1 provides a simplified view of the root partition resize pro-
cess. When the Raspberry Pi first boots, it reads command-line pa-
rameters from the /boot/cmdline.txt file (step 1), with parameters 
for the output console, TTY speed, root partition ID, and so on.

In step 2, the init_resize.sh script performs a number of 
housekeeping chores, such as preparing and mounting the 
filesystems. Surprisingly, this script does not resize the physi-

cal partition; it simply calls the partition editor (parted) to 
modify the SD card partition table, which determines how big 
the SD card is and then modifies the second partition entry to 
expand it to fill the remaining empty space, making the initial 
resize a quick process. The script also modifies the cmdline.
txt file, removing the term quiet plus removing itself so it will 
never get called again. Once the housekeeping tasks are per-
formed, the script reboots the Pi (step 3).

The task to resize the root filesystem is done by a registered ser-
vice, the short /etc/init.d/resize2fs_once shell script (step 4), 
that runs at system init time. This short-lived script does three 
things: It calls resize2fs to resize the root filesystem to match 
the partition table modified in step 2 in the flowchart and then 
performs the other two tasks described in step 5.

Once the root filesystem has been resized, this never has to be 
done again. In the final step, the partition resize script deletes it-
self as a registered service and then deletes its own file from the 
filesystem.

In summary, the root filesystem partition resize task has split re-
sponsibilities. An init script executed from the boot command 
line modifies the SD card partition table to expand the root par-
tition to fill the unused space on the SD card. After a reboot, a 
registered service physically resizes the partition. This process 
only needs to run once, so both scripts ensure that they never 
run again.

One-Time Partition Resizing

Figure 1: Raspberry Pi OS partition resize process.
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your favorite software that is not in-
stalled on the base image.

For casual Pi users, this procedure is a 
one-time or rare task. However, for expe-
rienced makers who have gone through 
this drill dozens – if not hundreds – of 
times, it is a real pain.

In this article, I present a method to 
create your own custom Raspberry Pi OS 
image that is just under 2GB in size, 
making it very fast to burn to any size 
SD card. No more waiting for an 8 or 
16GB image to burn. This custom image 
not only burns fast, but when it boots, it 
expands the root filesystem to the full 
size of the target SD card. When the boot 
completes, you have a clean Pi OS sys-
tem with your preferred customizations. 
No more raspi‑config and wasting time 
installing your preferred software.

A custom OS on an SD card is a huge 
time saver if you need to create clean 
Raspberry Pi OS systems to test software 
installation scripts. If you burn a lot of Pi 
OS images in your lab, you will wonder 
how you got along without this capabil-
ity in your toolbox.

Most makers never think about the 
first-time boot of a Raspberry Pi OS 
image. Behind the familiar on-screen 
Raspberries, one for each CPU core, and 
the brief display that says Resized root 
filesystem … a lot is happening. (See the 
“One-Time Partition Resizing” box.)

Building a Custom OS Image
When you create your super-shiny cus-
tom Raspberry Pi OS image, if you do 
not re-enable the resize process, your 
image will boot a Pi and work, but it will 
not automatically resize the root parti-
tion to the size of the host SD card. You 
will have to do it manually, which de-
feats the whole purpose of the custom 
image. To create your custom image, you 
need to do seven things (Table 1). In 
step 1 it does not matter whether you 
use the Desktop or Lite Pi OS version.

Burn the Base Image
Again, this is the standard drill we all 
know and love [2]. It does not matter 
how big the SD card is as long as the 

base OS image 
will fit on it.

Prevent 
Auto-
Resizing
Why would you 
want to prevent 
automatically re-
sizing the root 
partition? Because you want your cus-
tom image to be as small as possible. In 
fact, your custom image will be close to 
the same size as the Raspberry Pi OS 
base image – that is, OS Lite (2GB), OS 
with desktop (4GB), or OS with desktop 
and recommended software (9GB).

When you burn your custom image to 
an SD card, the smaller the image, the 
faster it burns. Image burn time really 
ads up when you have 8, 16, or 32GB 
images to burn.

Once you have burned the base OS 
image to an SD card in a card adapter, 
plug the card into a USB port on your 
Linux host. I run Ubuntu Linux on my 
laptop, and when I plug in a Raspberry 
Pi OS SD card, it mounts both parti-
tions (/boot and /rootfs) automati-
cally. The OS Lite image partition lay-
out is shown in Figure 2.

If your system does not mount the par-
titions, you will have to do it manually. 
You are only interested in mounting the 
/boot partition (partition 1). On my sys-
tem, the SD card with the base Pi OS 
image is device /dev/sda.

To mount the first partition (/boot), I 
entered:

$ sudo mkdir /media/sdcard

$ sudo mount ‑o,rw /dev/sda1 U

  /media/sdcard

Now the /boot partition of the SD card 
is mounted on /media/sdcard. (Be sure 
to change the mount command to match 
the device ID for your image.)

Once the /boot partition is mounted 
(Figure 3a), edit the file named cmd‑
line.txt by opening the file in your fa-
vorite editor. If you used sudo to mount 
the partition, then you will need to be 
root to edit any files.

The cmdline.txt file contains only one 
line. The init command at the end of 
the line needs to be removed before you 
save the file. Be sure you do not add a 
newline and create a second, empty line, 
which will break the script.

Now, to unmount the image, use the 
command:

$ sudo umount /media/sdcard

Resize the Root Partition
The base OS image is designed to be as 
small as possible. The OS Lite partition 
sizes are shown in Figure 3b. This image 
will barely fit on a 2GB SD card. Analyz-
ing the device reveals that the card does 
not have much free space. In the stock Pi 
OS Lite distro, it consumes 92 percent of 
the root volume.

Remember the concept here: You cre-
ate a custom image that is as small as 
possible to save download bandwidth 
and burn time. Then, at boot time, you 
expand the root partition to the full size 
of the host SD card. Simple and elegant.

Because automatic resizing of the /
rootfs partition is disabled, you do not 
have much space to add your preferred 
software packages. You must have enough 
space on the /rootfs partition to accom-
modate your customizations.
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Step Action
1 Download the base Pi OS image [1].

2 Burn the base image to an SD card.

3 Modify the image to prevent automatic resizing of the root partition.

4 Boot the image and resize the root partition.

5 Install software and other required customizations.

6 Restore the ability to auto-resize the root partition.

7 Make a dd image master file of your customized Pi OS.

Table 1: Custom Image Creation

Figure 2: Raspberry Pi OS Lite 
partition layout.

Figure 3: (a) Mounted /boot partition. (b) /root 
partition layout. (c) Resized root partition.



My resize_root_part.sh Bash script 
(Listing 1) default setting is to increase 
the size of the root partition by 256MB 
(512,000 sectors):

You can modify this by changing the 
value of the ADD_SECTOR_COUNT variable at 
the top of the script.

Make sure the number of bytes you in-
crease the partition by is divisible by 512 
so the partition ends on a sector bound-
ary. Now, copy the script to your Pi and 
run it as root:

$ sudo ./resize_root_part.sh

It only takes a few seconds to run. You 
can see a sample of the output of the 
script in Figure 4. Now when you look at 
the SD card size with fdisk

$ sudo fdisk ‑l

you can see that partition 2 is larger (Fig-
ure 3c).

After making disk geometry changes 
with sudo reboot, it is always a good idea 
to reboot.

Install and Customize 
Software
Once logged in after rebooting, config-
ure your Pi as desired with raspi‑con‑
fig. The first thing I do is configure 
WiFi and enable SSH, which allows me 
to connect remotely to the Pi from my 
laptop. You also can enable a camera 
and the I2C serial interface, set local-
ization options, and take care of any 
other settings you require, after which 
you should exit raspi‑config and re-
boot. At this point, do not perform a 
system update or upgrade. An upgrade 
will download numerous software up-
dates and increase the size of your 
image.

Now, log back in to your Pi and install 
your favorite tools and utilities that you 
want on your custom image. A few of 
the tools I install include:
• git
• p7zip‑full
• mc (Midnight Commander)
• python3‑pip
• i2c‑tools
• cmake
• ripgrep

#! /bin/bash

# ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

# resize_root_part.sh

#

# Script to resize root partition of a Pi OS image.

# Copyright 2021 Michael G. Spohn

# License: Attribution‑ShareAlike 4.0 International

#                 (CC BY‑SA 4.0)

# https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by‑sa/4.0/legalcode

#

# Use this script at your own risk! No warranty of any kind provided.

#

# Contact information:

# mspohn@topmail.com

#

# Version 1.0 ‑ 2021‑06‑26

# ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

# Size, in sectors, of additional space to add to root partition.

# Modify this value to suit your needs.

# Value should be divisible by 512.

ADD_SECTOR_COUNT=512000

echo "‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑"

echo "   Script to resize / partition."

echo "       Written by M. Spohn"

echo "          Version 1.0"

echo "           2021‑03‑11"

echo " Use this script at your own risk."

echo " ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑> No warranty <‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑"

echo "        mspohn@topmail.com"

echo "‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑"

echo

echo "Current / partition info:"

ROOT_PART_DEV=$(findmnt / ‑o source ‑n)

echo ‑e "\t/ partition is on: " $ROOT_PART_DEV

ROOT_PART_NAME=$(echo "$ROOT_PART_DEV" | cut ‑d "/" ‑f 3)

echo ‑e "\t/ partion name: " $ROOT_PART_NAME

ROOT_DEV_NAME=$(echo /sys/block/*/"${ROOT_PART_NAME}" | cut ‑d "/" ‑f 4)

#echo ‑e "\t/ device name: " $ROOT_DEV_NAME

ROOT_DEV="/dev/${ROOT_DEV_NAME}"

#echo ‑e "\t/ device: " $ROOT_DEV

ROOT_PART_NUM=$(cat "/sys/block/${ROOT_DEV_NAME}/${ROOT_PART_NAME}/partition")

echo ‑e "\t/ partion number: " $ROOT_PART_NUM

PARTITION_TABLE=$(parted ‑m "$ROOT_DEV" unit s print | tr ‑d 's')

LAST_PART_NUM=$(echo "$PARTITION_TABLE" | tail ‑n 1 | cut ‑d ":" ‑f 1)

ROOT_PART_LINE=$(echo "$PARTITION_TABLE" | grep ‑e "^${ROOT_PART_NUM}:")

ROOT_PART_START=$(echo "$ROOT_PART_LINE" | cut ‑d ":" ‑f 2)

echo ‑e "\t/ partition start sector: " $ROOT_PART_START

ROOT_PART_END=$(echo "$ROOT_PART_LINE" | cut ‑d ":" ‑f 3)

echo ‑e "\t/ partition end sector: " $ROOT_PART_END

ROOT_DEV_SIZE=$(cat "/sys/block/${ROOT_DEV_NAME}/size")

ORI_PART_SIZE=$(( $ROOT_PART_END ‑ $ROOT_PART_START + 1 ))

echo ‑e "\t/ partion size in sectors: $ORI_PART_SIZE"

TARGET_END=$(($ROOT_PART_END + $ADD_SECTOR_COUNT))

Listing 1: resize_root_part.sh
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Configure any of your other favorite 
tweaks, such as custom .rc files, 
environment variables, and so on. 
Now is a good time to use pip to install 
your favorite Python modules.

Restore Auto-Resize on 
First Boot
The final step to complete before you 
burn a new master image is to restore the 
ability to automatically resize the root 
partition, which involves three steps:
• Edit cmdline.txt and add the text to 

call the raspi‑config init script.
• Put a copy of the resize2fs_once file in 

the /etc/init.d folder.
• Register resize2fs as an init service.
The cmdline.txt file is in the /boot 
folder, and you must be root to edit it. 
Open the file in an editor and add the 
following text to the end of line 1:

quiet init=/usr/lib/U

  raspi‑config/init_resize.sh

Remember, this file can only have one 
line in it, so do not add a newline before 
saving the file.

Next, you need to restore the re‑
size2fs_once file to /etc/init.d in one of 
two ways. If your Pi is connected to the 
Internet, you can enter the three com-
mands (Figure 5):

$ sudo wget U

  ‑O /etc/init.d/resize2fs_once U

  https://raw.githubusercontent.com/U

  RPi‑Distro/pi‑gen/master/stage2/U

  01‑sys‑tweaks/files/resize2fs_once

$ sudo chmod +x U

  /etc/init.d/resize2fs_once

$ sudo systemctl U

  enable resize2fs_once

This is a quick and easy way to go, but it 
does have drawbacks. First, you must be 
connected to the Internet to get it to 
work. Second, you do not know if or 
when the file changes, and you do not 
know the reputation of the source.

An alternative is to copy the re‑
size2fs_once file from a current Rasp-
berry Pi OS distro to your Pi. If you do 
copy a known good file to /etc/init.d, 
you still have to perform the last two 
commands above.

Before creating a custom master 
image, shut down the Pi and take out the 
SD card.

Create a 
Master File
To make a dd 
image master file 
of your custom-
ized Pi, insert your 
SD card into a USB 
adapter and plug it 
in to your Linux 
host. My Ubuntu 
laptop auto-
mounts the parti-
tions, although 
your system might 
not. Before making Figure 4: Output from resize_root_part.sh.

# echo "TARGET_END: " $TARGET_END

# Sanity checks.

if [ "$ROOT_PART_END" ‑gt "$TARGET_END" ]; then

    echo "Root partition runs past the end of device."

    return 1

fi

if [ "$TARGET_END" ‑gt "$ROOT_DEV_SIZE" ]; then

    echo "Not enough room on root partition to add $ADD_SECTOR_SCOUNT sectors."

    return 1

fi

echo

echo "Adding $ADD_SECTOR_COUNT sectors to / partition table entry..."

# Use parted to change the partition table.

echo "Changing root partion size..."

if ! parted ‑m "$ROOT_DEV" u s resizepart "$ROOT_PART_NUM" "$TARGET_END"; then

    echo "Root partition resize failed."

    return 1

fi

# Use resize2fs to physically change partition size.

echo "Physically changing / partion layout..."

resize2fs $ROOT_PART_DEV

if [ $? ‑ne 0 ]; then

   echo "Error resizing root partion."

   return 1

fi

echo

echo "/ partition resize complete."

echo

ORI_ROOT_SIZE_BYTES=$(($ORI_PART_SIZE * 512))

NEW_ROOT_SIZE_SECTORS=$(($ORI_PART_SIZE + $ADD_SECTOR_COUNT))

NEW_ROOT_SIZE_BYTES=$(($NEW_ROOT_SIZE_SECTORS * 512))

echo "/ partition size change:"

echo ‑e " \tOld / partition size: $ORI_PART_SIZE (sectors), $ORI_ROOT_SIZE_BYTES 
(bytes)."

echo ‑e " \tNew / partition size: $NEW_ROOT_SIZE_SECTORS (sectors), $NEW_ROOT_SIZE_
BYTES (bytes)."

Listing 1: resize_root_part.sh (continued)
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shown in Figure 7, the command copied 
2GB of data to the output file.

Success! You now have a custom 
Raspberry Pi OS image that burns 
quickly to an SD card of any size. It will 
automatically expand to the size of the 
target SD card and is ready to go on boot 
– no configuration required.

Remember to update the OS with

$ sudo apt update

$ sudo apt upgrade ‑y

when your custom image boots.

Summary
A custom Raspberry Pi operating system on 
an SD card can save you time and effort. I 
hope you found this guide useful and even 
learned a few things about the Raspberry Pi 
OS boot process along the way.  nnn

a dd image of the SD card, make sure the 
partitions on the card are not mounted:

$ sudo umount /dev/sda1

$ sudo umount /dev/sda2

Your SD card partition might not 
mount on /dev/sda, depending on how 
you computer is configured, so be sure 
you identify the correct device for your 
SD card.

Next, determine the last sector that the 
Raspberry Pi OS occupies on the SD card:

$ sudo fdisk ‑l

As shown in Figure 6, the last sector 
used by the second partition in this ex-

ample is 4,173,823. Make note of this 
number, because you will need it when 
you enter the dd command.

Note that the dd command is unforgiv-
ing. It does exactly what you tell it, with-
out annoying confirmation prompts. Use 
the command with care.

Now, create the image:

$ sudo dd if=/dev/sda of=/home/pi/U

  pios_lite_2021‑01‑00_2GB.img U

  count=4173822 status=progress

The if=/dev/sda (infile) parameter speci-
fies that it reads from device /dev/sda, the 
of (outfile) parameter names the image 
file, the number after count is one less 
than the end sector noted in Figure 6, and 

the status parame-
ter shows you 
what the com-
mand is doing.

Without using 
the count parame-
ter, dd would copy 
the entire SD card, 
not just the desired 
Pi OS sectors. As 

[1]  Rasp Pi OS images:  
https://  raspberrypi.  org

[2]  Installing Pi OS images: https://  www. 
 raspberrypi.  org/  documentation/ 
 installation/  installing‑images/

InfoFigure 6: Last sector of Pi OS.

Figure 7: Creating an image with dd.

Figure 5: Restoration of resize2fs_once.

nnn
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M y daughter and I looked 
at trying to repurpose an 
old eReader. Our goal 
was to make a kitchen 

kiosk display that would show items of 
daily interest. For us, that included 
news, stocks, and weather data that we 
pulled from the Internet, along with 
some local data from Arduino, Home 
Assistant [1], and Raspberry Pi nodes 
(Figure 1).

In this article, we look at how to in-
stall Linux on an eReader and look at 
eReader Python apps and kiosk-mode 
web browser pages.

Getting Started
For this project, we used a Kobo Mini 
eReader, so the procedure to load a new 
operating system will vary somewhat ac-
cording to the eReader model and manu-
facturer you use.

sudo snap install rpi‑imager

The Use custom option lets you put the 
Debian Linux image on an SD card 
(Figure 3).

Depending on your eReader and the OS 
you are using, you might be ready to go 
after the new microSD card is installed 
into the eReader. Unfortunately, for our 
Kobo Mini installation we needed to take 
another step that moved some files from 
the original SD chip to the new SD chip:

# insert the original microsd

sudo dd if=/dev/mmcblk0 bs=512 U

        skip=1024 count=1 U

        of=/your_path/original.img

# insert the new microSD with the U

  Debian image

sudo dd if=/your_path/original.img U

        bs=512 seek=1024 U

        count=1 of=/dev/mmcblk0

First, crack open the eReader. The oper-
ating system (OS) and data are stored on 
a microSD card (Figure 2). You should 
keep the original SD in case you ever 
need to roll back to the original setup.

eReaders have two main OS choices: 
Android or Linux. For the requirements 
of this project, we determined that Linux 
would be a cleaner option. A Debian 
image for Kobo eReaders can be found 
online [2]. If you are trying to repurpose 
other brands of eReaders, some good 
how-to guides are available (e.g., for 
Kindle eReaders [3]).

Installing Debian Linux
A number of different tools can help you 
move and copy OS images. Raspberry Pi 
users like to use the Raspberry Pi Imager 
(rpi‑imager) utility, which runs on 
Linux, Windows, and macOS. To install 
it on Linux, enter:

MakerSpace
Don’t recycle your ePaper:  
repurpose that old eReader

Up to Date
Create a kiosk display from an old eReader to show data 
culled from Home Automation, Raspberry Pis, and Arduinos. 
By Pete Metcalfe and Leah Metcalfe

Figure 1: Sources of data for an eReader in kiosk mode.
Figure 2: The microSD in the 
Kobo Mini eReader. Le
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This added step provides all the files re-
quired for a clean double-boot installa-
tion (Figure 4).

eReader Setup
Now that the OS is installed, you 
should be able to enable WiFi from the 
main menus (Figure 5). eReaders have 
great battery life when they are used as 
an eReader; however, when they use 
WiFi 100 percent of the time, their bat-
tery life is more like that of a standard 
tablet.

The eReader has a floating keyboard, 
so you can work directly on the unit; 
however, an SSH connection from a PC 
is definitely easier.

The next step is to add custom apps to 
the eReader menus. Although we did all 
our programming remotely, this step al-
lowed us to run and test the apps with-
out an SSH connection.

The menuing on the eReader will vary 
according to the OS being used. On the 
Kobo, the Debian OS used the Awesome 

window manager [4]. Awesome menus 
are defined in the file .config/awesome/
rc.lua. Figure 6 shows two extra entries: 
one for a Python app and the second for 
a browser kiosk script.

Python on an eReader
The first Python test was to create a full-
screen date/ time app (Listing 1). This 
test app showed that fast screen updates 
were not possible and that it’s important 
to use large buttons for any type of 
screen access (even to close the app).

Once the basics were worked out, we 
created a Python app that showed 
weather data from a Home Assistant 
node (Figure 7). It took a bit of time to 
play with font sizing and gray tones be-
fore we had something that we liked.

Kiosk-Mode Browser
Another approach for viewing data is to 
use the eReader as a web client and use 
another node as the data collector and 
web server (in this case, a Raspberry 

Pi). To maximize the eReader screen, 
the web browser can be used in full-
screen or kiosk mode.

Figure 3: Make an eReader-bootable SD card with 
the Raspberry Pi Imager utility.

Figure 4: The eReader can now 
dual-boot to either the original 
Kobo software or Debian Linux.

Figure 5: Linux on eReader.

01  # Simple Tkinter Clock

02  #

03  from Tkinter import *

04  import time

05  

06  def update_clock():

07          now = time.strftime("%H:%M")

08          lbl_time.configure(text=now)

09          today = time.strftime("%A %B %d")

10          lbl_date.configure(text=today)

11          window.update()

12          window.after(5000, update_clock)

13  

14  window=Tk()

15  

16  lbl_time=Label(window, text="", font=("Helvetica", 128))

17  lbl_time.pack()

18  lbl_date=Label(window, text="", font=("Helvetica", 64))

19  lbl_date.pack()

20  btn=Button(window, text="Close",font=("Helvetica", 

32),bg='grey', command=window.destroy)

21  btn.pack()

22  

23  window.title('Kitchen Kiosk')

24  window.attributes("‑fullscreen", True)

25  window.after(1000, update_clock)

26  window.mainloop()

Listing 1: Python Test App
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xdotool key F11

The Kobo screen is 800x600, so we had 
to play with the presentation and font 
sizes. Figure 8 shows an example web 
page with local weather and stock mar-
ket information.

Final Comments
It’s always nice to reuse or repurpose 
older equipment. We found that for proj-
ects that don’t need a fast screen update, 
an eReader can be an excellent viewer for 
data fed from a Raspberry Pi or Arduino.

Battery life can be increased by tog-
gling the WiFi on and off when you need 
to refresh the data.  nnn

To run Firefox in kiosk mode, enter:

firefox U

  ‑‑kiosk http://mysite/thepage.htm &

For this project, we used Iceweasel, 
which is a lighter weight browser than 
Firefox; however, it does not support 
kiosk mode. A workaround for such 
browsers is to use xdotool to simulate 
mouse and keyboard actions. To install 
the xdotool utility on Debian and 
Ubuntu, enter:

$ sudo apt‑get install xdotool

The following script opens Iceweasel and 
then sends the F11 key to open the 
browser page in full-screen mode:

#!/bin/bash

# open a web browser to our page and U

  go full screen

#

iceweasel http://our_webserver:80/ &

sleep 15 ; # wait for things U

             to come up

Figure 6: Adding apps to the eReader menus.

Figure 7: Weather data on an eReader. Figure 8: eReader in Kiosk mode.

[1]  Home Assistant:  
https://  www.  home‑assistant.  io

[2]  Debian images for Kobo Mini:  
https://  www.  dropbox.  com/  sh/ 
 snsdg1c5cg21kws/ 
 AACCAhhLxg5G5OmSgngw3DxYa

[3]  “How to Jailbreak Your Kindle” by 
Thorin Klosowski, Lifehacker, July 21, 
2016, https://  www.  lifehacker.  com.  au/ 
 2016/  07/  how‑to‑jailbreak‑your‑kindle

[4]  Awesome window manager:  
https://  awesomewm.  org/

Info

You can investigate more neat projects 
by Pete Metcalfe and his daughters at 
https://  funprojects.  blog.

Author

nnn
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LINUX VOICEINTRODUCTION

You’re behind on a big project, you’re close to the deadline, 
and you stay up late, staring at your computer screen. Or 
maybe it’s the middle of the day, and you’re staring at 
your screen because something on the screen is just so 
darn exciting. Either way, eye strain is the scourge of the 
modern worker, as we labor through our days online, 
typing on keyboards and clicking mice. The experts say 
it is better to look away from your computer screen and 
focus on something else from 
time to time to give your eyes a 
rest. But can you honestly say 
you heed those wise words of 
the experts? A free tool called 
Safe Eyes displays periodic 
warnings and reminders to 
protect your eyes during 
those long dances with 
your desktop. We help 
you get started with Safe 
Eyes in this month’s Linux 
Voice. Also inside, organize 
your work life with Wekan and 
customize screen resolutions 
with xrandr.

Doghouse – OS Development 72
Jon “maddog” Hall
maddog sheds light on why there are so 
many different flavors of operating systems.

Custom Resolutions 73
Adam Dix
You can boost productivity on an old laptop 
by using xrandr to gain some extra screen 
real estate.

Safe Eyes 78
Christoph Langner
This handy app delivers timely reminders 
for preventing eye strain.

FOSSPicks 80
Graham Morrison
This month Graham looks at Mixx, elfcat, 
Plover, and more!

Tutorial – Wekan 88
Marco Fioretti
Manage your project’s workflow by tracking 
task ownership and progress.
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P erhaps because I had been reminiscing about the 30 years 
of Linux kernel development, or perhaps because of a recent 
discussion over whether the GNU project or the Linux kernel 

was the most significant part of the system that most people call 
“Linux,” I began pondering how many people think about software 
creation as if it were being done today instead of how it was done 40 
or 50 (or more) years ago. This kind of thinking often creates “urban 
legends” about software that are passed on from person to person.

Take the conspiracy theory about how system companies 
created all these different operating systems to “lock in their 
customers.” I have been in the computer field for over 50 years 
and participated in many engineering meetings about new func-
tionality. Not one time did I ever hear customer lock-in as a rea-
son for creating new functionality.

If you remember (or maybe you were not around then, so just 
trust me on this), computers had relatively small amounts of mem-
ory (even mainframes) measured in kilobytes (not gigabytes or 
even megabytes) and slow, single-core CPUs with slow disk drives.

Normally, these computers were so slow and small that it 
was hard to create an operating system that could do batch 
processing, time-sharing, real time, and other loads simultane-
ously. We also had ideas to create interfaces in the operating 
system to help make them handle application-specific code, 
such as medical, manufacturing, educational, and so forth.

If creating an operating system to lock in customers to their 
systems was the sole reason for the APIs and functionality they 
supplied, Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) would have 
needed only one operating system on their PDP-11s, instead of 
the multitude (over 11) of operating systems DEC offered (and 
engineered and supported).

As computer speed and memory size started to grow, the idea of 
having one operating system that could “do it all” began to appear, al-
though it might still be nuanced between business (84 percent of the 
computer market) and scientific (16 percent of the market).

However, there were still differences in interfaces from ven-
dor to vendor, which meant big differences in APIs and user 
training that extended to applications that only ran on one or 
two systems from different vendors.

Out of this came the idea to make portable applications so 
you could have the same application on various operating 
systems. Standards development started to help software 

portability, including standards in languages and language run-
time systems resulting from hard work by people from each 
company to create and test those standards. Some companies 
made “extensions” to those standards, and (for the most part) 
the good programmer stayed away from those extensions.

Eventually, as more and more computers were used by more 
and more people, the concept of portability showed that it was 
better and cheaper to have the same interfaces across lots of 
computers rather than having the operating system finely tuned 
to the actual load.

Since Unix was not created by a system vendor but by a third 
party, Unix was portable across lots of different hardware and 
had the same programming interfaces. Of course as Microsoft 
operating systems rolled out, the same thing could be said for 
most of the desktop systems that evolved.

This desire to have the same operating system on every plat-
form was demonstrated to me time after time when DEC’s Unix 
engineers would bring out really great functionality that our cus-
tomers loved, but the first thing out of the customer’s mouth 
was “When can I have this on my Sun systems?” Why couldn’t 
the Unix companies see this coming, when so many of their 
customers loved using the same software on all of their PCs 
bought from IBM, Dell, Compaq, etc.?

All of this came back to me in the conversation about GNU and 
the kernel. Yes, Richard Stallman wanted to build a complete oper-
ating system called GNU. But in the environment of the early 1980s 
with very expensive hardware, no real Internet, and many other lim-
itations, he started with development tools that were freely avail-
able and freely changeable that allowed developers to have the 
same tools across a wide variety of operating systems.

If Richard had first started working on a kernel, he would have 
had nothing to run on it. And Linus Torvalds did not have to 
worry about the libraries, compilers, utilities, windowing system, 
etc., because those already existed.

Some people might say “What about BSD?” The issue with 
BSD is one of timing. By the time version 1.0 of the Linux kernel 
was released in early 1994, Linux distributions like SLS, Red Hat, 
Debian, Slackware, and Yggdrasil (and others) had already re-
leased as well, and the BSD lawsuit was still going on.

History and circumstances mean a lot. Many things in the com-
puter industry have happened almost by accident.  nnn

MADDOG’S  
DOGHOUSE
Thinking about the history of Linux, maddog sheds light on why there 
are so many different flavors of operating systems.  BY JON “MADDOG” HALL

Jon “maddog” Hall is an author, 
educator, computer scientist, 
and free software pioneer 
who has been a passionate 
advocate for Linux since 1994 
when he first met Linus Torvalds 
and facilitated the port of 
Linux to a 64-bit system. He 
serves as president of Linux 
International®.

Legends of operating system development
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bit more reasonable, greatly improving your 
overall experience.

There are a few caveats, however. One is that 
bumping up the resolution will likely cause text 
to appear fuzzy and less crisp. This is some-
thing that most users can become accustomed 
to in time. It won’t look pretty, but at least you 
will be able to have more than one document or 
program window open at the same time. An-
other caveat is that you will likely experience, at 
the very least, some tearing when moving win-
dows around – nothing that will affect perfor-
mance in any meaningful way, as long as you 
don’t need high graphic fidelity. Lastly, and obvi-
ously, you should probably avoid using this lap-
top for any video or image production because 
having an accurate representation on your 
screen is paramount for those kinds of tasks. 

I f you are anything like me, you may have an 
old laptop from the mid-2010s lying around 
that still works well but has some obvious 

deficiencies. While the hardware is mostly fine, 
the 15.6-inch screen has bezels that encroach 
well into where we now expect to see uninter-
rupted screen space. With a few modifications, 
this old laptop is a perfect candidate for a 
backup Linux machine for when your main lap-
top inevitably fails (even if you do need to carry 
the charger with you at all times). After buying a 
pair of 4GB DDR3 sticks and the least expensive 
120GB SSD you can find and installing Ubuntu, 
this old laptop runs great, but the screen still 
feels like something from the Windows ME 
days. All you need is a few simple terminal com-
mands using xrandr on Ubuntu [1] to bring the 
1366x768-resolution screen up to something a 

You can boost productivity on an old laptop using xrandr to quickly 
and easily gain some extra screen real estate.  BY ADAM DIX

Customizing screen resolutions with xrandr

Screen Makeover

Figure 1: The xrandr command output.
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monitor number. This will be important to know 
later. For example, Figure 1 shows the output from 
xrandr for the Dell E6430 14-inch laptop, circa 
2012, that I used to write this article.

Next, determine your monitor’s characteristics 
at your selected resolution. You will want to con-
tinue to use the same aspect ratio (width to 
height) when scaling to a higher resolution. For in-
stance, a 1366x768 monitor that is 14 inches or 
larger can typically accommodate any 16:9 reso-
lution up to 2560x1440 while still offering fairly 
legible text. To determine the characteristics 
needed, run the following command:

$ cvt <desired width in pixels> U

 <desired length in pixels>

Running this cvt command on my Dell for a de-
sired resolution of 1920x1080 results in the in-
formation shown in Figure 2.

The modeline listed in the cvt command’s 
output shown in Figure 2 should also be noted 
because that, too, will be used later. At this 
point, use the xrandr ‑‑newmode command to 
add the desired mode to the configuration. Copy 
and paste the modeline information after xrandr 
‑‑newmode so that the correct timings and resolu-
tion will be used (Figure 3).

Finally, use the xrandr ‑‑addmode command 
followed by the desired resolution and fre-
quency (Figure 4), which will then be accessible 
in the Gnome Display Settings panel in the 
Gnome Control Center (Figure 5).

Persistence
Now you can open the Gnome Control Center and 
choose the desired resolution. You can then see 
how good (or bad) the new resolution looks on 
your particular machine. However, there is one 

With these caveats in mind, let’s break down the 
process.

Custom Resolution
First you need to determine the base X Window 
System [2] configuration to which your custom 
resolution will be added. To do this, open a ter-
minal window and run:

$ xrandr

For reference later, write down which display out-
put is being used. This will be something like 
HDMI‑#, DP‑#, LVDS‑#, or VGA‑# (where the # is typi-
cally a 0 or 1). The first section indicates the con-
nection technology, and the digit indicates the 

Figure 2: The cvt command output.

Figure 3: The newmode command.

Figure 4: The addmode command.

Figure 5: Your desired reso-
lution now shows up in the 
Gnome Display Settings 
panel. 
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problem at this point: When you sign out or reboot, 
your custom resolution will no longer be in the 
Gnome Control Center, forcing you to re-enter 
these commands in the terminal to access the 
resolution each time you sign in.

There is a simple workaround for this problem: 
Add the newmode and addmode commands to the 
end of the .profile file in your /home/user direc‑
tory (Figure 6). I prefer to simply open Home, view 
hidden files by using Ctrl+H, open the .profile file 
with gedit, copy and paste those two commands 
at the very bottom, and save. Pressing Ctrl+H 
again will hide the hidden files once more and re-
sume the default view. Now the resolution change 
will survive reboots and logout/ login for the user 
whose .profile was amended. Purists may want 
to use Vim or nano, but to each his or her own. If 
you’re feeling indecisive, you can always run

gedit /home/<user>/.profile

from the terminal and add the two needed lines 
that way.

Conclusion
With a few simple commands in the terminal, 
you can use xrandr to customize the resolution 
on older machines, breathing new life into old 
hardware.  nnn

Figure 6: The .profile configuration file with custom resolution commands added.

Adam Dix is a mechanical engineer and 
Linux enthusiast posing as an English 
teacher after playing around a bit in sales and 
marketing. You can check out some of his 
Linux work at the EdUBudgie Linux website 
(https://  www.  edubudgie.  com).

The Author

[1]  xrandr: https://  manpages.  ubuntu.  com/ 
 manpages/  precise/  man1/  xrandr.  1.  html?  _
ga=2.  219529817.  1184336464. 
 1626887224‑1801470088.  1625846779

[2]  X Window System: https://  www.  x.  org/  wiki/

Info

nnn
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blacks out and locks your screen for a few sec-
onds for each break (Figure 1), forcing you to 
actually stop working. Based on recommenda-
tions from medical experts, Safe Eyes imple-
ments several shorter breaks rather than a few 
longer ones.

Installation
Safe Eyes is not yet included in the package 
sources of the popular distributions, but the devel-
opers do provide installation instructions for them 
on both their website [2] and their GitHub page [3]. 
Safe Eyes offers a PPA for the simplest possible 
installation on Ubuntu (Listing 1). On Arch Linux, 
Safe Eyes can be installed using the safeeyes 
package from the Arch User Repository.

Safe Eyes starts automatically in the back-
ground when you log in to your desktop. The 
startup behavior can be managed in Gnome using 
the Gnome Tweak Tool (in the application menu 
below Optimizations) by clicking on the Startup 
Applications tab. If you select Safe Eyes from the 
application menu, the program opens its settings. 
You then have the option of configuring the inter-
val between breaks as well as their length. You 
can also specify whether breaks can be post-
poned or skipped (Figure 2).

Respite for the Eyes
In the Breaks tab, you define the breaks, which 
are usually selected at random. Safe Eyes distin-
guishes between short breaks of 15 seconds 
(every 15 minutes) and longer breaks of 60 sec-
onds (every 75 minutes). You can adjust or de-
lete the breaks entered in the standard configura-
tion based on your preferences (Figure 3). If you 

A t first glance, working from home 
seems very convenient. You save time 
on your commute, money on transpor-

tation costs, and avoid overcrowded buses or 
trains. However, occupational safety often falls 
by the wayside at home. Most likely, you don’t 
have an ergonomic workstation, and you don’t 
turn away from your screen for a short conver-
sation with a coworker or leave your desk for a 
meeting on another floor or adjoining building. 
Instead, your gaze remains fixed on the screen 
for hours.

At home, the responsibility for taking breaks and 
evenly spacing out your work falls entirely into your 
hands. You can use a Pomodoro timer [1] to regu-
larly remind you to take breaks. However, if you 
continue to stare at the screen during your break – 
maybe surfing the web or watching a movie – you 
aren’t giving your eyes time to recover.

If you find it difficult to move away from your 
screen, you may want to add Safe Eyes to your 
break time routine. An open source application 
developed for the Gnome desktop, Safe Eyes 

If you work or study from a home office, you probably sit at your computer for 
hours without a break. Safe Eyes reminds you to take regular breaks and take 
care of your eyes. BY CHRISTOPH LANGNER

Preventing computer eye strain

Sight Saver

Figure 1: Safe Eyes reminds 
you to look away from the 
screen at regular intervals.

$ sudo add‑apt‑repository ppa:slgobinath/safeeyes

$ sudo apt update

$ sudo apt install safeeyes

Listing 1: Installation on Ubuntu
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make a mistake while configuring, you can reenable the appli-
cation’s default settings by clicking on the eye symbol in the 
top left corner of the application window and selecting the 
Reset menu item.

In the Plugins tab, you can enable further functions. For ex-
ample, the Do Not Disturb plugin will not interrupt the display if a 
program is running in fullscreen mode, for instance, when play-
ing a video (Figure 4). You can also define other programs here 

that you do not want Safe Eyes to in-
terrupt under any circumstances. 
The window titles are determined by 
the command

xprop | grep WM_CLASS

followed by a click on the application 
in question. However, this does not 
work with Wayland.

Conclusions
Safe Eyes, the Pomodoro timer, or 
shifting your screen’s color temper-
ature to warm in the evening (Set-
tings | Screens | Night mode in 
Gnome) can help protect your eyes 
and enable concentrated work over 
longer periods of time. However, it is 
ultimately up to you to avoid looking 
at your cell phone during scheduled 
breaks. Instead, get up, move 
around, and let your eyes wander 
into the distance.  nnnFigure 2: Configuring the individual break times in the Safe Eyes settings.

Figure 4: You can extend Safe Eyes’ functionality through plugins. Here, Health 
Statistics was not enabled because the python-croniter package was missing.

Figure 3: You define what the break and distraction should look like in 
the Breaks tab.

[1]  Pomodoro timer:  
https://  pomofocus.  io

[2]  Safe Eyes: http://  slgobinath. 
 github.  io/  SafeEyes

[3]  Github repository: https://  github. 
 com/  slgobinath/  SafeEyes

Info
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 FOSSPicks
Despite adding it to his basket within nanoseconds of availability and then 
spending 90 minutes struggling to pay, Graham still has to wait a year for 
his Steam Deck!  BY GRAHAM MORRISON

Sparkling gems and new  
releases from the world of  
Free and Open Source Software

Project Website
https://  mixxx.  org/

M ixxx started life more 
than 20 years ago as 
an application to help 

DJs organize and play their play
lists, and it has since evolved into 
an incredible, fully fledged, live 
performance user interface for 
budding and professional DJs, 
podcasters, and radio hosts. It’s a 
worthy competitor to the proprie
tary (and Linux incompatible) Na
tive Instruments Traktor Pro, with 
both applications using the same 
userinterface paradigm. That 
paradigm involves two or more 

decks split horizontally across the 
main window with a bank of vir
tual faders and controllers in be
tween them. The number of con
trols you see here depends on the 
number of decks you add.

A deck is akin to an old vinyl re
cord deck or turntable, now popu
lar again in their own right. Night
club DJs would typically arrange 
two decks sidebyside with a 
mixer in the middle, so tracks 
could be switched between them 
with no delay. It’s this configura
tion that Mixxx emulates, albeit for 

the 21st century. Instead of records, the virtual decks load 
one or more audio files for playback, with the virtual faders 
used to mix between opposite decks. Audio files can be 
loaded individually, dragged and dropped, or queued as a 
playlist. This configuration allows you to seamlessly blend 
between various audio tracks, whether they are breakbeats 
or advertising jingles, and either record the output as a single 
audio file or use it as the source of a live mix or broadcast.

To make transitions as seamless as possible, Mixxx is 
able to analyze the audio files to detect their tempo, fre
quency range, and even key. All of this is shown on the 
waveform, with the tempo highlighted as vertical bars, fre
quency range as color, and key as an annotation. Pitch con
trols can then change either the key, playback speed, or 
both, making it incredibly easy to match different audio files 
for a more integrated mix. If you still yearn to exercise those 
old DJ skills, you can drag your mouse across the wave
forms to virtually scratch the needle across the record, pro
ducing beautifully authentic sounds. This can be taken even 
further by using a real turntable spinning a timecode vinyl 
record, which can be tracked by Mixxx inputs to accurately 
map your scratching to changes in playback speed. Every
thing can also be automated, either by the many keyboard 
shortcuts or via MIDI automation, where every knob and 
slider can be assigned a MIDI control value for external con
trol. These can be scripted for even more control.

Modern effects can be added, chained together, and 
even isolated to certain audio buses or a headphone mix. 
You can also keep a microphone channel clear of other 
effects so you can announce you’re running Mixxx on 
Arch Linux. All of this can be configured with Jack and the 
comprehensive settings. The latest release adds to these 
effects with color options for tracks, intro and outro mark
ing, multithreaded analysis and more accurate key detec
tion, and support for lots of physical deck controllers. 
Twenty years of development have enabled Mixxx to be
come a onestop solution for playing, tracking, and DJing 
music. It’s remarkable that this kind of software is being 
made and produced under an open source license.

DJ software

Mixxx

1. Waveform: With two audio files loaded, their waveforms appear here; you can 
drag-scratch the playback position and match tempos. 2. Spectral analysis: Wave-
form colors indicate the audio’s frequency range, helping you to match genres and 
timbre. 3. Broadcast: A mix can be broadcast live or recorded for posterity. 4. 
Fader: With two audio decks on either side (by default), the fader mixes between 
them. 5. Audio deck: Drag and drop audio files; cue them for playback; and play, 
pause, and rewind their audio. 6. Effects: Each deck can have its own effects, such 
as filters and delays. 7. More decks: Audio added here can be easily triggered or 
dragged into the central decks. 8. Playlist: Mixxx can scan and analyze all of your 
audio files, letting you arrange and sequence them for each project.
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Binary explorer

elfcat
e lfcat is a tiny yet bril

liant command for the 
terminal. Its cute name 

also hides its functionality; this 
is a command that outputs 
(cats) the contents of a binary 
executable (elf) in a human
readable way, letting you explore 
the hidden secrets of your favor
ite applications from the com
mand. Taking the name of a bi
nary as its only argument, elfcat 
produces output from the bi
nary. The raw output isn’t espe
cially human readable and not 
especially accessible from the 
command line, but it’s a lot more 
useful than using cat to see a bi
nary. The output is concate
nated into an HTML file which 
(of course) looks best when 
dropped into a web browser. 
This is a brilliant idea because 

the HTML output is fully anno
tated to describe everything de
tected about the binary file. And 
if you wanted, you could still 
view it from the command line.

When loaded into a web 
browser, the main page shows 
the hex output of the raw binary 
of the file, alongside any ASCII 
decoded values, much like any 
hexadecimal editor. Above this is 
some general information about 
the executable, such as its size, 
object class, and type. The clever 
parts appear when you start to 
hover your cursor over the col
ored sections in the hexadecimal 
blocks of code. Annotations ap
pear as text boxes on the right, 
informing you of what each sec
tion does and how it’s linked to 
other blocks of code. It’s still dif
ficult to understand unless you 

have some knowledge of assembler, but it’s a fascinating 
insight into what the binary contains and a lot easier than 
using other tools to decompile and view an executable, 
especially if all you want to do is find some text or see 
where different sections of an executable live within the 
raw file. Future features will include memory mapping vi
sualization, which would be unique.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  ruslashev/  elfcat

Get a quick overview and understanding of Linux executables with 
elfcat.

Stenotype emulator

Plover

S tenography is the ancient 
art of documenting some
thing in a shortened form 

without losing any information, 
usually by replacing words and 
characters with more readily 
written symbols. That particular 
mode of stenography became 
known as shorthand – beloved 
by assistants everywhere. But 
the original stenography lives on 
and is now most commonly as
sociated with courtoflaw ste
nographers, transcribing every
thing from murder motives to 
matrimonial misdemeanors. 
Modern stenographers do this 
with a keyboard input device, 
called a stenotype, that looks 
more like an octave of a piano 
keyboard. The stenotype trans
lates chords of keys into words 
and sentences almost instanta

neously, enabling stenographers 
to type up to 300 words per min
ute, compared to the 6080 most 
of us can manage.
This epic typing speed obviously 
has many advantages for Linux 
users, but stenotype machines 
are expensive, unconventional, 
and take a lifetime to master. Far 
better if you can experiment with 
stenography without the outlay, 
and that’s exactly what Plover 
does. Plover translates multiple 
concurrent keypresses, roughly 
mapped to the same locations 
you’d find keys on a stenotype 
machine, into words and phrases 
preconfigured in editable and 
addable dictionaries. To do this 
properly, your keyboard will need 
to be able to support more than a 
few concurrent keypresses. This 
is known as Nkey rollover 

(NKRO). While cheap keyboards may struggle (although 
some of the listed compatible keyboards are less than 
$30), gaming and other highquality keyboards should be 
compatible. There are even some excellent DIY examples 
you can build, or you can start ripping key caps from your 
own keyboard. But even with Plover and the right hard
ware, learning stenography is hard. It will take a long time 
and plenty of practice before you even approach the input 
efficiency of your current setup, but the end result would 
definitely be worth it.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  openstenoproject/  plover

Plover includes an excellent guide to learning stenography, along 
with other tools, such as an arcade game, to help you practice.
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File sync

Unison

O ne of the most widely 
used system administra
tion tools on Linux is the 

humble rsync, a command that’s 
brilliant at replicating the contents 
of a directory, usually across a 
network, to a different location. 
What makes rsync so effective 
and better than a normal copy is 
that it can do this with certainty, 
thanks to hashing. rsync can do 
this by only copying the differ
ences between an older version 
of a file and a newer version of a 
file that already exists at the desti
nation. But what rsync isn’t very 
good at is bidirectional synchroni
zation. This is a common require
ment when you’re working on the 
contents of a synchronized direc
tory in more than one location, 
such as the same project on both 
PC and laptop, or at home and at 

work. Unison has been solving 
this particular problem perfectly 
for more than 10 years.

Unison is like rsync for bidirec
tional synchronization. At its sim
plest, you can execute the unison 
command followed by the two 
locations where you wish to sync 
the contents. Remote directories 
are accessed over a direct socket 
or using SSH with your local SSH 
configuration for passwordless 
connections. Synchronization 
works best when both locations 
start out empty, avoiding what 
can be a lengthy analysis stage. 
After a short period of consolida
tion, you can begin to create files 
in either location to be duplicated 
in the other. With the Unison dae
mon running in the background, 
the two locations will remain in 
sync, with updates copied from 

both sides whenever their respective directories change. 
If the same file has changes at the same time on both 
sides and a conflict is detected, you’re asked which file 
should take precedence, just as you might when using 
git. There’s even a rather ancient GTKbased GUI, if you’d 
rather not use the command line. This allows you to eas
ily see the status of your shared directories and also bet
ter navigate conflicts by visualizing changes and manu
ally merging differences.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  bcpierce00/  unison/

Unison can work transparently in the background, on the command 
line, and via a simple but effective GUI.

macOS filesystem

apfs-fuse
E ven when you’re not using 

other operating systems, 
it’s always been important 

for Linux to be able to access 
other filesystems. For example, 
most of us read and write to Mi
crosoft VFAT and FAT32format
ted devices without even thinking 
about it, whether it’s USB storage, 
a camera, or a shared hard drive 
partition. That’s because FAT has 
been part of the kernel from al
most the very beginning and sub
sequently built into many embed
ded devices. But most foreign file
systems are more esoteric. Even 
VFAT’s successor on Windows, 
NTFS, doesn’t enjoy the same 
ubiquitous compatibility, even with 
the open source ntfs‑3g imple
mentation, and it’s the same for 
Applenative macOS filesystems. 
For many years, this was HFS+, 

which did enjoy a certain level of 
compatibility on Linux systems. 
But then Apple went and replaced 
it all with APFS, which was de
signed for privacy and the solid 
state storage on both Apple’s 
Macs and iOS devices.

APFS uses a GPT partitioning 
scheme with volume containers, 
often encrypted, that operate a little 
like LVM on Linux, which makes it 
difficult to access from Linux. But 
thanks to the brilliant apfs‑fuse 
project, it can be done, and it works 
remarkably well. Like any Filesys
tem in USErspace (FUSE), it can be 
built and run locally, mounting an 
APFS device to a local directory 
with an appropriately furnished 
mount command, for example:

apfs‑fuse ‑o allow_other U

  /dev/sdb2 /mnt/macos

There are arguments for mounting 
specific containers and mounting 
a software encrypted volume, plus 
debug options for troubleshooting 

and for ignoring unknown chunks of data. There’s support 
for macOS and iOS, extended attributes, symlinks, and di
rect mounting of transparent decompression for zlib and 
LZVN. As brilliant as all this is, it can’t write files or access 
drives encrypted with Apple’s T2 chip. Regardless of this 
limitation, other operating systems just can’t get close to 
this crossfilesystem compatibility. It’s great to see that 
this vital Linux capability is keeping up with the times.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  sgan81/  apfs-fuse

apfs‑fuse lets you access files on Apple-formatted storage from 
your trusty Linux machine.
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Spotify client

Psst
D espite the negative com

mentary that the official 
Spotify client seems to 

attract, it’s generally a solid piece 
of software. It mimics the user 
interface of its Windows and 
macOS cousins. While it always 
lags behind Windows and macOS 
in new features, Spotify does 
allow you to explore and play your 
Spotify music subscription from 
the Linux desktop. However, the 
Spotify project also seldom re
sponds to comments or feature 
requests, in addition to being in a 
perpetual state of beta develop
ment. Oh, and Spotify is not open 
source. This is why thirdparty 
unofficial clients are so exciting. 
They’re able to capitalize on Spo
tify’s lack of official development 
and responsiveness to create cli
ents that better integrate with 
your desktop, run from the com

mand line, or use fewer system 
resources because there are now 
a few of those resources. Using 
fewer system resources drives 
Psst development, which has re
sulted in a rather brilliant and 
lowresource graphical client that 
proudly boasts its speed comes 
“without Electron.”

Psst has been developed using 
Rust and uses its own user inter
face library. On Linux, the library 
can use either a GTK or pure X11 
back end (with Wayland under 
development), keeping the entire 
package very minimal and de
pendency free. The same is true 
of the GUI itself, which has none 
of the decoration you might be 
used to on Gnome or KDE. The 
window has no ornamentation 
and contains only the same four 
sections of the UI you see in the 
original client. There’s a search 
pane on the left, complete with 
quick links to your playlists. On 
the right is the area used to ex
plore new music and your own 
collection, while under that is the 

playback section with transport controls, details on the 
current track, and timing information. Finally, volume con
trol is to the left. The application is still under rapid devel
opment, and there are many features missing – espe
cially if you need to modify a playlist. Anything missing 
can of course be done through another client, leaving 
Psst to do what it’s good at – low resource playback.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  jpochyla/  psst

Avoid Spotify podcasts by using an unofficial third-party client 
such as Psst.

Security tool

ssh-audit

O n a recent podcast epi
sode, we ran an infor
mal survey of what 

most listeners thought was 
their most essential open 
source tool. The overwhelming 
winner was the humble secure 
shell, SSH, the remote com
mandline client and server that 
many have been using for de
cades. SSH is super secure and 
easy to use, often configured by 
a distribution at install time, 
which enables even beginners 
to start using their machines 
remotely. But SSH can also be a 
victim of its own success. Its 
ubiquity makes it a common at
tack vector, as anyone who 
runs an SSH server and hap
pens to look at the logs will at
test. Your logs will be full of au

tomated attempts to guess 
your username and password 
combinations, a situation not 
helped when even distributions 
such as older versions of Rasp
berry Pi OS used the same de
fault password and username 
combinations.

All of this can be mitigated 
with a properly configured SSH 
server, swapping passwords for 
encryption keys, for instance, 
and changing the default ports. 
But unless you’re an expert, it 
can be difficult to know 
whether you’ve exchanged one 
set of problems with another, 
which is where the aptly named 
ssh‑audit can help. It’s a com
mand that can deeply check 
your SSH configuration by ana
lyzing the connection rather 
than parsing the configuration 
file. This allows you to detect 
what is actually happening, as 
well as passively monitor for 
client and serverside vulnera

bilities on incoming and outgoing connections, even 
when you don’t control the server. The output is ver
bose and will detail which algorithms are being used, 
which should be disabled, and which removed, along
side which keys are detected. It’s a glut of information 
but an incredibly valuable insight into the state of the 
connections on which we all rely.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  jtesta/  ssh-audit

While ssh‑audit goes into a lot of detail, you can find an excellent 
hardening guide on their website if you need advice on how to 
improve your SSH configuration.
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Tape emulation

ChowTapeModel

C howTapeModel is one of 
several exceptional audio 
effect plugins developed 

by Chowdhury DSP and released 
for free under an open source li
cence. Alongside ChowTape
Model, Chowdhury DSP offers a 
delay effect (ChowMatrix) and vir
tual guitar effects pedal (Chow
Centaur). ChowTapeModel does 
something that would have been 
inconceivable not so long ago 
when many of us were desperately 
trying to leave the noise and distor
tion of tape recordings behind for 
the crystalline perfection of digital 
reproduction. During this transi
tion, it became apparent that while 
digital audio was unmistakably 
more accurate, with more dy
namic range, less noise, and no 
variance, something had been lost 
in translation: a certain kind of ana
log warmth and imperfection. 
ChowTapeModel tries to add this 

analog warmth and imperfection 
to your digital recordings.

The algorithm behind the effect 
has been carefully engineered to 
algorithmically model the charac
teristics of a real tape machine, 
the Sony TC260 from the 1970s. 
The plugin features many con
trols that reflect the various con
figuration options for the original 
machine, such as tape head align
ment and the speed of the tape it
self. There are also controls for 
the amount of saturation and dis
tortion you want to add. These 
equate to changes in tone and 
slight distortion, as well as wow 
and flutter to emulate slight varia
tions in the virtual tape playback. 
Very subtle adjustments to these 
values can genuinely turn your 
digital recording into something 
that might have originally been re
corded on tape, with the sound 
often becoming smoother, more 

rounded, and less separated. Different configurations sound 
better for different types of music, and you can save presets 
to quickly switch between them. It works well on rock and 
pop music, but it can also improve your own recordings by 
acting as a mastering effect to glue a mix together.

Project Website
https://  chowdsp.  com/

This tape emulation effect works well for rock and pop, but it can 
also improve simple recordings such as voice for a podcast.

Mouse configuration

Piper
T his is really two FOSS

Picks in one. The first part 
is the ratbagd DBus dae

mon, a background service that 
helps expose configuration op
tions for specific input devices that 
would otherwise require a manu
facturerprovided driver. It special
izes in gaming mice, and much like 
OpenRGB, ratbagd developers 
have painstakingly decoded the 
various protocols required to un
lock undocumented and proprie
tary features outside of their 
standard driver support, scaling 
modes, and unused buttons. 
There’s support for more than 50 
devices, including a majority of 
devices from Logitech and a few 
from SteelSeries, among others. 
There is a commandline tool that 

can help you configure those de
vices, but for best results, you’ll 
want to use our second FOSSPick 
for this entry, the Piper GUI.

Piper is a modern GTKbased 
GUI for configuring the options 
exposed by ratbagd. Its features 
will depend on your hardware’s 
capabilities, but broadly, it lets you 
change tracking resolutions, reas
sign buttons and scroll wheels, 
and change the colors of any 
LEDs. You switch between the 
three main options using buttons 
at the top of the window, and the 
main view updates depending on 
which mode is selected. The main 
view will helpfully show you a dia
grammatic representation of your 
mouse, complete with annota
tions for each of its configurable 

parts. If a button is assignable, for example, clicking its an
notation will open up a list of actions it can be assigned, 
from the normal left, right, and middle mouse clicks to 
ratchet modes, sensitivity, and even your own keyboard 
shortcuts. It’s a powerful tool for gaming, where a single 
button can now send a flurry of keys, but it’s also useful on 
the desktop where shortcuts can be set for switching desk
tops, copying and pasting, and launching a terminal.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  libratbag/  piper

Piper is just as brilliant at configuring gaming mice as it is 
Logitech’s more desktop-oriented trackballs.
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Retro platformer

Little Spy
L ittle Spy is a beautifully 

executed 2D platform 
game with nostalgia

laden graphics and an easy, ac
cessible style of gameplay. It 
starts with a loading screen 
that both looks good and ably 
introduces the core game me
chanics: Use cursor keys to 
control your character; press 
space to jump; and navigate be
tween the floating platforms 
and the baddies, collecting 
things, before reaching the heli
copter launch pad. It all feels 
slightly reminiscent of 8bit 
Sensible Software games in the 
1980s, especially when the bad
dies parachute in like your com
panions in Cannon Fodder. You 
can also parachute, dash, at
tack enemies, and double jump, 
all of which needs to be mas

tered before you can complete 
the game.

The game sensibly starts 
with a simple level to get you 
used to the controls, with lots 
of small platforms, plenty of 
objects to collect, and baddies 
to avoid. It plays a little like the 
ancient Bomb Jack, although 
the graphics here are a lot bet
ter. The game’s entire produc
tion is all high quality, from the 
graphics and sound to the on
boarding experience, and ulti
mately, the satisfying game
play. Each level gets progres
sively more challenging and un
forgiving. You need to collect a 
certain number of items, and 
the action will start to extend 
from one screen to several, all 
smoothly scrolled between as 
your little character jumps their 

way to the helicopter. There’s even a story 
to follow – you are an agent tasked with 
retrieving stolen intelligence and technol
ogy. This is all a huge credit to the game’s 
developer, Martin Wimpress, who built the 
game in two weeks using Godot for the My 
First Game Jam. And yes, that’s the same 
Martin Wimpress who is responsible for 
Ubuntu MATE!

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  wimpysworld/  little-spy

Martin Wimpress has created a brilliant 2D platformer in very little 
time. Here’s hoping he tries something more substantial!

Game Boy emulator

SameBoy

It’s hard to believe that Nin
tendo’s Game Boy is now 
over 30 years old. Like the 

Sony Walkman, it was a device 
that defined a generation, letting 
them play Tetris, Super Mario 
Land, and The Legend of Zelda: 
Link’s Awakening wherever they 
wanted. It also paved the way 
for modern handheld gaming, 
from Pokémon on a smartphone 
to the success of the Nintendo 
Switch and even Valve’s hugely 
hyped Linux handheld, the 
Steam Deck. What’s even more 
remarkable is that the CPU in 
the Game Boy was based on the 
humble Z80, with only 8KiB of 
internal memory expanded by 
the ROM cartridges and a 
screen resolution of 160x144 
pixels. Despite this, the playabil
ity of many of its games still 

stands up, all these years later, 
which is of course why we have 
emulation.

SameBoy is a Game Boy emula
tor that’s easy to use and presents 
all the options you’ll ever need. It’s 
also authentic, sticking with the 
super low resolution of the original 
display, which can look comically 
pixelated on today’s screens. How
ever, SameBoy can also emulate 
the later Game Boy Color console, 
which modernizes things a little 
and requires very few resources 
from a modern system. It’s also 
easy to use. You simply drag and 
drop the game you want to play 
into the main window and Same
Boy will react just like the original 
console. You can change the 
graphical scaling algorithms, the 
keyboard and joystick input as
signments, and the audio quality. 

There’s even an option to mix 
background interference into the 
audio, just like on the original, and 
the entire experience feels very ac
curate. If you’ve not played with a 
Game Boy for a couple of decades, 
SameBoy is the perfect excuse to 
give it another try.

Project Website
https://  sameboy.  github.  io/

SameBoy features a roll-
back mode, letting you 
replay the last several 
seconds to avoid making 
a mistake.
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date, the CentOS tutorial is very detailed and an 
excellent addition to the official Wekan documen-
tation, regardless of your distribution.

If you don’t need to install from source code, the 
Snap packages are much easier to use. On 
Ubuntu, you can run

sudo snap install wekan

sudo snap set wekan port="3500"

sudo snap enable wekan

at the prompt to install Wekan v5.37.0 and tell 
Wekan to answer connection requests on IP port 
number 3500. After installation, if you want to 
connect to Wekan from the same host, you 
must point your browser to the location http:// 
localhost:$IP_PORT, where $IP_PORT is the param-
eter value you set in the second command 
above. I chose port 3500, but any port will do as 
long as it is not already used by another service 
on the same host. The final command above tells 
Linux to start Wekan automatically at bootup.

K anban, the Japanese word for signboard, 
is a workflow management system for or-
ganizing and tracking work. Kanban 

boards show team members the status of each 
task at any given time, including ownership and 
task order, with the aim of limiting the number of 
tasks “in progress” at any given time.

First developed in the 1980s to improve the ef-
ficiency of Toyota’s assembly lines [1], kanban 
has proven its usefulness as a general-purpose 
organization tool. Today, people use kanban for 
everything from simple personal to-do lists to co-
ordinating teams that produce complex goods or 
services.

The original kanban boards were physical 
boards attached to factory or office walls. While 
many people still use physical kanban boards 
(even if it’s just on paper), a variety of kanban 
board software tools exist (see also the “Scrum 
vs. Kanban” box). Before using any type of kanban 
system, I recommend reading why some people 
still choose physical kanban boards [3].

In this tutorial, I take a look at Wekan [4], an 
open source, MIT-licensed, web-based kanban 
system. Written with the Meteor Javascript 
framework [5] and using a MongoDB database, 
Wekan runs on any web browser. I’ll show you 
how to install and use Wekan using general 
kanban principles.

Installation
You can download the Wekan source code, as 
well as Snap packages for several Linux distribu-
tions, from the Wekan website [4]. Alternatively, 
you could use Wekan as an application inside the 
open source Sandstorm platform for self-hosting 
web apps [6].

Although the process is not complicated, install-
ing Wekan and all its dependencies from scratch 
on a dedicated server can be a lengthy process 
with a lot of details. I don’t have the space to cover 
installing Wekan from source here, but an online 
tutorial written for CentOS 7 can point you in the 
right direction [7]. Though not completely up to 

Wekan lets self-organzing teams manage a project’s workflow by tracking task 
ownership and progress visually.

BY MARCO FIORETTI

A kanban-based workflow management system

Visual Aid

In the past few decades, the need to orga-
nize work with computers, possibly online, 
has resulted in a wide range of organiza-
tional tools. You may be familiar with Scrum 
[2], a work organization method that looks 
similar to kanban. Both tools have the same 
high-level purpose. There are, however, sev-
eral important differences between Scrum 
and kanban boards. To begin with, while 
both methods are meant to support self-or-
ganizing work teams, Scrum uses formal 
roles, whereas kanban doesn’t use them at 
all. Furthermore, a kanban board is always 
“active,” as long as the project is produced or 
maintained. Scrum boards, instead, are cre-
ated only when needed, to perform specific 
tasks in “sprints” that have precise, often 
quite pressing deadlines.

Scrum vs. Kanban
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For this tutorial, I ran Wekan on my main Linux 
computer. If you need your installation to be ac-
cessible from the Internet, Wekan will also need to 
know the URL it should answer to, and you will 
have to open the corresponding IP port in the 
server firewall (please consult your firewall’s docu-
mentation for instructions). The URL can be set 
with just one more snap command:

sudo snap set wekan root‑url=U

  "https://wekan.example.com"

Initial Configuration
When you first connect to your Wekan installation, 
you must create at least one user account. Next, 
you need to configure several system-wide fea-
tures, including email configuration, which allows 
Wekan to notify users whenever something hap-
pens associated with their accounts (see the 
Wekan wiki [8] for instructions).

After configuring email, you may want to cus-
tomize parameters found in the Admin Panel’s 
Registration, Accounts, and Layout tabs (Figure 1). 
You can allow (or forbid) self-registration. Existing 
users can also be given permission to change 
their personal Wekan account’s primary data (i.e, 
username and email). In the Layout tab, you can 
define a clickable logo with a custom URL, as well 
as a few other cosmetic details.

Potentially very interesting, Global Webhooks 
lets you define site-wide hooks that automatically 
notify external applications of something that 
happened inside Wekan or load data from external 
applications. You can also define board-specific 
webhooks. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, 
this feature is not adequately documented to be 
easily usable without spending significant time 
studying the code or hunting for answers in the 
Wekan support forum. However, webhooks may 
not be needed at all by the majority of projects 
that use Wekan.

A single Wekan installation supports multiple 
users who can be grouped into separate organi-
zations, each composed of different teams (Fig-
ure 2). Figure 3 shows configuration options for 
an organization, and Figure 4 shows the team 
options.

Columns, Cards, and WIPs
Regardless of the type of project, all kanban 
boards should support, at a minimum, three types 
of components: columns, cards, and Work In 
Progress (WIP) limits.

A column, or a list, in Wekan lingo, defines a 
specific activity or phase of the entire workflow. 
For instance, a restaurant may have columns that 
indicate each client’s current status: a list for cli-
ents waiting for their orders and another list for 
clients being actively served. The simplest possi-

ble workflow in most 
cases probably con-
tains only three lists: 
To-Do, In Progress, 
and Finished. How-
ever, every project 
can create as many 
lists as needed and 
name them in what-
ever way makes their 
function clear to the 
whole team.

A card contains a 
single task managed 
on a kanban board. 
Each card moves 
through the columns in the workflow as a given 
tasks progresses toward completion. In most 
kanban systems, including Wekan, you can share 
the workload by explicitly assigning team mem-
bers to specific cards. To make things even 
clearer, Wekan lets you attach colored labels to 
cards, allowing you to group or sort and filter the 
cards by title, creation date, or due date.

Figure 1: The Wekan Admin 
Panel settings are simple 
but functional.

Figure 2: One kanban to rule them all: Wekan supports independent organizations 
consisting of teams and individual users.

Figure 3: The New Organization dialog.
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board, click on the plus sign at the bottom to 
add as many lists (columns) as you want to the 
board. After attaching a list to the board, you 
can (and should) assign a separate color to the 
list, but most importantly, you should define a 
list’s WIP limit. Each list can have a different 
WIP value, set as either a hard or soft limit. A 
soft limit means the limit can be exceeded, but 
a warning will be given. After you have created 
all your lists, you can rearrange them by drag-
ging and dropping them inside the board. You 
can also rename a list by selecting it and then 
clicking again on its name.

View Modes
Each Wekan board has three View Modes: Lists, 
Calendar View, and Swimlanes. The default mode, 
Lists (shown in Figure 6), shows all the lists side 
by side, each with its own cards. Calendar View, 
which I’ll cover later, shows the start and due 
dates for all active cards.

The Swimlanes view may be unnecessary for 
single individuals or simple projects, but this 
view is essential in almost all other cases. Kan-
banize.com defines swimlanes as “horizontal 
lines that split a kanban board into sections, [in 
order to] visually separate different work types 
on the same board and organize homogenous 
tasks together” [9]. In other words, if your orga-
nization has different teams that work mostly 
autonomously, with the same workflow but 
without continuous direct interactions, you can 
still place them on the same board by putting 

The WIP limit defines 
the maximum number of 
cards that can be in one 
column at any given time, 
in other words, the maxi-
mum number of tasks 
that the team allows it-
self to have in that partic-
ular state at any given 
moment. When the num-
ber of cards in a column 
exceeds the WIP limit, 
anyone responsible for 
any of the cards must 
focus to complete those 
tasks and move them to 
the next column before 
other cards begin to pile 
up in that column. In my 
opinion, the WIP limit is 
the kanban method’s 
core strength. Make the 
WIP limit an adequate 
value for your team and 
project, which of course 
only you can estimate, 
and life will be good as 
long as everyone re-
spects the limit. If the 
WIP limit is ignored, prob-
lems could arise. A WIP 
limit set too low results in 
unrealistic expectations 

and unnecessary stress. In contrast, a value set 
too high, even in just one column, can slow 
down the entire workflow represented on the 
board.

In Wekan, you can create and use several 
boards simultaneously (each containing a sepa-
rate project) and set each of them as public or 
private (Figure 5). Once you have created a 

Figure 4: The New Team dialog.

Figure 5: Wekan supports both public and private 
kanban boards.

Figure 6: The default Lists view in Wekan: Each project phase has its own list (column) with 
individual tasks (cards), along with a WIP limit displayed below the list name.

Figure 7: Wekan swimlanes (in this example, 
Communication and Development) keep the work of 
independent teams separate but still visible at a glance.
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each team in a separate swimlane. In that way, 
their activities (i.e., the workload and responsi-
bilities for each member of each team) remain 
as visually separated as possible. Figure 7 
shows how this looks in practice inside Wekan, 
with swimlanes for communication and devel-
opment activities.

Cards, at Last!
Wekan offers so many configuration options for 
cards, that at first glance the options may seem 
overwhelming or unnecessary (Figure 8). The 
Labels option lets users group and filter cards. 
The Received option lets you assign a start, due, 
and end date for each card, which you can see 
in the Calendar View mentioned earlier (Fig-
ure 9). You can also add comments to each 
card at the bottom.

Most crucial, the Description option lets you 
specify without ambiguities the nature of the task 
and when it can be considered finished. Both 
Checklists, which lets you attach one or more 
checklists to each card, and Activity, which lets 
you measure how much time is spent on each 
task, are useful but probably not essential.

A couple of options should be used with cau-
tion. The Subtasks option, which lets you assign 
subtasks to a task, should be monitored closely 
for one simple reason: If a team finds itself relying 
too much on subtasks, always attaching several 
to each card, it may be a strong sign that the over-
all workflow (the number of lists and swimlanes 
on the kanban board) needs a serious redesign. In 
addition, the Attachments option, which lets you 
attach any type of file to a card, can lead to confu-
sion if an important document is only attached to 
one Wekan card and then forgotten. You can also 
run into problems if attachments are duplicated in 
a document management system, such as the 
SeedDMS [10].

In the card’s titlebar, you’ll find a link icon and a 
hamburger menu. The link icon lets you link a card 
to other cards (similar features are available to link 
boards or lists) to highlight the dependencies 

Figure 8: Wekan cards have 
enough configuration 
options to make the most 
demanding project 
managers happy.

Figure 9: While Calendar View may be the least used view 
mode in Wekan, it will show you the start, end, and due 
dates for all active tasks.

Figure 10: The Wekan Card Actions menu allows you to 
further customize your project tasks.
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plus sign in the top menubar, and then click Im-
port and follow the on-screen instructions.

Conclusions
Kanban boards have been around for decades 
without substantial changes to their original 
form. While they may not be the best tool for 
every team or project, kanban boards deliver 
what they promise: immediate visibility of a proj-
ect’s process, the responsibilities for each task, 
and any bottlenecks in the workflow. Kanban 
boards present this information in a way that is 
particularly well suited to self-organized teams 
without a boss directing tasks.

Wekan effectively implements kanban princi-
ples for workflow management. However, 
Wekan’s effectiveness relies on all users follow-
ing the rules. If all team members reliably enter 
all tasks, update the task statuses, and so on, 
Wekan will be helpful. Otherwise, it may create 
(or hide until it’s too late) problems and frustra-
tion. If you and your team decide to use Wekan 
as your assistant, you must really be faithful to 
Wekan’s kanban principles.

To find out how Wekan (and kanban principles 
in general) can benefit your team, give Wekan a try 
for a week or two on a test project. Wekan is a 
cool tool, as long as you use it appropriately.  nnn

across different operations and teams. If you click 
on the hamburger menu in the card’s titlebar, the 
Card Actions dialog opens (shown in Figure 10). 
Here you can, among other things, edit custom 
fields, set color, move a card around the board, 
use a card as a template, and eventually archive 
the cards.

Other Useful Features
Wekan can also generate usage reports. The 
most important reports are the ones that show 
broken (unlinked or inconsistent) cards and “or-
phaned” files (uploaded files that are no longer 
attached to existing cards) on a given board.

If you have boards from other kanban soft-
ware or in plain text CSV format, you can import 
these boards into Wekan. To do so, click on the 
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[10]  “Keep Your Documents Organized with Seed-
DMS” by Marco Fioretti, Linux Magazine, 
issue 249, August 2021, pp. 88-93
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http://www.howtoforge.com/tutorial/centos-wekan-installation/
https://github.com/wekan/wekan-snap/issues/107
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LINUX 
 NEWSSTAND
Linux Magazine is your guide to the world of Linux. Monthly issues are packed with advanced technical 
articles and tutorials you won't find anywhere else. Explore our full catalog of back issues for specific 
topics or to complete your collection. 

Order online:  
https://bit.ly/Linux-Newsstand

#246/May 2021

Faster Startup

Weary of waiting for a login window? Your driver-drenched Linux distro was 
configured for all systems, not for your system. This month we show you how to 
optimize your system for faster startup.

On the DVD: Manjaro KDE Plasma 20.2.1 and Clonezilla Live 2.7.1

#247/June 2021

Post-Quantum Encryption

Quantum computers are still at the experimental stage, but mathematicians have already 
discovered some quantum-based algorithms that will demolish the best of our current 
encryption methods. What better time to look for quantum encryption alternatives?

On the DVD: Knoppix 9.1 and ZORIN OS 15.3 Core

#248/July 2021

Brain Tools

Sometimes you want the computer to think for you, and sometimes you want the computer 
to make you think. This month we present a selection of free Linux tools for learning and 
thinking.

On the DVD: Ubuntu 21.04 and Fedora 34 Workstation

#249/August 2021

Turn Your Android into a Linux PC

UserLAnd lets you run Linux applications on your Android phone – all without replacing 
Android OS.

On the DVD: openSUSE Leap 15.3 and Kubuntu 21.04 Desktop

#250/September 2021

Inside the Kernel

The only real way to celebrate the 30th anniversary of Linux is to write about Linux itself – not 
the agglomeration of software we know as a Linux distro, but the real Linux – the beating 
heart in the center of it all: the Linux kernel.

On the DVD: AlmaLinux Minimal 8.4 and SystemRescueCd 8.03

#245/April 2021

Choose a Shell

You’re never stuck with the same old command shell – unless you want to be. 
This month we review some of the leading alternatives.

On the DVD: Arch Linux 2021.02.01 and MX Linux mx-19.03
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FEATURED 
EVENTS
Users, developers, and vendors meet at Linux events around the world.  
We at Linux Magazine are proud to sponsor the Featured Events shown here. 

For other events near you, check our extensive events calendar online at  
https://www.linux-magazine.com/events.

If you know of another Linux event you would like us to add to our calendar, 
please send a message with all the details to events@linux-magazine.com.
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DeveloperWeek Global: Cloud  September 14-15 Virtual Event https://www.developerweek.com/global/ 
    conference/cloud/
KVM Forum Septermber 15-16  Virtual Event https://events.linuxfoundation.org/kvm-forum/
Practical Open Source  September 16 Virtual Event https://eventyay.com/e/e7dfbfc4  
Information (POSI)
EuroBSDCon September 17-19 Virtual Event https://2021.eurobsdcon.org/
OSDNConf 2021 September 18 Kiev, Ukraine https://osdn.org.ua/
ApacheCon 2021 September 21-23 Virtual Event https://apachecon.com/acah2021/
Open Mainframe Summit September 22-23 Virtual Event https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
OSPOCon September 27-29 Seattle, WA and Virtual https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
Open Source Summit September 27-30 Seattle, WA and Virtual https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
Embedded Linux Conference  September 27-30 Seattle, WA and Virtual https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
Linux Security Summit  September 29-Oct 1 Seattle, WA and Virtual https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
Open Source Strategy Forum October 4-5 London, UK and Virtual https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
Open Source Automation Days October 4-6 Munich, Germany https://osad-munich.org/
DrupalCon Europe 2021 October 4-7 Virtual Event https://events.drupal.org/europe2021
JAX London Hybrid October 4-7 London, UK and Online https://jaxlondon.com/
OSPOCon Europe  October 6 London, UK https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
Cloud Native eBF Day  October 11 Los Angeles, CA https://events.linuxfoundation.org/ 
North America
O3DECon October 11-12 Los Angeles, CA https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
Open Networking & Edge Summit October 11-12 Los Angeles, CA and Virtual https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
Kubernetes on EDGE DAY October 11-12 Los Angeles, CA and Virtual https://events.linuxfoundation.org/
Cloud Native Security Conference October 12 Los Angeles, CA and Virtual https://events.linuxfoundation.org/ 
North America
All Things Open  October 18-19 Raleigh, NC and Virtual https://www.allthingsopen.org/

     Events

 NOTICE 
Be sure to check the event 
website before booking any 
travel, as many events are 
being canceled or converted 
to virtual events due to the 
effects of COVID-19.

 DrupalCon Europe 2021 

Date: October 4-7, 2021

Location: Virtual Event

Website:  https://events.drupal.org/

DrupalCon Europe 2021 brings together 
the European Community (and beyond) 
for 4 days of sessions and workshops. 
This year, regional camps will be hosted 
online at the main event. A single 
DrupalCon ticket gives you access to 
all events 4-7 October 2021.

 All Things Open 

Date: October 17-19, 2021

Location: Raleigh, NC and Virtual

Website: https://www.allthingsopen.org/

All Things Open is a polyglot technology 
conference focusing on the tools, 
processes, and people that make open 
source possible. This hybrid event will 
feature three days of in-person and 
virtual programming.
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We are always looking for good articles on Linux and the 
tools of the Linux  environment. Although we will consider 
any topic, the following themes are of special  interest:

• System administration

• Useful tips and tools

• Security, both news and techniques

• Product reviews, especially from real-world experience

• Community news and projects

If you have an idea, send a proposal with an  outline, an esti-
mate of the length, a description of your background, and 
 contact information to edit@ linux-magazine.com.

The  technical level of the article should be consistent with 
what you  normally read in Linux Magazine. Remember 
that Linux Magazine is read in many  countries, and your 
article may be translated into one of our  sister publica-
tions. Therefore, it is best to avoid using slang and idioms 
that might not be understood by all readers    . 

Be careful when referring to dates or events in the future. 
Many weeks could pass between your manuscript sub-
mission and the final copy reaching the reader’s hands. 
When submitting proposals or manuscripts, please use a 
 subject line in your email message that helps us identify 
your message as an article proposal. Screenshots and 
other supporting materials are always welcome. 

Additional information is available at:  
http://www.linux-magazine.com/contact/write_for_us.
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 Approximate 
UK / Europe Oct 02
USA / Canada Oct 29
Australia Nov 29

 On Sale Date 

Preview Newsletter
The Linux Magazine Preview is a monthly email 
newsletter that gives you a sneak peek at the next 
issue, including links to articles posted online. 

Sign up at: https://bit.ly/Linux-Update

Image © tarokichi, 123RF.com

Please note: On sale dates are 
approximate and may be delayed 
because of logistical issues.

New technologies have changed the way 
we protect our personal computers. Next 
month we study some innovations in PC 
security, including the Nitrokey smart stick, 
the OpenPGP smartcard, and Doas, a lighter 
and simpler version of Sudo.

The 
New Security
Issue 252 / November 2021
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